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ABSTRACT 

A contributing factor to children's lack of reading achievement in school is that there 

may be ineffective or no early literacy intervention programs at their school. A review of 

literature suggests that early literacy intervention is beneficial to help children be 

successful in school. This teacher-as-researcher study was designed to investigate six 

years of the development of the Reading Discovery program and to describe the process 

of reflecting on my practice and analyzing my results in order to improve my early literacy 

program, students' literacy, and teachers' literacy instruction. 

The instruments I used to assess student literacy were from Marie Clay's Observation 

Survey or my adaptations of them, consisting of letter identification, a word test, concepts 

about print, writing vocabulary, dictation, and text reading. 

My study included 324 first-grade students from two elementary schools, where I was 

a reading specialist over the last six years. There were 170 children who panicipated in 

the Reading Discovery Program. This program was enhanced by the assistance of 

17 literacy volunteers. 

During the study, 145 children, identified as being at-risk, graduated from Reading 

Discovery. The longitudinal data showed that only three of the students who graduated 

from the program needed fiirther reading intervention. Unlike some remedial programs, 

the children in this program spent 90% of their time actually reading and writing real texts. 

The rest of the time was spent reflecting on their work, doing word analysis, and taking 

care of bookkeeping. 
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In conclusion, the Reading Discovery program had a positive eflFect on the literacy 

achievement of the participating first-grade children. Even those children not in the 

program benefited, because I provided their classroom teachers with instructional support, 

in-service training, and assessment data on every first-grade child. In addition, primary 

grade children regularly checked out appropriately leveled books firom my library. .\s a 

result of this study, I have increased the number of students who participated in the 

program by providing individualized instruction, by using trained literacy volunteers, and 

by selecting the appropriate time for instruction. Reading Discovery program has 

significantly increased the number of children who can read and write without future 

remediation. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

I believe that almost ail children can read and write if provided with the appropriate 

learning environment. In this teacher-as-researcher study, my students and I construaed 

knowledge about literacy through reflection, inquiry learning, collaboration, and problem 

solving. As a reading specialist, I have reflected upon my practices and made instructional 

and programmatic decisions based on the children's literacy behavior, current research, 

and professional experience. Through my experience, I have come to recognize the 

importance of early literacy intervention for first-grade children who are potentially at-risk 

of failure. 

Five years ago. I was asked to develop a first-grade literacy program for an elementary 

school. Because of my intensive training as a Reading Recovery teacher, I had the 

advantage of knowing how to implement such a program. Issues of how, when, and by 

whom the instruction would be delivered sent me on a quest to design and implement a 

program to meet the literacy learning needs of the first-grade students and faculty at my 

new school. 

As a teacher/researcher, I have continued to explore the issues that have emerged 

during my instruction and through my discussions with others. I have learned to be a 

careful observer of children's literacy behavior. This has enabled me to identify children's 

strengths and weaknesses and to promote their overall success and their effective use of 

reading strategies. This study describes the evolution of the Reading Discovery program 

as I reflected and analyzed my instruction and my role as a reading specialist during the 
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last six years. This reflection and analysis have helped me to be more effective at 

accelerating children's literacy learning. 

Background of the Study 

There are substantial numbers of children in the United States who are unable to read 

and comprehend on grade level using the traditional instruction they are given. Attempted 

solutions to this problem have been to provide Chapter I programs or special education 

services to students in grades 1 through 6 (AUington, 1995). The U.S. Depanment of 

Education reported that Chapter I served one out of every nine children enrolled in 

American elementary and secondary schools in the 1980s CBirman et al., 1987). 

According to this federal report, children in typical Chapter I programs receive remedial 

reading instruction in pull-out groups of five children per group, three to five days per 

week at an average annual expenditure of about $950 per child (Birman et al., 1987). 

In two large-scale analyses of the effects of Chapter I remedial programs, the positive 

effects have been found to be small at best, and often non-existent (Carter. 1984; Slavin, 

1991). It has been contended that traditional remedial special education, and Chapter I 

programs do not work because they do not accelerate student learning (AUington, 1997). 

Chapter I programs have been found to have limited success with at-risk students. In an 

evaluation of Chapter I programs, it was found that participation in most of these 

programs resulted in an actual loss of reading instruction time for students (AUington & 

McGiU-Franzen, 1990). This is also coupled with the adverse effects of low teacher 

expectations regarding the academic progress of these students (Rowan, Guthrie, Lee, & 

Guthrie, 1990). In addition, there is only a 2% difference between the proportion of 
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children eligible for services in first grade and in sixth grade (12% and 10% respectively), 

suggesting that Chapter I programs have minimal impact on the achievement of at-risk 

children (Kennedy, Birman, & Demaline, 1986). Chapter I interventions generally do not 

seem to have an impact on achievement after third grade and have minimal impact on 

achievement even in the earlier grades (Pogrow. 1992). 

Since Chapter I participation produces only small achievement gains, children typically 

remain enrolled in Chapter I programs for an average of five years or until the program is 

no longer available at their grade level (Dyer & Binkney, 1995). Two major problems 

connected with Chapter I programs are that they are typically neither intensive nor offered 

early enough for children. 

In contrast to Chapter I programs, one-to-one accelerated early intervention programs 

may increase short-term educational costs, it may be possible to substantially reduce 

program participation time. This would then have the potential for long-term cost savings 

(Dyer and Binkley, 1995). 

In a review of the efiBcacy of special education for at-risk children, it was concluded 

that there existed little evidence of enhanced academic performance as a result of 

participation (Carter, 1984; Glass, 1983; Kavale, 1988; Leinhardt & Pallay, 1982; Slavin, 

1991). 

Chapter I programs are wide spread in this country. In the late 1980's approximately 

90% of U.S. school districts received Chapter I funds, which were used to provide 

services to at risk students (Savage, 1987). In 1987, one out of nine students in U.S. 

public schools was served by Chapter I (Birman, 1988). The difference in performance 
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levels between better and poorer readers has been found to be consistent at each grade 

level despite the wide employment of Chapter I programs for such students (Mullis & 

Jenkins, 1990). This suggests that schools have not been successful in their attempts to 

help lower achieving students "catch up" to their peers. Unfortunately, most children who 

get off to a slow start in reading remain behind in reading (Hieben & Taylor, 1994) and 

often continue in special education or other remedial programs throughout the span of 

their elementary schooling. 

Unfortunately, the consequence of these remedial literacy programs has often been to 

provide remedial instruaion after experiencing several years of difBculty, as opposed to 

intervening early to accelerate the learning of emergent readers identified as having 

reading problems (Allington, 1991). Obsen^ational studies have described typical Chapter 

I and special education services as pull-out programs that emphasize the repetition of low-

level, isolated skill-and-drill activities, as opposed to the reading of connected text 

(Allington, 1991; Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1990). Allington (1991) has identified this 

as the "slow-it-down-and-make-it-concrete" approach to helping poor readers. In general, 

experts have concluded that such Chapter I and special education learning disabilities 

programs have not been as effective as was hoped (Allington, 1991; Carter, 1984; Glass. 

1983; McGill-Franzen 8c Allington, 1990; Slavin & Madden, 1989). There is good 

evidence to suggest that these remedial programs are not meeting the literacy needs of 

many children in ±e United States. 

Classroom teachers expect that every first-grade student should be able to read and 

write by the end of his/her first-grade year. With an effective teacher, the majority of the 
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children should learn to read with regular classroom instruction. However, there are 

usually several students in those classes who are unable to do this without specialized 

literacy intervention. Many intervention programs have not shown to be effective because 

their designs often include instruction with groups of children by teachers or adults who 

have limited training. Also many such programs have been shown to have limited success, 

and their students have often remained in them throughout most of their schooling because 

they do not produce the accelerated achievement needed to catch up with their average 

achieving peers (Allington, 1995). Once students are placed into Chapter I programs, 

almost ail of them remain in these programs for years. Large numbers of children in this 

country start out reading below grade level and this achievement gap continues to get 

larger despite the use of Chapter I programs. At-risk students have traditionally been 

placed in remedial programs after they have been unsuccessful, and they tend to remain in 

these programs for years. Few at-risk students are able to leave Chapter I and special 

education programs once they have been placed into them. 

Supplemental, high-quality instruction is needed to accelerate the reading 

development of students reading "below grade level" (Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989). 

Allington and McGill-Franzen have contended that low-achieving readers need more time 

to engage in actual reading and more time to participate in reading lessons focusing on 

connected text than they usually get in traditional classrooms and pullout programs. 

It is possible to design and offer innovative and effective early literacy programs. 

There are a number of research studies that have explored the composition, 

implementation, and delivery' of effective early intervention reading programs (Allington 
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& Walmsley, 1995; Clay, 1993b; Hiebert & Taylor, 1994; Lyons, 1993: Taylor, Strait, & 

Medo, 1994; Wasik & Slavin, 1993). Traditional reading resource programs consisting of 

small-group, pull-out reading sessions delivered by Chapter I reading teachers, typically do 

not produce the acceleration needed to enable their students to progress enough to move 

up to the average range. In contrast, Readuig Recovery, a one-to-one literac\' program 

for first graders, has been found to be very successful in accelerating the literacy 

achievement of at-risk students. The instructional frameworks of Reading Recovery and 

other innovative programs have been contrasted with traditional reading instruction to 

identify elements of instruction that are vital to student learning (Pinnell, Lyons. DeFord. 

Bryk. & Seltzer. 1994; Spiegal, 1995). One essential element of a successful program is 

individual instruction with well-trained teachers. In Reading Recovery, the instructors 

receive an entire year of intensive training in the delivery of carefiilly designed, quickly 

paced lessons. However, many school systems are unable to afford the high cost and 

commitment to train personnel for this program. 

More affordable, alternative models to Reading Recovery have been developed that 

have incorporated many of the same tutorial components within a variety of delivery 

formats. These formats include small group or individual; classroom teacher, volunteer, 

support staff or reading specialist; in class or pull out (Allington & Walmsley, 1995; 

Broaddus & Bloodgood, 1997; Invemizzi, Juel, & Rosemary, 1996/1997; Juel. 1996; 

Lyons, 1993; Morrow, Tracey, & Woo, 1997; Shanahan &. Barr, 1995; Taylor et al., 

1994; Wasik &. Slavin, 1993). 
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Early literacy intervention programs focusing on accelerated learning and authentic 

reading and writing endeavors are producing encouraging results. Leading the way for 

that type of early intervention, has been the "Reading Recovery" program. Developed in 

New Zealand by Marie Clay in the 1970s and implemented first in this country on a wide 

scale in Ohio in the 1980s, Reading Recovery is a one-to-one tutoring program for low-

achieving first-grade readers (Clay. 1985). The Reading Recovery program has had 

widespread adoption and is now being used in at least 40 states (Pinnell, 1989). Research 

has shown that Reading Recovery has been effective in bringing at-risk children's literacy 

achievement up with that of their peers and in providing them with the strategies necessar\' 

to be independent problem solvers (Pinnell et al.. 1994). As a result of Reading 

Recovery's great success, many other early intervention programs based on its principles 

have been developed in recent years, including the Reading Discovery program that is 

described and studied in this paper. Some of these programs are described in Chapter II 

following a description of the Reading Recovery Program. 

Purpose of the Studv 

I developed the Reading Discovery program in order to enhance the literacy 

development of the first-grade students at my school. As a reading specialist for the past 

six years, I have routinely engaged in professional self study and learning to improve my 

literacy instruction. Through reflection and analysis, I have questioned my practices and 

with collaboration, have made conscious and deliberate modifications to the program. 

This study describes the effectiveness and development of the Reading Discovery program 

as it has changed over time. 
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The purpose of this study is to investigate the following questions; 

1. What is the impact of the Reading Discovery program on the literacy achievement of 

first-grade students? 

2. What were the processes that I went through to evaluate and adapt the program to 

meet the needs of the students and stafi? 

3. What changes did I make in my literacy program as a result of my ongoing research as 

a teacher/researcher during the last six years? 

4. What have I done to support teachers' and students' literacy learning in my school and 

in the literacy community'' 

This research also provides a framework for ongoing, self-perpetuated professional 

development by learning fi"om one s own practice of teaching. There are five processes 

that I identified fi-om the analysis that 1 engaged in while doing this study that were usefiil 

in explaining how I learned fi^om practice. The five processes are: (1) "Kidwatching," 

(Goodman. 1985) is carefiilly observing children while they participate in classroom 

literacy experiences, (2) inquiring about anomalies that occurred, (3) creating narratives of 

those experiences for further consideration, (4) reflecting to enhance my instructional 

decision-making, and (5) collaborating to make sense of the events and help generate ideas 

for improving the educational processes involved. 

Significance of Study 

The significance in sharing my six-year experience is to demonstrate to educators the 

value of being a teacher/researcher. Reading Discovery would not have developed as it 

did if I had not been a carefiil observer, systematically assessing my students, collecting 
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anecdotal information, and analyzing the resulting data to identify the program 

components that worked and those that did not. My intent here is to describe Reading 

Discovery, why and how it works, and to describe the teacher/researcher process. In 

addition, I demonstrate that early reading intervention programs, with a focus on 

accelerated learning and authentic reading and writing tasks, can be very successful. Vlany 

primary-grade children could be prevented from becoming "reading failures" if such 

programs were implemented and used. The use of effective early literacy intervention 

programs is possible, and hopefully, more schools will begin to implement one or more 

such programs to fit their situations, realizing that early reading intervention programs are 

worth the extra effort and expense they require. 

The present study is grounded in my six years of experience as a reading specialist and 

what I did to support literacy learning in my students. A review of literature regarding the 

literacy needs of at-risk students suggests a need for early literacy intervention, and 

practices that support literacy learning. The literature review did not, however, provide 

information that directly addressed the reflective and analytical processes that teachers go 

through during the development of a reading program. This study addresses this 

teacher/program development issue and provides a theoretical framework for developing 

an early literacy program. It also adds to the literature on reflective practice by describing 

how one teacher dealt with literacy problems as a result of her experiences. Not only does 

research inform instruction, but also instruction can and should inform research. Many 

teachers have long been conducting research in their classrooms, however, it has not been 

common until recent years that teacher research has been published in professional 



journals. This study provides a framework for ongoing, self-perpetuated professional 

development via the teacher/researcher process. It provides teachers, tutors and reading 

specialists with an example of the process of teacher reflection and analysis of student 

behavior and instruction for the purpose of facilitating student learning. In addition, this 

study provides an example of an early literacy program that traces its origins to the 

practices of Reading Recovery. This study also describes specific strategies and 

techniques that can be used for early literacy instruction. 

Assumptions 

1. It is possible to investigate questions, hypothesis or problems, offer explanations of 

results, and generate implications and conclusions with data that have already been 

collected. 

2. It is assumed that what I have done to support students' literacy through Reading 

Discovery and the process of the changes over time can be inferred from the artifacts that 

I have collected. 

3. It is assumed that the effectiveness of the Reading Discovery program can be 

determined from an analysis of the assessments, lesson plans, and parent/teacher surveys. 

Definition of Terms 

Acceleration: the increased achievement rate of an at-risk student that is greater than 

would be expected for an average student. 

At-Risk Students: students whose prospects for success are believed to be marginal or 

worse, based on both qualitative and quantitative assessments. 



Authentic Reading Assessment: the act or processes of gathering data in order to better 

understand the strengths and weaknesses of a student's literacy behavior This reflects 

the actual learning and instructional literacy activities or any assessment tool the 

teacher uses to evaluate the child's reading. 

Authentic Text: text materials that have not been altered in form or content such as 

original publications of children's literature. This excludes phonics texts that are 

specifically designed to include certain phonemes. 

Constructivism: a philosophical perspective in which an individual's prior experiences, 

mental structures and beliefs bear upon how they are interpreted. Constructivism 

focuses on the process of how knowledge is built rather than on its product or object. 

In social constructivism, learning and language is viewed as a produa of social 

collaboration. 

Cueing Svstem: any of the various sources of information that may aid in the 

construction of meaning such as graphophonic, semantic and syntactic cues in a text. 

Discontinued: children are discontinued fi'om the literacy program at any point in the year 

when they are able to achieve at or above the reading level of their peers and have 

demonstrated the independent and effective use of self-improving literacy strategies. 

Graduated: children are graduated from the program, when at the end of the year they are 

able to achieve at or above the reading level of their peers, have demonstrated the use 

of independent and effective self-improving literacy strategies, and no longer need 

literacy intervention. 



Independent Problem Solving: the eflfective use of the three text cueing systems by a 

child, along with multiple strategies to self correct and comprehend a passage. 

Independent Reading Level: According to Clay (1985), the level at which a child reads a 

passage with at least 95% word recognition. In addition to Clay's definition, a student 

must also have 90% comprehension as measured by retelling or questioning according 

to Leslie (Leslie & Caldwell, 1990). This is the level that a child can read text 

independently and is often used for fluent re-reading. 

Instructional Reading Level: the level at which a child reads a passage with 90-94% word 

recognition and can generally retell the story. This is the level of materials the teacher 

should be using for instruction. 

Literacy Success: children are successful in reading if they comprehend what they read. 

They are successful in writing if they are able to effectively communicate their ideas in 

writing. 

Metacognition: awareness and knowledge of one's mental processes such that one can 

monitor, regulate, and direct them to a desired end; self-mediation. 

Metacognitive Awareness: in reading, knowing when a text makes sense when reading by 

monitoring one's own comprehension; metacomprehension. 

Miscue: a term promoted by K. S. Goodman (1965) to describe an oral reading deviation 

from an expected response such as the substitution, insertion, or deletion of a word. 

Miscue Analvsis: an examination of the students' use of miscues as the basis for 

determining the strengths and weaknesses in the background experiences, language 

skills and strategies use of students cis they read. 



Monitoring Strategies: checking one's attempts to coordinate the variety of cues found in 

texts. These monitoring strategies develop gradually and play a critical role in learning 

to read (Clay, 1991). 

Observation Survey: a set of six literacy assessments developed by Marie Clay (1985) to 

identify student's strengths and areas of refinement. The sLx observation survey 

assessments include: "Letter Identification", "Word Test", "Concepts About Print", 

"Writing Vocabulary", "Dictation", and "Running Record of Text Reading". 

Print Conventions: the understandings an individual has about the rules or accepted 

practices that govern the use of print in written language. For example concepts about 

print include: reading left to right, top to bottom, words are made of letters, use of 

spaces between words, use of upper case letters, spelling patterns, punctuation, etc. 

Running Record: an examination of a student's miscues while reading as developed by 

Marie Clay (1985). Miscues and self-corrections are analyzed for the cueing systems 

used. Instructional decisions are made based on the analysis of this daily Rurming 

Record. 

Self Monitoring: paying attention to one's own reading process while reading and taking 

steps to reread or make corrections as needed to make sense of the text. 

Storv/Text Structure: a set of conventions that govern different kinds of texts such as 

characters, plot, settings, or in an informational text, comparison and contrast. 

Strategy Instruction: using children's miscues as a guide, the teacher prompts and asks 

questions of students in order to help them maike meaning fi"om their reading. 



Teacher/Researcher: teachers who reflect on and assess their instruction and student 

learning in order to improve their instruction, thereby improving student learning. 

Zone of Proximal Development: the distance between a child's actual developmental level 

as detennined through independent problem solving and his or her potential 

developmental level as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or 

collaboration with more capable peers (Vygotsky, 1978). 
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CHAPTER n 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The purpose of this literature review is to examine; (1) learning and instruction 

through the theoretical perspectives of social constructivism, transactional theories, 

metacognition, and the zone of proximal development (2) the benefit of teacher research 

(3) the need for early literacy intervention and (4) the history of Reading Recovery and 

other similar intervention programs. It has been suggested that it will require a dramatic 

shift in the conventional theories of learning and instruction to make literacy for all 

children a reality and not just a slogan. But to reject dominant conventional wisdom may 

require a better understanding of the roots of literacy learning and instructional beliefs and 

a clearer explication of beliefs that undermine attempts to make literacy for all an achieved 

goal (AUington & Walmsley, 1995). 

Social Constructivism and Transactional Theories 

Supporters of social constructivism and transactional theories suggest that meaning is 

constructed in communication through language by an active interchange of ideas. 

Teachers who hold these views of development revise their instruction instead of their 

expectations for learning when children are not progressing (McGill-Franzen, 1992). How 

teachers view the relationship between development and instruction is dependent on their 

theoretical perspectives. This interaction between instruction and development is 

complex. As Smith Shepard (1988) discovered, teachers who hold a nativist view, where 

children will bloom in time like a flower, do not believe that they can accelerate the 

development of children who arrive in kindergarten or first grade unprepared. Such 
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teachers suggest to parents that their children just need more time to develop, possibly 

retaining such children or placing them in developmental classrooms. When children 

perform poorly on early literacy assessments, such a deficit is often viewed as the result of 

a lack of experiences and opportimities to explore written language and literary 

understandings and only rarely a result of delayed development or disability (Smith & 

Shepard, 1988). 

On the other hand, teachers who hold interaaionist views of development, such as 

scaffolding, revise their instruction, not their expectations for learning, when children are 

not progressing (McGill-Franzen, 1992). In addition, teachers with constructivist views 

believe that learning is an active process in which students construct and reconstruct 

concepts, premises, and theories. Both a teacher's and a student's previous beliefs and 

knowledge are important in the construction of new understandings. In translating this 

learning theory into instructional theory, the teacher is more of a guide for the student 

than an imparter of facts and skills. Both teachers and students become inquirers by 

posing problems, designing experiments, hypothesizing, observing, and reaching viable 

conclusions (Fosnot, 1996; Richardson «Sc Hamilton, 1994). 

Vygotskian psychologists believe that instruction should move ahead of development 

and pull it along (McGill-Franzen, 1992). By talking with grown-ups and capable peers, 

children are able to construct meanings for tasks that they could not understand on their 

own. This teacher prompted modeling or scaffolding enables children to perform tasks 

they could not otherwise do. This type of instruction actually transforms a child's 

development so that the child is able to independently do tomorrow what he/she could 
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only do with assistance today (Vygotsky, 1978). 

Constructivism is a philosophical perspective in which an individual's prior 

experiences, mental structures, and beliefs bear upon how new experiences are interpreted. 

Constructivism focuses on the process of how knowledge is built rather than on its 

product or object (Harris and Hodges, 1995). In social constructivism, learning and 

language is viewed as a product of social collaboration. School provides a perfect context 

for this collaboration. In Fosnot's (1996) comprehensive book on constructivism, she 

discussed the theory, perspectives, and current practices related to constructivism. 

Richardson (1994) suggested that there are conflicts within the educational community 

about constructivist learning theory. She suggested that the conflicts are based on the 

difficulty in translating a descriptive theory of learning into the practice of teaching. She 

described two different constructivist approaches, those of the Piagetian approach and 

those of the situated social constructivist approach. 

Metacognition 

In the Piagetian approach to constructivism, meaning making is viewed as a process 

that is predominately individual as opposed to social, and the purpose is to lead toward 

higher levels of understanding and analytic capabilities such as through metacognition. 

.-Although metacognition is purported to be an individual process, examples of it in 

education have often included interaction with others. Paris (1983) stated that teachers 

who elicit metacognitive strategies can improve their students' reading comprehension. 

Good readers are strategic readers who actively construct meaning as they read; they are 

self motivated and self-directed (Paris, 1983), and they monitor their own comprehension 
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by questioning, reviewing, revising, and rereading to enhance their overall comprehension 

(Baker & Brown, 1984; Clay, 1985). Good readers have learned that it is the reader in the 

reading process who creates meaning, not the text or even the author of the text 

(Goodman, 1996; Flood & Lapp, 1990). Singer (1994) described the importance of 

teacher knowledge about cognitive processing. Dewey (1938) explained that children, 

under the guidance of teachers, are responsible for their learning. 

Cognitive Conflict 

Verbal interaction serves an important cognitive function for adults and children by 

getting them to new ideas or observations, taking them beyond the limits of their own 

experiences. Piaget (1970) has stressed the importance of cognitive conflict in a child's 

cognitive development. When an individual's idea or theory bumps up against a 

conflicting one, then the individual is pushed to resolve the conflict by modifying his 

original idea or theory. Ferriero and Teberosky (1982), described children's developing 

ideas about written language in terms of this Piagetian notion. Cognitive conflict is a 

continuous process of making hypotheses, encountering conflicts, and resolving them by 

forging new hypotheses. Interaction with others is a major source of cognitive conflict 

(Lindfors, 1991). 

In contrast to this Piagetian approach, the situated social constructivist approach 

emphasizes two aspects, situated cognition and the socio-cultural. The situated cognitive 

aspect suggests that a person in transaction with the environment constructs knowledge. 

Therefore, both the individual and environment change as a result of the learning process. 

The social cultural aspect suggests that knowledge is socially constructed, because 



meaning can only be constructed through the use of language in a social content 

(Richardson, 1995). A child's social context has a great impact on learning. 

The socio-cultural aspect of the situated constructivist approach suggests that the 

development of the individual relies on social interactions. It is within this social 

interaction that cultural meanings are shared within the group and then internalized by the 

individual (Richardson, 1994). This aspect comes mainly from the work of 

L. S. Vygotsky (1978). A school is a perfect example of a socio-cultural environment. 

Vygotsky (1978) suggests that yet another aspect of interaction is important for 

cognitive growth, one that initially seems almost the exact opposite of Piaget's cognitive 

conflict. Vygotsky's notion about this aspect is captured in terms like ""collaboration," 

"collective activity," and "cooperation." He identified a "zone of proximal development" 

as the area of difficulty just beyond that point at which the child can solve problems in 

collaboration with others, especially with an adult or a more competent peer. This is the 

area or zone that Vygotsky felt is especially important in a child's learning, that area 

where a child, with help, can go beyond himself. Interaction with others, especially a 

teacher, then becomes crucial in that it provides assistance as the child stretches beyond 

his own limits (Lindfors, 1991). In summary, interaction can help one go beyond his/her 

own limits by providing a new idea, question or observation; by providing cognitive 

conflict; and by providing collaborative assistance (Lindfors, 1991). 

Reading as a Transactional Process 

Researchers have found that competent readers actively construct meaning through a 

process in which they "interact" and "transact" with the words on the page, integrating 
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new information with pre-existing knowledge structures (Anderson. Hiebert, et al.. 1985; 

Lapp & Flood, 1986; Goodman, 1996; Paris, 1986; Rosenblatt, 1938. 1982). Further, it 

has been found that a reader's prior knowledge, experience, attitude, and perspective 

determine the ways in which information is perceived, understood, valued, and stored 

(.Anderson et al.. 1985; Flood & Lapp, 1990; Pearson, 1984). Goodman's view is that 

reading is a "transactional socio-linguistic process" (K. Goodman, 1994). Children leam 

to read by using what they know and comparing it with the information in the text. Clay's 

research on early literacy strategies (1991) along with Kenneth and Yetta Goodman's 

research (K. Goodman, 1985) on reading as a transactional process have revolutionized 

reading instruction in classrooms and provided teachers a tool which they can use to make 

more informed decisions about instruction. 

Teachers facilitate student learning by providing self-improving reading strategies. 

Vygotsky (1978) established teaching at the child's growing edge in his theory of the zone 

of proximal development. Based on cognitive learning theory, teaching practices such as 

the use of pause, prompts and praise during reading instruction, involve cognitive 

processes that become internalized (Singer 1976). 

In effective teacher education programs, good teaching is viewed as a "theory building 

process in which good teachers leam to make explicit their assumptions about reading" 

(Meyers, 1991 in Clay, 1987). The question of effective instruction then becomes one of 

teachers making appropriate strategic choices and varjrag their responses to children's 

reading that reflect an understanding of the metacognitive reading process. The general 

conclusion drawn from the research literature suggests that teachers who develop a 
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Strategic approach to reading instruction are more likely to improve their student's reading 

comprehension. Children can benefit greatly fi-om having explicit instruction using 

multiple reading strategies (Clay & Cazden, 1990). 

Reading research has shown that unlike their peers some children are unable to acquire 

on their own the literacy strategies necessary to profit from traditional instruction. It has 

been suggested that such children require the explicit modeling of multiple reading 

strategies and self-evaluation to improve children's reading comprehension (Aliington & 

Walmsley, 1995; Clay, 1985; Goodman, 1996). Reading Recovery, an early intervention 

reading program (Clay, 1985) and Retrospective Miscue Analysis (Goodman & Marek, 

1996) are two approaches that make such learning possible. .\s such Reading Recovery 

and Retrospective Miscue Analysis provide the foundation for my work in developing the 

Reading Discovery program. 

Collaborative Learning 

When facilitating collaborative learning, a teacher provides well-timed comments, 

questions, expressions of appreciation, attentive listening, and a touch on the shoulder or 

suggestions. But children can also play this supportive role for one another in classrooms 

where such interactions are encouraged, expected, and valued. Children can support each 

other during collaborative projects, peer writing conferences, and through the 

recommendation of books for others to read (Lindfors, 1991). 

The Zone of Proximal Development 

The classroom can be designed to provide supportive interactions for children. 

Vygotsky wrote, "What a child can do with assistance today, she will be able to do by 



herself tomorrow" (Vygotsky, 1978) p. 87. This is the concept behind Vygotsky's zone 

of proximal development. Vygotsky observed that learning and development are 

interrelated from the first day of life. According to Vygotsky, there are two 

developmental levels. The actual developmental level is the age of mental functions that 

have been already established or the completed developmental cycles of a child. The other 

level is the potential or proximal developmental level or what children can solve with 

guidance. "The distance between the actual developmental level as determined by a 

child's independent problem solving and the level of the child's potential development as 

determined through problem soKang under adult guidance or in collaboration with more 

capable peers" is referred to as the zone of proximal development by Vygotsky (1978) 

p. 78. In line with Vygotsky's ideas, teachers sometimes offer assistance from which they 

feel children can benefit without their asking for it. Teachers may appropriately provide 

assistance at any point in children's work. Assistance is frequently provided to support 

children's writing such as help in finding their topic, in defining their focus or direction, in 

their planning, in their implementing, in their modifying plans and changing course, and in 

their evaluating and reflecting on what they have done. When teachers do this, they are 

trying to suppon or "scaffold" the children to move beyond their current limits (Lindfors, 

1991). This same level of support is necessary to support children's reading. 

"To implement the zone of proximal development in instruction, psychologists and 

educators must collaborate in the analysis of the internal (subterranean) developmental 

processes which are stimulated by teaching and which are needed for subsequent learning. 

Vygotsky criticized educational intervention that lags behind developed psychological 
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processes instead of focusing upon emerging functions and capabilities. " (Vygotsky. 1978) 

p. 131. 

Vygotsky applied the concept of a zone of proximal development to both instruction 

and diagnosis. In his well-known words, "The only good kind of instruction is that which 

marches ahead of development and leads it; it must be aimed not so much at the ripe as at 

the ripening fimction" (Vygotsky, 1962) p. 104. According to Vygotsky, children's 

construction of knowledge depends on social interaction. He suggested that social 

interactions drive cognitive development (Wertsch, 1990). Many scholars also relate 

reading with the socially directed intentions of language, as seen in Vygotsky" s (1978) 

view that the use of language is a highly personal, and at the same time, a profoundly 

social process. Constructivism is not only a theoretical model but it is also an instructional 

approach to reading instruction. 

f,earning is a Social Process 

Vygotsky's educational theory is a theory of cultural transmission as well as a theory 

of development. Education is not only central to cognitive development, but it is the most 

important socio-cultural activity. Vygotsky viewed the filling of the "cognitive gap" as the 

development of higher or uniquely human psychological processes (Moll, 1990) p. 1. 

Vygotsky emphasized the social organization of instruction, as a "unique form of 

cooperation between the child and the adult that is the central element of the educational 

process" (Vygotsky, 1987) p. 169. 

Vygotsky viewed learning as a "profoundly social process," he emphasized dialogue 

and the varied roles that language plays in instruction and in mediated cognitive growth. 
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For Vygotsky, teaching represents the means through which development is advanced: 

that is, the socially elaborated contents of human knowledge and the cognitive strategies 

necessary for their internalization are evoked in the learners according to their 'actual 

developmental levels." 

Mediated Learning 

Feuerstein (1979. 1980) argued that cognitive growth is very heavily dependent on the 

quality of mediated learning that a child experiences. "Mediated learning is the training 

given to the human organism by an experienced adult who frames, selects, focuses, and 

feeds back an environmental experience in such ways as to create appropriate learning 

sets'" (Feuerstein, 1979) p 6. By interacting with an adult, who models and guides 

problem-solving activities and structures learning environments, children gradually come 

to adopt structuring and regulating activities of their own. Cognitive skills, including 

those of comprehension fostering and monitoring, develop normally via a process whereby 

an adult models and prompts their use and children gradually adopt such activities as pan 

of their own repertoire (Brown, Palincsar, & Armbruster, 1994), 

With mediated learning, speech and literacy are used to mediate their interactions with 

each other and with their surroundings. A major role of schooling is to create social 

contexts (zones of proximal development) for mastery of and conscious awareness in the 

use of these cultural tools (MolL, 1990) p. 11. The purpose for instruction is to develop 

the conscious awareness and voluntary control of knowledge, which is the primary 

product of education; this is done through mediation. Mediation, zone of proximal 

development, holistic, active learning, psychological processes must be studied in 
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transition or during change. 

ScafFnlding 

As a Russian psychologist, Vygotsky's ideas were not widely known in the United 

States until the 1980s. However, Bruner's concept of "scaffolding" (Bruner, 1975) is 

grounded in the developmental theories of L. S. Vygotsky (1978) who believed that 

guided interactions with adults could assist children in developing higher psychological 

functioning. The metaphorical term "scaffold," though never used by Vygotsky, has come 

to be used for interactional support, often in the form of adult-child dialogue that is 

structured by the adult to maximize the growth of the child's intra-psychological 

functioning. In their shared activity, the teacher is interacting with unseen processes, the 

in-the-head strategies used by the child to produce the overt responses of writing and oral 

reading. For any one child, the Reading Recovery program as a whole is such a scaffold. 

On a more micro level we have seen many examples of children functioning independently 

in both reading and writing, where earlier collaboration between the teacher and child was 

necessary (Clay Cazden, 1990). 

However, it would be a mistake to think of the scaffold as simply being removed as the 

child's competence grows. If we consider Reading Recovery as a whole, that does happen, 

and a child who successfiiUy completes the program becomes able to continue learning to 

read and write as a "self-improving system" within the regular classroom, without the 

finely tuned support of the Reading Recovery teacher. But within the program, because 

the teacher selects texts on an increasing gradient of difiBculty, the scaffold of teacher 

support continues, always at the cutting edge of the child's competencies, in his or her 



continually changing zone or proximal development. 

Vygotsky proposed that an adult's assistance allowed the child to operate in the "zone 

of proximal development," the area between what the child can accomplish unaided and 

the level that the same child can accomplish with assistance. When adults provide a 

scaffold, they often accomplish more that just the completion of the task. The child may 

internalize the essence of the thinking, knowledge, or strategy used for that task and be 

able to carry through similar tasks without assistance (Beed, Hawkins. & Roller, 1991: 

Staton, 1984). Two types of scaflfolding have been identified; incidental scaffolding 

(Cazden, 1980; Wells, 1986) and strategic scaffolding (Ninio & Bruner, 1978: Wood, 

Bruner, & Ross, 1976). The features of scaffolding are that it takes place in a 

collaborative context, it is within the zone of proximal development, there is a gradual 

withdraw of support, and the child internalizes the knowledge in order to become 

independent (Beed et al., 1991). 

Beed (1991) focused on strategic scaffolding because children's independent use of 

strategies is a critical educational objective, particularly for children who experience 

difBculty in learning (Brown & Campione, 1984). Contingent scaffolded instruction 

includes the addition of a pattern of responses for the withdrawal of the support (Wood, 

Wood, & Middleton, 1978). Strategic scaffolding includes five levels: (1) teacher 

modeling, (2) inviting student performance, (3) cueing specific elements, (4) cueing 

specific strategies, and (5) providing general cues. Eventually the scaffolding is no longer 

necessary and the child can perform the strategies independently. 
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Social Interaction Facilitates Reading 

Social interaction facilitates reading because it provides a vehicle for talking about the 

strategies, plans, and processes of meaning construction (Vygotsky, 1978). In other 

words, thinking about what is read is facilitated by conversations that encourage children 

to elaborate and explain their thinking. In this social situation, the teacher also explains 

and elaborates her thinking. This process allows the student to use tools for thinking, such 

as words, plans, strategies, ideas, and so on. The teacher responds, encouraging a 

refinement of thinking (use of tools) and showing children how she constructs her answer 

(Walker, 1996). Interaction facilitates children's independent use of literacy processes. 

As children and adults discuss their thoughts and explain how they construct their 

answers, the new ideas and strategies they use become pan of their internal thought 

processes. Through social interaction, children verbalize their thinking, discussing their 

strategies as well as their ideas. During discussion, a teacher facilitates reading by 

discussing interpretations, asking children to justify their interpretations, and sharing their 

own thought process. As a result, verbal discussion facilitates reading through three 

avenues: (I) construaing meaning, (2) verbalizing plans and strategies for meaning 

construction, and (3) making social thinking an internal process (Walker, 1996) p. 14. 

Not only is interaction important, but the interaction must be about meaningful activities. 

The reading and writing should be purposeful. 

Mediated Reading Level 

A child's mediated reading level determines the level where the child can eflBcientiy be 

taught. This level is determined by evaluating the "distance between the actual 
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developmental level as determined by independent problem solving, and the level of 

potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in 

collaboration with more capable peers" (Vygotsky, 1978) p. 86. In Diagnostic Teaching 

of Reading (Walker. 1996), Powell's concepts of mediated reading levels were described. 

The teacher places students in different leveled materials depending on the amount of 

support provided. 

While reading we use a variety of cues from the text: Visual and phonological 

information within words (print cues), the grammatical structure of the text (sentence 

structure cues), and meaning derived from pictures and context (meaning text cues). 

These cues provide information sources that interact with the reader's knowledge to 

support ongoing word recognition and comprehension strategies (Adams, 1990; Clay. 

1991; Goodman. 1993; Goodman, 1965; Rumelhart. 1994). 

Self-Monitoring 

Self-monitoring is an important aspect of beginning reading according to Schwanz 

(1997). Monitoring strategies involve checking one's attempts to coordinate the variety of 

cues found in texts. These monitoring strategies develop gradually and play a critical role 

in learning to read (Clay, 1991). An important question for beginning instruction is. How 

can I support the development of a highly eflBcient and coordinated set of monitoring and 

searching strategies? A necessary first step in this process is to carefully observe the types 

of behaviors that signal strategic processing. In addition, analyzing errors or miscues that 

occur while reading provides the teacher with a window into the child's processing 

(Goodman & Goodman, 1994). 
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One way children leam to monitor gross visual features within words is through early 

writing experiences. These experiences help children to leam to hear and record sounds in 

words (Lyons, 1993). Another way is through various forms of phonics instruction 

(Cunningham & AUington, 1984). This sound-to-letter emphasis is different from the 

letter-to-sound emphasis often associated with early phonics instruction. 

Specific interactions between a teacher and a student using prompts and questions 

allows the teacher to develop tentative theories about the cues children use for monitoring 

and searching. Knowledge of the cues that a child uses for monitoring and searching can 

then be used by a teacher to provide "critical moment teaching" (Goodman & Marek, 

1996). 

The Benefit of Teacher Research 

A recent emphasis in educational research is on teacher-as- researcher studies. These 

studies describe the processes of classroom teachers learning from practice and how they 

intentionally go about improving their instruction (Clark & Peterson, 1986; Gallimore, 

Dalton, & Tharp, 1986; Isakson, 1997; Pajares, 1992; Potts, Lalik, & Moore, 1997; 

Richardson, 1994). There is an educational shift from traditional behaviors of instruction 

where the teacher is the provider of knowledge, to a constructivist view of the learner and 

the teacher. Educators who specialize in the professional development of teachers, believe 

that brief workshops introducing new ideas about teaching seldom lead to enduring 

changes in classroom practice. They feel that better results are achieved when a 

consultant works with teachers on a number of occasions over a period of time and 

follows that up by visiting their classrooms in order to assist them in making agreed-upon 
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changes (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson, 1985) p. 111. Reading Recovery 

training is one form of professional development that occurs over time and has a self and 

peer assessment component. 

The conceptual framework for teacher research relates to various theories of 

constructivist learning (Richardson, 1994). These theories suggest that one's previous 

beliefs and knowledge are 'mportant in the construction of new understandings, that the 

learning is an active process in which children and teachers construct and reconstruct 

concepts, premises and theories. In translating this learning theory into instructional 

theory, the teacher is more of a guide than an imparter of facts and skills. In order to 

develop a constructivist environment, the teacher must also become a student, a student of 

children's beliefs and understandings, as well as a student of the content being discussed. 

The teachers and the children become inquirers by posing problems, designing 

experiments, hypothesizing, observing, and reaching viable conclusions. Several research 

studies have been conducted using a constructivist theoretical framework and its 

instructional implications (Cobb, 1986; Duckworth, 1987; Fosnot, 1989; Glasserfeld. 

1987; Lester & Onore, 1990), and it is only recently that this constructivist framework has 

been applied to staff development processes. One of the first staff development programs 

designed and written within a constructivist fi-amework was Bramberger, Ducksworth and 

Lampert's (1981) study to help teachers examine and develop their own theories of certain 

science concepts. 

Early Literacv Intervention 

An important question for those interested in designing beginning instruction is how a 
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teacher can best support literacy development of children through a highly efficient and 

coordinated set of strategies that they can use to monitor and self correct their reading. A 

necessary first step in this process is to carefully observe the types of student behaviors 

that signd strategic processing. It is necessarv' for teachers to be able to analyze errors or 

miscues while observing children as they read in order to provide specific feedback to the 

students to help them develop problem solving strategies while reading. 

Many teachers, administrators, and researchers believe that early intervention is pivotal 

to the reading success of children at-risk of academic failure. Without some type of 

eflfective early literacy intervention, the difference in performance levels between better 

and poorer readers has been found to remain constant at each grade level (Applebee. 

Langer, & Mullins, 1988). This suggests that schools have not been successful in their 

attempts to help lower achieving students "'catch up" with their peers. Unfortunately, 

most children who get off to a slow start in reading in the first grade continue to remain 

behind in subsequent years (Carter, 1984; Cooley. 1981; Juel, 1988; Hiebert & Taylor. 

1994). 

A contributing factor to an at-risk student's reading success is appropriate and 

authentic early intervention. The related literature (Clay, 1985; Allington, 1995) suggests 

that appropriate early intervention can enhance students' achievement. Most children 

leam to read and write fairly easily in a whole language classroom with numerous 

opportunities for purposeful reading and writing, but some children find the transition to 

literacy difficult. These children fail to develop appropriate reading strategies and those 

they do develop may actually contribute to failure and fiiistration. If these children 
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continue to use their inappropriate strategies on a daily basis, they become habitual and 

very resistant to change (Clay, 1985). Children's first literacy experiences in school need 

to be provided by highly trained effective teachers so that they will initially learn effective 

literacy strategies. 

In order to promote literacy success in at-risk children, a variety of early reading 

intervention programs have been implemented in this country in recent years. Some of 

these programs not only provide supplemental instruction to accelerate reading 

development, but they also provide quality instruction that focuses on the reading and 

writing of real texts as opposed to the repetitive practice of isolated reading skills. This 

emphasis on authentic reading comes fi^om a perspective of literature-based, whole-

lamguage reading instruction as opposed to reading instruction driven by mastery learning 

of specific reading skills (Hiebert & Taylor, 1994). 

Research (AUington. Stuetzel, Shake & LaMarche, 1986 ) involving retention. Chapter 

I pull-out remedial reading programs and special education programs, showed that there 

were positive effects fi-om these programs, but they were marginal. In contrast, the 

Reading Recovery program has been found to have very impressive results. 

Reading Recovery 

Reading Recovery an early intervention program that has been demonstrated to be 

very effective for children at-risk of literacy failure (Clay, 1991). As mentioned in Chapter 

I, Reading Recovery is a first-grade early intervention program designed to reduce reading 

failure. It was initiated and developed in New Zealand in the 1970's by educator and 

psychologist Marie M. Clay. Reading Recovery methodology originated fi-om a study of 
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efFective practices in reading and writing that had been developed and used by teachers in 

New Zealand during the 1970's. Even in New Zealand, where they have the highest 

literacy rate in the world, some children were not making the necessary gains to keep up 

with their peers. Reading Recovery was designed to provide a safety net for those 

children. The purpose of Reading Recovery is not to remediate children who are 

experiencing difiBculty with reading but to prevent literacy failure before it occurs. 

Reading Recovery is based on the assumption that intensive, high qualitv' help during the 

first year of schooling is a productive investment of resources. The early years, which 

provide a foundation for later learning, are particularly critical for children who are at-risk 

offaUure(Clay, 1985). 

According to Clay, the major purpose for the Reading Recovery program is to assist 

students in becoming independent, self-monitoring, strategic readers. The program also 

accelerates students' literacy learning in order to get them up to grade level. The key 

features of the Reading Recovery program include highly trained teachers, early 

identification of students, individualized one-to-one tutoring, and on going assessments 

with leveled books and journal writing. An important aspect of Reading Recovery lesson 

is that the almost all of the time is spent on actually reading and writing for real purposes. 

Teacher Training. One of the most important aspects of Reading Recovery is a year

long teacher training program that reinforces the theories and practices of effective 

reading. Reading Recovery makes use of a pyramid staff development model of 

instruction. Marie Clay herself initially trained selected teachers in her Reading Recovery 

model of instruction. She then trained those first Reading Recovery teachers to be teacher 
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leaders. Each of the teacher-leaders was assigned to train a group of teachers. As a next 

step, she trained instructors of teacher-leaders. Those instructors were from the rank of 

the teacher-leaders. The instructors trained more teacher-leaders, who in turn trained 

more Reading Recovery teachers. Eventually every grade one teacher in New Zealand 

was trained in Reading Recovery. 

The training of Reading Recovery teachers begins with a week of instruction prior to 

the start of the school year. The focus of this initial training is to develop a working 

knowledge of the Observation Survey including administration procedures and 

opportunities to practice each of the assessments. This week of instruction also includes 

discussions on early literacy, the premises of the Reading Recovery Program and student 

selection procedures. 

All teachers taking Reading Recovery training are also required to complete a year of 

instruction and supervised teaching with at least four first-grade students. The year-long 

training class meets weekly. Training classes focus on procedures and strategies for 

teaching and accelerating student learning through Reading Recovery lessons. Teachers 

participate in behind the glass, or one-way mirror lessons with a child, while peers 

observe, describe, and analyze their behaviors and teaching decisions. Class discussions 

include those training lesson observations, as well as topics for extending teacher 

understandings of the teaching-learning processes. Other class discussions revolve around 

the reading assignments from Clay's books, the most recent of which are The Earl\ 

Detection of Reading Difficulties. Third Edition (Clay, 1985) and Becoming Literate -

The Construction of Inner Control. First Edition (Clay, 1991). 
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After their first year of training, the teachers participate m monthly "Continuing 

Contact" sessions. EXiring these sessions, they revisit the procedures of the program and 

discuss any problems that may be occurring in their lessons. These trained teachers also 

provide support for new teachers in training. 

Reading Recovery helps children to acquire "efficient patterns of learning ' to enable 

them to read and write within the average range of their first-grade peers and to continue 

to make satisfactory progress in the regular classroom (Clay, 1993b). During Reading 

Recovery lessons, as the child becomes familiar with lesson procedures and text-solving 

processes, the teacher asks the child higher order questions such as. "How did you know 

that wasn't right?" in order to help the child process what he/she is doing while reading. 

The teacher needs to understand what information and strategies the child is using. 

Reading Recovery students by being prompted to talk briefly about text processing, leam 

that they can know what they are doing and why they are doing it, thereby controlling 

their mental processes more effectively (Clay & Cazden, 1990) p. 220. 

Discontinuing firom the Program. To discontinue fi"om Reading Recovery, students 

must show evidence that they have acquired a self-extending system using a variety of 

strategies, which enables them to read increasingly difficult text and write independently. 

This usually occurs after 12-15 weeks of instruction. Children who are discontinued from 

the program can perform at an average or an above average level in their regular first-

grade reading program. The decision to discontinue a child from Reading Recovery is 

based on whether children can use independent problem solving strategies and 
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demonstrate they are at or above the average on the Observation Survey that is 

administered to them by a Reading Recovery teacher or the teacher-leader. 

Early intervention facilitates and expedites this literacy learning process (Clay, 1993; 

Allington, 1995). Reading recovery is designed for children far younger than those in 

many "remedial" programs. Clay (1993) stated that a few low-achieving children may 

•'catch on" to reading and writing in the regular classroom in their own time. However, 

most children identified as low achievers after one year in school, will only experience an 

increasing gap between them and the rest of their peers. This will reinforce their self-

image as incompetent readers and writers. Many will be unnecessarily labeled as "learning-

disabled" (Clay, 1987). Reading Recovery instruction supports emergent development 

rather than waiting for it (Clay & Cazden, 1990). This idea is based on the concept of the 

"zone of proximal development" as described by Vygotsky (1978). 

With respect to diagnosis, Vygotsky and the Soviet psychologists working with his 

ideas used the concept of the zone of proximal development to differentiate among a 

group of underachieving learners. Though Reading Recovery is a program of instruction, 

it also can serve as a form of dynamic assessment (Brown & Ferrara, 1985; Clay & 

Cazden, 1990). Dynamic assessment is assessment that influences the instructional 

behaviors of the teacher. 

Reading Recovery Expands to the United States 

Reading Recovery took hold in New Zealand during the early 1980's and is now used 

in every school in that country. Diane DeFord, Gay Sue Pinnel and Carol Lyons of The 

Ohio State University learned about the program and introduced Reading Recovery to the 
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United States in the mid 1980s. At that time. The Ohio State University became the first 

Reading Recovery training site in the United States. Before it was implemented in the 

Ohio Public Schools in 1985, Barbara Watson collaborated with Marie Clay in New 

Zealand. This collaboration led to better understanding of the Reading Recovery program 

and how it could be adapted for use in the United States. According to the Ohio State 

Reading Recovery Directory (1992-1993) the Reading Recovery program has been 

implemented in the United States in 38 states, the District of Columbia, four Canadian 

provinces, Australia, England, and New Zealand. In 1990, the University of Illinois and 

the University of .'\rizona were selected as the next major training sites. Reading 

Recovery was brought to the University of .Arizona as a collaborative effort of five 

Arizona school districts. Reading Recovery also has a Spanish equivalent called 

Descubriendo La Lectura that was developed in New Mexico and is also used in Arizona. 

This Spanish program was a breakthrough for teachers who had Spanish speaking 

students, because not only did it provide these students with the same accelerated 

program, it influenced book publishing companies to publish more early literacy materials 

in Spanish. 

Universities and school districts throughout the United States and Canada have trained 

Reading Recovery teacher-leaders and teachers. Students who have participated in this 

program have mastered literacy skills at a high level (Pinnell, et al., 1994). Reading 

Recovery serves as an early intervention literacy process. Research regarding Reading 

Recovery shows that students who have completed the program have demonstrated 

continued growth for a number of years without the need of fiirther intervention. 
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Reading Recovery in the United States 

The American version of Reading Recovery is basically the same as the program in 

New Zealand, except for a few differences. In New Zealand children start school during 

the month of their sixth birthday, not in August or September as in the United States. 

Because of this, students in New Zealand are not tested all at once but gradually as they 

enter grade one throughout the year. The word list, from the Observation Survey, and 

some of the vocabulary in the assessment and tutoring books have been changed to reflect 

American English. The testing materials in the United States came from Scott Forseman, 

a popular publisher of American children's readers. The training is the same in both 

countries, and it uses the latest of the Reading Recovery manuals authored by Marie Clay. 

A significant difference however, is that all of the first-grade teachers in New Zealand are 

trained in Reading Recovery and therefore much of the same instruction is carried over 

into the classroom. In contrast, only a few selected primary grade teachers in the United 

States have received Reading Recovery training. There also is a national curriculum in 

New Zealand and therefore no matter where children may move in the country, they will 

receive similar instruction with the same materials. This is not the case in the United 

States where state and local school districts determine curriculum. 

Research on Reading Recovery 

In New Zealand, 99% of the children in ten educational districts, where Reading 

Recovery was fixlly implemented, were reading at or above grade level in 1987. In the 

U.S., about 85% of the low-achieving children participating in Reading Recovery sessions 

in first grade typically graduated from the program. The literacy development of these low 
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reading achievement was on par with their classmates and when they had demonstrated 

independent reading strategies for making continued progress. In addition, a longitudinal 

study demonstrated that Reading Recovery graduates maintained reading development in 

the average achievement band through third grade without additional instructional support 

(Pinnell, DeFord, & Lyons, 1988). Reading Recovery has been identified as an 

educationally efifective early intervention program by the National Diffusion Network of 

the U.S. Department of Education (Groom, Herrick, McCarrier, & Nigles, 1992). 

In spite of the impressive educational results of Reading Recovery, some school 

districts hesitate to initiate the program because of the large perceived financial cost of the 

program. Allocating one-half of a teacher's salary and up to $7,000 for training costs per 

teacher to work with eight to ten children per year seems very expensive. In additioru the 

teacher-leader training can initially cost as much as $17,500 plus their salary each year. 

However, since most children are successfiilly discontinued from the program in twelve to 

sixteen weeks, the one-to-one instruction is short term. Reading Recovery has a 

substantially smaller time commitment for students than traditional remedial programs and 

practices. After the initial training costs have been met. the actual cost of the program is 

only half of a teacher's salary. 

Results of New Zealand's research revealed that children "at-risk" of failing made 

accelerated progress while receiving individual Reading Recovery tutoring. After twelve 

to sixteen weeks in the program almost all Reading Recovery children were able to catch 

up with their peers and needed no further help. Three years later, the Reading recovery 
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children continued to retain their literacy gains and continued to make progress within the 

average range (Persich. 1992). 

Data are collected for research and evaluation purposes on all children who receive 

Reading Recovery services in the United States. In Ohio, Illinois and Arkansas these 

Reading Recovery data are compared with a statewide random sample population of non-

Reading Recovery first-grade children. Annual research reports are written and presented 

at the local, state and national professional conferences. The first six years of the Reading 

Recovery program in the Ohio public schools showed successfiil discontinued rates of 

program students. A child is discontinued when they have brought up their reading level 

to the average reading level for first grade and have demonstrated competence in the use 

of multiple strategies. High percentages of program children were discontinued over the 

six-year period, with 73 %, 82 %, 86 %. 83 %, 87 %, and 88 % discontinued each year 

respectively (Ohio Reading Recovery Project, SpeigeL 1995). This indicates that the 

program became more successfiil over time and that only 12% of the students in the last 

year of the study did not meet reading recovery criteria to be discontinued fi'om the 

program. Reading Recovery is inexpensive when compared to Chapter I remediation 

programs (Heibert, 1994). A cost analysis of per pupil expenses of the Reading Recovery 

student is 52,063.00. This figure was obtained by taking the average teacher's salary 

(1990-1991) $33,000.00 and dividing it by 16 program students. The figure was 

compared to Chapter I students at $943.00 per year and $5,208.00 per pupil for students 

who are retained over the six year period of elementary school (Heibert, 1994). This 

estimated cost of Chapter I is actually conservative because most Chapter I students are 
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generally retained in that program for their entire elementary school experience, and many 

of them continue on in the program during their middle and/or secondary school years. 

Nationally, Reading Recovery has a discontinued rate of 80% and the site in Peoria, 

Illinois has an 88% discontinued rate (Illinois Reading Recovery', 1992-1993). In an 

independent evaluation of the Reading Recovery program, Shanahan and Barr (1995) 

found that students made greater than expected gains in reading. However, these effects 

are comparable to those accomplished by other effective educational interventions, and 

that the program is less effective in maintaining student gains beyond the primary grades 

and more costly than has been claimed. Shanahan and Barr also offered recommendations 

for program monitoring and for encouraging innovations to lower cost. It has been 

hypothesized that gains due to Reading Recovery level off after the primary grades 

because of its strong emphasis on word accuracy rather than comprehension. 

Start-up costs for Reading Recovery programs are higher than other programs, but 

advocates argue that a higher percentage of discontinued students will not require the 

continued remediation services that are typical of special education and Chapter I. 

Remedial programs do not ensure success in proficiency literacy levels to the extent that 

the Reading Recovery program does. 

The Table 2.1 is a comparison of the dollars spent on grade retention. Chapter I, 

Special Education and Reading Recovery in the elementary grades. This table shows that 

in the long run, Reading Recovery is cost effective. This is primarily due to the short 

period of time, 12-15 weeks that children participate in the program as compared to one 

to six years in other programs. 
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TABLE 2-1. Reading Recovery Savings 

Annual Cost Average Total Total Cost Per 
Intervention (1990-91) Years in 

Program 
Program Time Student 

Retention S5,208 1 1,080 hrs. $5,208 
(First Grade) 
Chapter I $ 943 5 525 hrs. $4,715 
Special Sl,651 6 1.512 hrs. $9,906 
Education (LD) 
Reading S2,063 1/2 40 hrs. $2,063 
Recovery 
Shanahan and Barr (1995) p. 71 

Reading Recovery is an example of an early intervention that seems quite expensive on 

first glance, but actually has enormous potential for reducing educational expenditures, 

while benefiting children far more than the most common and more expensive traditional 

responses to difficulties in learning to read (Dyer & Binkney, 1995). Reading Recoverv- is 

a preventative, rather than remedial intervention designed to identify and assist at-risk 

children before they experience consistent difficulties and failure (Gafiiey, 1991). 

Early intervention programs such as Reading Recovery have demonstrated they can 

prevent most children fi-om falling considerably behind their peers in reading and from 

experiencing a sense of failure in reading (Slavin & Madden, 1989; Spiegal, 1995; 

Stanovich, 1986). Research has revealed that trained teachers can identify "at-risk" 

children (Spiegel, 1995). Reading Recovery teachers using the simple individually 

administered tests developed by Clay are able to predict with relatively high accuracy 

which first graders are "at-risk" of failure. The test results provide the teachers with 

information of the children's strengths and some areas where instruction is needed. The 

instruction helps children to untangle their confusion about literacy and to leam to read 
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and write. Even these low achieving children can, with special instruction, make 

accelerated progress (Clay, 1993). 

Descubriendo La Lectura 

In the Fall of 1991, the Tucson Unified School District sent a teacher for teacher-

leader training in Reading Recovery and the following year they sent a teacher to Texas to 

receive training as a teacher-leader in Descubriendo La Lectura, Reading Recovery in 

Spanish. This program is essentially the same as Reading Recovery only the reading and 

writing is done in Spanish. This program was developed to meet the needs of the large 

population of Spanish speakers in the southwestern United States. Mexican-American 

children are now able to leam to read and write in their first language. .As a result of this 

program, publishers have responded to the demand for more early literacy books in 

Spanish. They began by translating many of their English early literacy books into 

Spanish. More recently stories have been written in Spanish from the Mexican-American 

cultural perspective. These newer books include cultural experiences, folk tales, and jokes 

in Spanish. According to Carter (1998), Reading Recovery training is still continuing both 

in English and in Spanish in the Tucson Unified School District and teachers may be able 

to pay to participate in their training. 

Collaborative Literacy Intervention Project 

The Collaborative Literacy Intervention Project (CLIP) was developed as a 

cooperative project between Arizona State University, the Tempe School District and the 

Arizona State Department of Education. CLIP methodology was based upon Reading 

Recovery procedures and techniques because of the programs success with at-risk 
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students. It is less costly than Reading Recovery because the trainers do not need to be 

certified Reading Recovery teacher-leaders and the data does not need to be colleaed and 

sent to Ohio State each year for analysis. 

CLIP training is similar to Reading Recovery training in that it lasts an entire year. 

However, the total number of training hours is fewer. CLIP teachers meet twice a month 

in comparison to the weekly Reading Recovery sessions. CLIP training makes use of the 

same texts authored by Marie Clay. The CLIP program has developed its own 

assessments but they measure the same concepts: Letter ID, Sounds, Word Recognition, 

Writing Vocabulary, Dictation and Text Reading. Instead of having the first-grade 

reading materials divided into 20 levels as Reading Recovery does, CLIP has only 16 book 

levels. CLIP is also diflferent fi^om Reading Recovery in the selection of students for the 

program. In CLIP the second lowest group of students according to the assessment scores 

are selected first, while the lowest group of students are placed on a waiting list. After the 

first group of students have discontinued, the highest achieving students fi"om the lowest 

group and students fi-om the low- middle of the class are selected. Those who may qualify 

for special education or the limited English-speaking students are not selected, where as in 

Reading Recovery the very lowest scoring children using M. Clay's Observation Survey 

are selected. CLIP teachers work primarily with students individually. However, they are 

begirming to instrua students in small groups. Sunilar to Reading Recovery, the CLIP 

lessons are designed to build on children's strengths and to help them develop self-

improving systems. The CLIP lesson format is more flexible in that a teacher does not 

need to include all six Reading Recovery components every day. CLIP has also developed 
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and posted a set of reading prompts that a teacher can say to help a child while reading. 

The CLIP program is still being used in the Tempe School District. 

Literacy Assistance Project 

The Literacy Assistance Projea (LAP) was developed in the Tucson Unified School 

District. This district also has Reading Recover^', and the LAP program is based some of 

the same principles found in that program. LAP teachers are generally certified teachers, 

although many of them have not taught prior to their employment as LAP teachers, and 

some do not have Arizona Teaching Certificates. LAP tutors get an hourly wage and only 

work part time. They are paid using site K-3 fimds. The training is conference style for 

two days, with a variety of speakers that discuss early Iheracy strategies and the structure 

of the program. Much of the in-service covers the setting up of Guided Reading groups. 

In these groups, books are read to the children, with the children and by the children. The 

teachers then attend monthly meetings to discuss and share literacy issues and teaching 

strategies. Their readings for the training include selections fi^om the works of Marie 

Clay, Kenneth and Yetta Goodman, Don Hollaway and Reggie Routman. In addition, 

LAP teachers are encouraged to go to district and local literacy in-services and 

conferences. 

The LAP program is organized in the following way. Classroom teachers recommend 

first through fourth grade children who they believe would profit fi^om the program. In 

addition to this program, Reading Recovery is used for the first-grade children. The LAP 

tutor then assesses the referred students using leveled text materials and a short writing 

assessment. The reading levels for LAP range fi-om pre-, pre-primer to fourth grade. 
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There are fewer levels per grade than either Reading Recovery or CLIP, however the level 

at end of first grade appears to be similar to CLIP. 

Since the lowest children generally receive other reading assistance, the LAP tutors 

take the second lowest group of children. LAP students are placed into groups of four 

children according to their reading levels as determined by the LAP assessment and 

classroom placement. The LAP tutor meets with five groups per day, three times per 

week. Each LAP lesson is 55 minutes long. 

During the lesson time the students begin by silently reading specifically leveled books, 

while the tutor selects one student to take a running record on. This running record 

provides evaluation and an opportiinity to instruct using a "teachable moment." The 

group then reads a literature book together, and the mtor provides direct instruaion and 

guided practice The beginning reading materials are the same as Reading Recovery, such 

as the patterned language books published by the Wright Group and Rigby. In the 

lessons, the children practice early literacy strategies such as re-reading. The tutors use 

Guided Reading techniques, selecting teaching points fi"om the running records. 

Instruction is based on teaching reading strategies incorporating student's similar miscues. 

LAP instruction emphasizes phonemic awareness with rhyming words, while Reading 

Recovery and CLIP do not. What kind of writing that is done during a LAP lesson is up 

to the tutor. Most writing, however, is done in response to literature. The reading-

writing coimection is stressed. 

Pre- and post-tests are administered to each child for reading, writing and spelling. 

For text reading, the LAP program uses some of the same stories as Reading Recovery. 
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However, the reading levels are very different. LAP level 16 is the end of second grade, 

whereas in Reading Recovery, level 16 is 3/4 of the way through first grade. When LAP 

students reach a certain level of proficiency, they are exited fi"om the program and the next 

child on the list takes their place. This program targets more children than Reading 

Recovery. However, since the program varies greatly fi'om tutor to tutor, it is hard to 

generalize about its efiBcacy fi'om existing data. 

Theory of Readme Recovery 

The goal of Reading Recovery is for the children to become independent problem 

solvers. This growth takes place as a result of the Reading Recovery teacher's systematic 

selection of teaching procedures that will later be internalized by the child. First of all. 

students need to consciously manipulate reading strategies when needed for problem 

solving, which is a sign of mediating higher mental functions. However, this process 

should become automatic when the reader/writer is attending to text meaning, which is 

most of the time. It is not expected that the child will read word by word or sound by 

sound if it is not necessary (Clay & Cazden, 1990). 

Certain behaviors developed and checked initially at an explicit inter-psychological 

level, such as directional behaviors and most visual perception learning of written 

language, later become automatic subroutines without conscious attention. Most 

cognitive psychology models of reading capture the trend toward conscious manipulation 

in some form. What are often neglected are the perceptual, directional, sequential sign-

processing operations that operate outside conscious awareness but must be learned since 

they are specific to the script in use. Learning to read and write can be considered an 
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example of what Roimnetveit calls "the cultural development of attention" (Clay & 

Cazden, 1990. p. 220). 

According to Vygotsky, major turning points in development are connected with the 

appearance, or transformation of new forms of mediation. Reading Recovery is designed 

to help the child integrate the semiotic codes of oral language and English orthography, 

and incorporate world knowledge into the complex operations of reading and writing. It 

includes stimuli created by the child (in the self-composed sentences) as well as those 

given to the child in teacher-selected texts. The children are asked initially to point to each 

word, which is an external psychological tool (Wertsch, 1985, pp. 77-81). Pointing to 

each word helps the child to focus his attention on each word in sequence. Later the child 

is asked to shift to an internalized process, when the teacher decides the child is ready to 

read with just his/Tier eyes" (Clay & Cazden, 1990). 

Reading Recovery differs from most whole language programs in that it recognizes the 

need for temporary instruaional detours in which the child's attention is called to 

particular cues available in speech or print. It differs from phonics programs in 

conceptualizing phonological awareness as an outcome of reading and writing rather than 

as their prerequisite and in developing children's awareness of sounds in oral language 

rather than teaching letter-sound relationships. It differs from both whole language and 

phonics programs in the frequent observation and recording of the reading and writing 

repertoire of the individual child as the basis for teacher initiative (as in choosing the next 

book) and response (in moment-to-moment decisions about when, and how to help) (Clay 

& Cazden, 1990) pp. 217-218. 
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In their teacher/child shared activity, the teacher is interacting with unseen processes, 

called "in-the-head strategies," used by the child to produce the overt responses of writing 

and oral reading. The Reading Recovery program as a whole is such a scaffold. After this 

intervention, there are many examples of the child fimctioning independently, in both 

reading and writing, where earlier collaboration between teacher and child was necessary 

during the program (Clay & Cazden, 1990). While a child is in the Reading Recovery 

program, the teacher selects texts on an increasing gradient of difiBculty, the scaffold of 

teacher support continues, always at the cutting edge of the child's competencies, in his or 

her continually changing zone or proximal development. Once the child is getting close to 

exiting from Reading Recovery, this scaffold is gradually removed as the child's 

competence grows and the child becomes able to continue learning to read and write as a 

•'self-improving system" within the regular classroom. Through metacomprehension the 

children are able to monitor their own understanding. 

Reading Discovery 

I have developed an early literacy program named "Reading Discovery." I named it 

such because I felt it describes what students do when they go through the program. They 

discover the nature of reading as a process, and they discover when and how to use 

strategies to become independent and competent readers. I am a teacher who believes I 

can provide appropriate instruction in literacy that will accelerate children's development 

through a constructive process. The remainder of this paper describes ray Reading 

Discovery program, how it developed over the sbc years and how I contributed to literacy 

development in my community. 
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CHAPTER in 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes and discusses the methods and procedures used in this study. 

In order to provide a better understanding of the Reading Discovery program, I used both 

qualitative and quantitative research methods. First of all, I used quantitative methods to 

provide an overall analysis of the impact of the Reading Discovery program as stated in 

my first research question. I then used qualitative research methods to examine the 

development of this early literacy intervention program (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

Purpose of Study 

During the past six years, I have developed the Reading Discovery program to 

enhance the literacy achievement of the first-grade students at my school. This study 

describes the impact of Reading Discovery on ±e participating first-grade students, my 

colleagues, and myself during the past six years. It also describes how I used a 

combination of student assessment results and personal self-reflection and analysis to 

gradually modify my program to what it is today. 

Participants for Year One 

During the first year of the study, my Reading Recovery training year, the participants 

for the study included myself, my teacher-leader for Reading Recovery, the thirteen other 

teachers in training including my partner with whom I team taught, four first-grade 

teachers and twelve children. I taught in a small rural school in Southern Arizona, that I 

have named Duval School in order to keep it anonymous. After moving to another 
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school, the participants of the following five years of my study included 324 first-grade 

children, five first-grade teachers, three reading specialists, a reading teacher, 16 literacy 

volunteers, and myself. 

Participants for Year Two through Six 

Children. Reading Discovery has included 324 first-grade children during the past five 

years. These students attended a combination rural/suburban school in Southern Arizona 

where I presently teach. For confidentiality, I have renamed my current school as Desert 

Elementary. The area around Desert Elementary School began as ranch and farm land. 

Now it primarily has mobile homes and new high-density housing developments. In May 

of 1998, we had 575 children attending desert elementary school. The self-reported ethnic 

distribution at our school at that time was as follows; 474 Anglo children, 72 Hispanic 

children, 13 Asian children, 11 Afiican American children, and 5 Indian children. Desert 

Elementary School needed 50 more children with fi-ee or reduced lunch last year for it to 

qualify for Chapter I fijnding. Most of the Desert Elementary School parents work 

outside the home, and the majority of the children in my reading program attend the after-

school program at our school. 

For the first three years, I only reported data on those children with whom I had 

worked, even though I tested many more children. For the past three years, I have 

included data on every child in first grade because I had the results of both pre- and post-

test assessments, and many of these children were also assessed and monitored throughout 

the year. 
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Teachers and Other Professionals. Five first-grade teachers have been involved with 

Reading Discovery during the past five years. In addition, I have worked with two 

speech/language pathologists, the special education teacher, the school psychologist, and 

my principal. Three of the five teachers, still teach first grade at Desert Elementary 

School, and they are identified in this study as teachers; 1, 2 and 3. In an earlier study I 

conducted, four of these teachers participated in an interview about literacy learning and 

instruction and gave permission for me to video tape three of their readuig lessons. 

Teacher I described herself as a "back-to-basics" teacher. Teacher 2 called herself a 

"whole language" teacher. Teacher 3 said she is a predominately a "phonics" teacher and 

Teacher 4 described her instruction as "eclectic." Each of these teachers expressed their 

dedication to helping children learn to read and write. Recently, I have expanded my role 

as a reading specialist to include supporting the first-grade teachers as well as other 

teachers in my school and district to reflect on their own practices. I encouraged them to 

continue using practices that worked well for them and to select an area in which they 

would like support. I believe that I have maintained a good rapport with the teachers. 

Reading Specialists. I have collaborated and worked with three reading specialists 

during the past five years. During my first year at Desert Elementary, I had a Reading 

Specialist mentor who was trained in the Collaborative Literacy' Intervention Project 

(CLIP). The following year, I participated in hiring the replacement for the reading 

specialist who works with the 2°'' through 6''' grade children. Serving as this reading 

specialists mentor and colleague, she and I have worked together and collaborated on 

many projects that have helped to support the literacy needs of all the students at our 
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school. In order to complete my doctorate, it was necessary for Desert Elementary to hire 

a half time reading teacher during this past school year. In addition, I have also mentored 

a new Reading Specialist at an adjacent school. I have greatly benefited fi^om these 

opportunities to share ideas and discuss literacy with other professionals. 

Literacy Volunteers. Reading Discovery has also included 16 literacy volunteers. I 

recruited literacy volunteers through parent contacts, school and district newsletters, the 

school marquee and a local volunteer literacy program called OASIS. The volunteers 

were parents, grandparents, retired teachers, a retired reading specialist, a child 

psychologist, a school counselor and many community members. These people 

volunteered because they enjoy working Avith children and because they believe that early 

literacy success has a great impact on the future education of the children. Each year, I 

trained these volunteers during a three-hour session and then we met for follow-up 

sessions before or after school, or at recess time. The volunteers typically came once or 

twice per week for one hour, and worked with two children. Three of my volunteers 

worked three days a week for two to three hours per day. Because of my knowledge of 

early literacy, my principal has supported me and has given me the opportimity to develop 

my own reading program, and make changes as I deem necessary for the development of 

children's literacy. 

Self-Study 

As the teacher/researcher in this study, I made changes in my program and thinking 

based on my ongoing reflections and analyses. During these past six years, I have worked 

collaboratively with other reading specialists and professionals in my district, at the 
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university and at reading conferences. They provided advice, guidance, and knowledge in 

the development of the program design, lesson format, strategy instruction, assessment of 

children, and selection of children. My colleagues also provided a forum for discussing 

important issues that came up relating to literacy and program development. During the 

first two years, my teacher-leader, and other trained Reading Recovery teachers also 

provided me with oral and written feedback, which included discussions of my behind the 

glass sessions. During this time period, I presented at numerous conferences, modeled 

and supervised lessons and offered training and suggestions to district staff and tutors. 

Data Collection 

Credibility of this program was established through prolonged engagement with each 

student, daily observations and multiple on-going literacy assessments. During this sLx-

year study, I collected literacy data on each of the first-grade children with whom I 

worked. In addition, during the last three years of the study, I collected pre- and post-

assessment data on every first grader in the school whether or not they participated in 

Reading Discovery. I also have assessed many of the children at the end of each quaner. 

All of the assessments that I gave were from Clay's (1985) Observation Survey, or 

adaptations of them. Each of these assessments is described in detail in Chapter IV. 

Ehiring the first three years of my study, the kindergarten and first-grade teachers 

recommended children to be assessed for entry into my program. I worked with the 

teachers in selecting the students. For the first three years, I analyzed data for only those 

children I worked with one-to-one. For the last three years, I analyzed data for every 

child in first grade. 
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A variety of data were obtained for each assessed child. The data collected on these 

children included multiple literacy assessments, individualized daily lesson plans, running 

records, video and audio taped lessons, student journals, student made books, calendar of 

attendance, record of daily reading at home signed by parents, reading program report 

cards, letters, notes or phone calls to and from parents, notes and forms from child study, 

lEP, (Individual Educational Plans) and parent meetings. 

I prepared a portfolio for each of the participating children. Each child in the program 

had a labeled binder or folder containing data from all of the above sources. The data for 

assessed children who did not participate in Reading Discovery were placed in annual class 

folders marked with the teacher's name and school year. These individual and class 

folders were stored in file boxes by year. The file boxes also contain video and audio 

tapes of reading lessons with the children for each respective year. 

In addition. I have kept a folder with my reflective journal, year-end report and notes 

for each of the six years of the study. In the folder, I put new forms I have created, new 

ideas, handouts from conferences at which I have attended and/or presented, articles or 

my notes about articles, and books that have influenced me. The refleaive journal 

included a variety of notes that I wrote about the children, the program and my thought 

processes. Initially these notes were on pieces of paper that I had collected throughout 

the year. For the last two years of the study, I have kept a monthly journal of the changes 

that took place in my students and program as well as my reflections about those changes. 

I also wrote an end-of-the-year report about Reading Discovery that I submitted to my 

principal each year. In these annual reports, I gave a summary of student achievement, a 
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copy of the final report card for each child (also to be included in their cumulative files), 

new ideas that I had tried, contributions I had made, and suggestions for following year. 

Procedures for Entering Data 

The following procedures were used to ensure that accurate records were kept for 

each child who participated in Reading Discovery. During the first three years. I assessed 

only the lowest students who were recommended for Reading Discovery. During the last 

three years, I assessed all of the first-grade students. Each year I kept a file with personal, 

assessment, and program information for ever\' first-grade student assessed whether or not 

they were in Reading Discovery. In 1995, I entered these data into a computer database 

using the Minitab Statistics software program. I found this program cumbersome to use. 

As it turned out. it was not appropriate for the quantity and type of analyses needed for 

this study. Realizing this. I purchased a recommended and more powerfiil statistics 

program entitled SPSS 8.0 for Windows. Unfortunately, this new program could not read 

the data fi-om Minitab Statistics, the old program. Being new to the SPSS program and 

statistical procedures, it took me a while to figure out the most efficient way to enter the 

data. 

After I had developed an efficient entry system, I entered personal, assessment and 

program information about each student for the six years of the study into the database. 

Due to time constraints, I entered complete information for the last three years along with 

pre- and post-test data for the first three years. This was probably the most time 

consuming aspect of my dissertation because I often had to go back to the raw data in 

order to complete the information for all of the variables. In retrospect, I should have 
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selected the variables to record six years ago, so that my data could have been more 

consistent and could have been entered as collected. However, at that time six years ago, 

I did not know that I was going to do this study, nor did I really know which data to 

collect. 

I systematically entered data related to the following variables into my database. I 

selected scale, ordinal, or nominal data for each variable studied. For the ordinal 

variables, 1 determined which variable labels to use. After many changes, I decided to 

include the following personal, assessment and program variables. The variables included 

the student number by year, name, gender, date of birth, teacher number 1-5 and 

additional services the child received (Speech and Language, English as a Second 

Language or Bilingual Education, Special Education, or Counseling for emotional 

difficulties). 

I administered and recorded the literacy assessment data five times per year, in August 

and at the end of each quarter. The assessments included letter identification, 

sound/symbol identification, word recognition, concepts about print, writing vocabulary, 

diaation and text reading-both independent and instructional levels. I inputted the scores 

on the six literacy assessments fi"om the Observation Survey or adaptations of each as 

described above. 

In addition, I provided inclusive dates for instruction, number of lessons with 

specialist, number of lessons with tutor; and the total number of lessons. In the year-end 

results column, I divided children into seven groups: (1) no intervention, (2) graduates 

fi-om the program, (3) program children who needed less than a semester of remedial 
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reading in second grade, (4) program children who continued to need remedial reading, 

(5) children referred to or in Special Education, (6) children retained at the end of the 

year, and (7) program children who moved or were in the school less than nine weeks. I 

recorded the type of reading intervention by quarter: (1) no intervention: (2) reading with 

specialist, myself; (3) reading with tutor; (4) book exchange; (5) reading with reading 

teacher (onlyl997-98 ); (6) special education; and (7) not attending school. At the end of 

their second through fifth grade year I then changed their classification if they were 

discontinued firom reading or went into special education. For the most part, I 

discontinued and selected new children at the end of a quarter or semester. In the event 

that a child participated in more than one intervention per quarter, I selected the one the 

child participated in the most. See Appendix 3-1 for a table of each of the variables. 

Analysis of Statistical Data 

This analysis is a non-equivalent group design with pre- and post-tests. This analysis 

was done using data collected from the last three years. For the first three years, I only 

have complete pre- and post-test data on the students in my program. I used an Analysis 

of Variance (ANOVA) in order to test my hypothesis that the students in the Reading 

Discovery program had significantly larger difference scores on six literacy assessments, 

than regular education students in the same school. I used a two way ANOVA with two 

independent variables, reading intervention and year. The ANOVA compared the 

variability of scores within the group, due to sampling error alone, with the variability 

between the groups, due to sampling error and possible treatment effects, ff the variability 

between the children in Reading Discovery and the children in regular education were 



found to be greater than the variability within these groups, there would be evidence of a 

treatment effect. This means the Reading Discovery program would be effective in 

accelerating children's literacy achievement as measured by the six assessments in Marie 

Clay's Observation Survey. In other words, this analysis uses the mean scores for all six 

assessments. I subtracted the post-test means from the pre-test means to get a mean 

difference or gain score. I tested all the mean gain scores against "0" to determine if the 

children's mean scores improved, and then I compared the mean gain scores for the 

Reading Discovery students with those of the regular education students. This was done 

to determine if the Reading Discovery student means showed greater gains than those of 

the regular education students. 

According to Cook &. Campbell (1979) my research would be described as quasi-

experimental research with non-equivalent groups. Often with non-equivalent groups, an 

Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) is used to remove systemic individual differences 

among the subjects before the experiment was conducted. However, it is inherent in my 

design that the children in Reading Discovery started out significantly lower than the 

regular education students with whom I compared them. Without a control group, I 

cannot predict the rate of gain for low achieving children who do not participate in my 

program. When I used the ANCOVA and factored out the fact that the children in the 

Reading Discovery program started out significantly lower, all the children's scores 

changed significantly but by the same amount, indicating that the rate of growth for both 

groups was the same. However, a purpose of this study was to investigate the extent of 

gain made by Reading Discovery students and compare it to their regular classroom peers. 



Although I had no control group, I do have data from the first year I taught at Desert 

Elementary that indicated that Readmg Discovery may have been responsible for reducing 

the numbers of children needing remedial reading. There were 25 second grade children 

who required reading intervention that first year, and none of these children received any 

intervention during their first-grade year. In comparison, after the Reading Discovery 

program was initiated, between one and nine students needed reading help each year after 

participating in my program depending on the year. This indicated that fewer students 

needed remediation. 

In order to obtain an overall picture of the results of the Reading Discovery Program, I 

utilized quantitative analyses. Using the SPSS database, I entered and analyzed personal, 

program, and assessment data about each student in the first grade for only the past three 

years, due to time constraints. For this type of data, 1 utilized several statistical 

procedures. First, I used simple Pearson Product-Moment correlations for each of the 

assessments. I correlated the treatment of Reading Discovery with the assessment scores. 

I analyzed the difference scores for reading and writing using Analysis of Variance 

(,ANOVA). 

I divided the qualitative and quantitative data by year. Then, for each year, I reported 

the mean scores on the assessments at each of five time periods within the school year. I 

assessed all students at the beginning of the year in August, and at the end of the year in 

May. In addition, at the end of each quarter in October, January, and March, I assessed all 

the children with whom I worked and those children referred to me by their classroom 

teacher. 
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EXie to regression, it is assumed that the lowest performing children have the potential 

to accelerate at a faster pace than other children. However, regression alone would not 

account for these children making such great academic gains and catching up with their 

grade level peers by the end of the school year. 

There was a scaling problem with the book levels identified by Reading Recovery. 

Instead of the book levels being rational numbers, they are actually ordinal numbers 

because at the lower levels there is a greater difference in text complexity between levels, 

where at the higher levels, there is less of a difference. A child who could differentiate 

between a single word "no" and the word repeated "no, no, no" could pass at Level B or 

Level .5. If a child is unable to do this, he/she are at Level A or 0. A child, who could not 

necessarily recognize the words, but was able to follow a pattern in the story, could pass a 

level 2 or 3. Whereas in Level 4, the last page changes and therefore it is necessary to be 

able to read single syllable words in order to pass. In examining the pre- and post- test 

frequency distributions for the six years, only five students needed reading help if their 

instructional level was three at the beginning of their first-grade year. If their instructional 

level was four at the beginning, they have never needed any special reading intervention 

program. The difference between Level 0 and Level 4 is tremendous. In contrast, at the 

end of the year, the difference between Level 20 and Level 24 is small. Children can miss 

18 and 21 words respectively at these levels and be at the instructional level. The 

difference between students at these levels is that a child at Level 24 uses more strategies 

to figure out words, however, a child at Level 20 certainly must use strategies in order to 

read a 180 word story. 



As a result, I re-scaled the raw data and grouped the levels according to the criteria 

Reading Recovery used when describing the levels. I divided the levels using a 0-10 scale. 

A scale of 0 was used for Levels A and B. A scale of 1 represented Levels 1 and 2. I 

continued this pattern of two levels per scale until Level 9, where Reading Recovery then 

grouped 4 levels at a time. A scale of 5 represented Levels 9 through 12. The end scale of 

10 represented Levels 29-32. A ten on this scale indicated a third grade reading level. 

Using this scale as opposed to the Reading Recovery Reading Levels allowed me to 

compare the difference scores more accurately. 

Qualitative Research Procedures 

In order to get a deeper understanding of my program I analyzed, lesson plans, and 

anecdotal records and journals using the grounded theory methods of Strauss and Corbin 

(1990). Theory was inductively built. The first procedure of "open coding" involved 

asking questions of each "distinguishable moment" (Wertz, 1985). The patterns that 

surfaced were then categorized and potential labels explored. I organized the qualitative 

data into four categories. There were five processes that I identified firom the analysis 

explaining how I learned fi-om practice. (1) Kidwatching developed by Y. Goodman is 

having the awareness of what the children are doing within the experiences of the reading 

program, (2) inquiry which includes questions I have about anomalies that occurred, 

(3) creating narratives of those experiences for fijrther consideration, (4) reflecting to 

make meaning for instructional decision making, and (5) collaborating to make sense of 

the events and help generate ideas for improving the educational processes involved. 

After reviewing the lesson plans and anecdotal records, I identified the gist of each 
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Statement or document and identified the categories that emerge from them. I then made a 

matrix, reordered the categories, and looked for sub categories (Berg, 1995; Isaksoa, 

1997; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). After reviewing the data, I grouped the information into 

the following categories; general program description, student assessment, student 

selection, lesson format, procedures, teaching techniques, parent involvement and 

communication, commimity involvement, noteworthy students, discontinuing and 

graduating, results and program assessment, promotion of school literacy, collaboration 

and professional development, and year-end reflections. 

To answer question two: "What processes did I go through to evaluate and adapt the 

program to meet the needs of the students and staff?" and question three; "'What changes 

in the program have been made as a result of this research during the last six years?" 

I analyzed my journals, reflections, student files, video and audio tapes for the last six 

years. I described my program by year in depth and included specific examples of thought 

processes, questioning strategies, procedures and student work. 

Using data fi-om my anecdotal records, journals, lesson plans and conference 

presentation materials, I identified the changes or developments I made in my program, 

and I found evidence to support why I made those changes. To describe the changes in the 

program over time, I divided the data into school years, beginning with my Reading 

Recovery training year, 1992-1993. 

In addition, I documented instructional changes through video and audio tapes of my 

lessons. I examined these tapes to identify changes in practices and instruction. I 

addition, I analyzed how time was spent during each thirty minute lesson. The tapes were 



transcribed using a format that documented the gist of my dialogue and highlighted certain 

lesson features such as texts, writing, word analysis, and other literacy activities. I 

examined my practices, overall lesson elements, the time spent on each element, student 

involvement, types of questions and prompts, and materials used. 

I also selected one noteworthy child from each year to describe in detail and four 

children from 1997-1998 for case studies. My first task was to select a sample of children 

to analyze more closely. The children were chosen based on five categories depending on 

their progress in the program. One child was successful and discontinued with only a 

short period of intervention (nine weeks). Another child was successful after a semester 

and graduated at the end of the year. A third child will probably need additional reading 

help in second grade, but made good progress. Lastly, I selected a child who made limited 

progress during his first-grade year and will be evaluated for special education. I used the 

Running Record analysis to describe their reading at the beginning of the program and at 

the end. The descriptions of individual students provided a wide range of information 

about how this program affects individual students. Both qualitative and quantitative 

data were used to evaluate the Reading Discovery Program and to compare those children 

in the program with the general first-grade population. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to understand the results of my Reading Discovery program, I will first 

provide background about my teaching and educational experiences, followed by a history 

of Reading Recovery in Arizona, since this is the program I used for the first two years of 

the study. Then beginning with my training year, this chapter describes both qualitative 

and quantitative results of this six-year study followed by an overall summary for the 

entire study. 

Mv Teaching Background 

When I was a child, I chose the teaching profession because I had many teachers who 

really cared about me and made a difference in my life; I wanted to do the same for others. 

I was a dedicated student, but I struggled and needed support. I never was in any special 

program, but I spent many days with the teachers at recess or after school getting extra 

help. I had great difficulties learning to read and write. In kindergarten and first grade I 

was taught the Initial Teaching Alphabet (ITA). It was a phonetic writing approach to 

reading where we read fi-om specialized books that were spelled phonetically. For 

example, cake was spelled kae k, ae was a single connected symbol representing the long 

a sound regardless of the standard spelling. Using this system, I was unable to read 

regular print and the transition to reading regular text in second grade was very difficult. I 

also reversed many letters and words well into my fourth grade year according to my 

mother. I still catch myself making some reversals now, however, it is mainly with 

numbers, because the context of the text helps me to read the correct words. After 
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winning first place in the Southern Arizona Science Fair in ninth grade, I was encouraged 

to study wildlife ecology in college. While working in a pre-schooL, I changed my major 

to elementary education with a science and math minor. 

During my senior year in college, I learned how to write observable, measurable 

objectives and how to create integrated thematic units. Much of my interests revolved 

around science topics, and therefore I selected sixth grade for student teaching. I was a 

bit overwhelmed however, when I was asked by my cooperating teacher to create seven 

different learning centers each week. After this experience, I decided I needed a bit more 

structure in order to know what each child is learning. 

After I graduated fi"om college, I taught 30 third graders, I used basal reading 

textbooks and workbooks, working sequentially through each story and workbook page. 

Every student had the same book, and I provided whole group instruction using the 

teacher's manual. Unfortunately, some of the children were unable to read the basal 

reader and workbook materials. I would help these low achieving children by pairing 

them with more able readers, and helping them at recess and lunch. It was important to 

me that the children redid any pages in their workbooks that were incorrect. I did not 

think at the time that the basal materials were inappropriate for the children, but that their 

parents and I just had to work harder to help them get through the books. 

The following year, I taught fifth grade, and I decided it was necessary to implement 

reading groups, to accommodate the varying reading levels in my classroom. After several 

years of teaching, I was trained in the Spalding "Writing Road to Reading" Method of 

instruction, which was a requirement to teach at the Back to Basics school I was applying 
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for. I was hired to teach fifth grade there. Along with the other teachers in the building, I 

taught Spalding for one hour every day. Spalding is a synthetic phonics approach to 

reading. The children learned to recite and spell 70 different phonograms and then write 

spelling words with pronunciation coding information. However, this was not a complete 

reading program. From my experience, those students who could remember how to code 

each of the phonemes in the words, already could read and spell the words. Those 

students who had difficulties with the Spalding method also had difficulties reading and 

spelling. -Although, I continue to believe that phonics is important. I learned that year that 

there is more to reading than learning phonics rules. After being dissatisfied with this kind 

of narrowly focused literacy instruction, I began taking graduate courses in reading and 

writing development, practice and theory. 

Year-End Reading Teacher 

The following year, I was asked to be the remedial reading teacher for a year-end 

position, because I had an interest in the field, and I had taken several reading courses. 1 

found the materials provided did not fit my beliefs about reading. I was given stacks of 

Gates-McGinnity reading tests; SRA kits containing short stories with multiple choice 

questions; the Distar program, a synthetic phonics program; a tachistoscope, a projeaor 

that isolated words or phrases and controlled the exposure time, and outdated reading 

texts. I began testing the students using the Gates- McGinnity tests, however, I only 

received general information about whether a child could find words with similar 

begiiming, middle and ending sounds and could answer multiple choice predominately 

literal questions about short paragraphs. 
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I selected the children who scored the lowest and grouped them by grade. I worked 

with seven groups of nine to eleven students each. I found this to be ver\- challenging, 

especially in terms of finding material to read. I knew I wanted to instruct with complete 

stories. Since the students were all on different pages in their classroom reading texts. I 

worked with the librarian to select books with multiple copies. I found that each of the 

children had different needs, and their needs were hard to meet in such a large group. 

During each lesson we read stories, did a phonics lesson and wrote about the story or a 

topic. I read to them if there was time. After the lesson, I wrote down skills that the 

children needed to work on. I had the desire to do my best to help the students, but I felt 

I lacked the knowledge to appropriately assess and provide appropriate instruction. Even 

though, I returned to the regular classroom the following year, I continued to take courses 

for my Master's degree and reading endorsement. 

Courses in Reading Diagnosis and Instruction 

My most influential courses were Reading Diagnosis and Instruction and the Reading 

Instructional Lab in the CATS Literacy Laboratory. During the Reading Diagnosis and 

Instruction course, I learned to administer the Qualitative Reading Inventory (Leslie & 

Caldwell, 1990). The Qualitative Reading Inventory (QRI) is an informal reading 

inventory designed to assess the individual reading abilities of children from primer 

through junior-high level. The QRI provides graded word lists and numerous passages 

designed to assess the oral reading, silent reading and/or listening of a child. The word 

lists came from the passages so that the teacher could compare a child's ability to read the 

words in isolation with reading words in the context of a story. For each word list, I 
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recorded both an automatic and a decoded score. 

The QRI contains narrative and expository passages at each level. All are self-

contained units that are representative of stories found in basal readers and content area 

textbooks. Prior to reading, the knowledge of concepts important to the understanding 

of the passage, is assessed through a free association task, which allows the teacher to 

determine the child's familiarity >vith the subject. During oral reading, I recorded the 

child's miscues and analyzed them into the following categories; substitutions, insertions, 

omissions, acceptability, self-corrections and graphically similar. I then obtained two 

scores; an accuracy score, (not including self-corrections) and an acceptability score 

(including self-corrections). The QRI also measures comprehension through an analysis 

of the student's retelling and through the answers to explicit and implicit comprehension 

questions. 

The CATS Literacy Lab, developed and directed by John Bradley, continues to 

provide graduate and undergraduate students an opportunity to tutor school age children 

in a supervised setting. This reading instructional lab is also the culminating course for 

graduate students who want to obtain a reading endorsement. As a graduate student for 

rwo semesters in the CATS Literacy Lab, I assessed and tutored six elementar>' grade 

students. I assessed the students using the QRI, the modified Burke Reading and Writing 

Interview, the Garfield Assessment, the CATS Reading Interest Inventory and the 

Parent/Child Survey. The Burke Interview contains questions to assess the child's 

knowledge of reading and writing processes. For example, I asked, "What do you do 

when you come to something you do not know?. Do you do anything else? Who do you 
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know who is a good reader/writer^ What make him/her a good reader/writer." The 

Garfield is an assessment to identify the child's interest in academic and recreational 

reading. It is referred to as the Garfield because the children circle the picture of the 

Garfield that matches their feelings about reading in response to the questions. The CATS 

Reading Interest Inventory is used to identify the genre and reading topics the child prefers 

as well as the amount of time reading. Finally, there is the Parent/Child Survey that 

provides information about their family, pets, hobbies and interests. 

I tutored a group of three children for one hour per day. I used the information gained 

during the QRI and previously discussed assessments to develop teaching and learning 

objectives for each student. The students read and wrote about books they selected firom 

the bookstore as well as the extensive CATS Literacy Lab Library. They published their 

writing in "The Lit Lab Slab", a newspaper that is printed each semester. 

Instead of just pre- and post-tests, I conducted Continuous Diagnostic Assessments 

(Walker, 1996) for each student, each week. This is a method of recording miscues 

similar to the QRI text reading. The major difference was that my students read from their 

selected books, and I recorded their miscues on a photocopy of the text. The results fi"om 

the CDA indicated whether the book was at an appropriate level and what teaching points 

were necessary to improve their reading. After tutoring each day, our class met to discuss 

the lessons and learn new teaching techniques. For each child I tutored, I wrote detailed 

reports about their interests, assessment data, reading and writing behaviors, and my goals 

for instruction as well as recommendations for fiirther instruction. 

As a result of this class, I learned several important concepts about reading assessment 
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and instruction. First of ail I learned the importance of student interest and motivation in 

learning to read and write. I learned that in order to assess children's reading ability, it is 

necessary to record children's miscues while they individually read complete passages. An 

analysis of children's miscues during oral reading is beneficial for learning about the 

child's strengths and weaknesses during reading. I then used this information to select 

appropriately leveled reading materials and identify teaching points. It is also important to 

assess children's ability to retell what they read and answer questions. Many reading tests 

that I have used do not actually assess reading ability, but the ability to complete 

workbook like activities. 

This class reinforced several of my beliefs; (1) Reading and writing mutually suppon 

each other. (2) Children need an increased time to read and write. (3) Children can read 

words in context better than in isolation and therefore reading involves more than just 

decoding words. (3) Children can decode words without comprehension. (4) Expository 

texts are often more difiBciilt to read than narratives, and it may be necessary to provide 

different instructional techniques. For the first time, I had the opportunity to assess 

individuals and use the information to prepare for instruction, in the CATS Literacy Lab. 

Becoming a Teacher/Researcher 

Throughout my education, I continued teaching in elementary classrooms. I began 

writing reflective journals and keeping notes about my practices and thinking. During 

each year, I reflected on what worked with my students and what did not. I implemented 

those new ideas that seemed to benefit the children and changed or eliminated those that 

did not. Upon graduation with my Master's degree in Language, Reading and Culture, I 
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was recommended by my school district to participate in Reading Recovery training. 

Beginning with my training year, this chapter describes both the quantitative and 

qualitative results of my six-year study as a reading specialist. 

This study began with my training as a Reading Recovery teacher in the summer of 

1992 and continued through the four-year development of my own program, Reading 

Discovery. Although this study ended with the 1997-98 school year, I will continue to 

reflect and adapt the Reading Recovery program to improve the instruction provided to 

first-grade children. 

The 1992-93 summarv' describes my Reading Recovery teacher training and 

experiences as a new Reading Recovery teacher. Each summary thereafter includes only 

the changes in my program and why I made those changes. For the 1997-98 school year I 

also include four case studies of children in my program to demonstrate how this program 

has been eflfective for individual children. 

History of Reading Recovery in Arizona 

An experienced teacher-leader from New Zealand was brought to the University of 

Arizona to initiate Reading Recovery training with teachers in the Tucson area during the 

1989-90 academic year. The head of the department of Language, Reading and Culture at 

the University of Arizona was instrumental in getting the Reading Recovery program 

offered at the University of Arizona. During the following year, the University of Arizona 

became a Reading Recovery site with the participation of a five-district collaborative effort 

which included Deer Valley School District in Phoenix, Tucson Unified School District, 

Amphitheater School District and Sunnyside School District. These districts pooled 
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Title I and other soft fiind monies to send a university instructor to The Ohio State 

University to be trained as a Teacher-Leader. In the fall of 1991, the University of 

Arizona offered two Reading Recovery classes, one for training teachers and the other for 

training teacher-leaders. Each district was then permitted to send one person for teacher-

leader training and one to tiiree teachers for teacher training, depending on the amount of 

funds contributed initially by each respective school district. 

At the University of Arizona and the Sunnyside School District, the criteria for 

selection of teachers for Reading Recovery training were; (1) at least three years of 

teaching experience, (2) experience at the primary level; and (3) a recommendation from 

the building principal, administrators and/or other teachers. Nomination forms were 

submitted and then teachers were selected. 

During the 1991-92 school year, the Sunnyside School District curriculum specialist 

was trained to serve as the teacher-leader for that district. Ten Reading Recovery teachers 

were trained in the Sunnyside School District. During Reading Recovery's second year in 

the Sunnyside School District, my school was invited to send two teachers to Suimyside 

for training. Upon graduating with my Master's Degree in Language, Reading and 

Culture with a Reading Specialist endorsement in May of 1992,1 was recommended by 

my school, Duval Elementary, along with my colleague, Betty, to be trained in Reading 

Recovery by the Sunnyside teacher-leader. 

Prologue to Study 

In this chapter, I described each of the six years of my program, how the program and 

my thinking have changed, and why these changes were made. After reviewing the data, I 
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categorized the information for each year into the following headings; general program 

description, student assessment, student selection, lesson format, procedures, teaching 

techniques, parent involvement and communication, community involvement, noteworthy 

students, discontinuing and graduating, results and program assessment, promotion of 

school literacy, collaboration and professional development, and year-end reflections. 

The 1992-93 summary describes my Reading Recovery teacher training and 

experiences as a new Reading Recovery teacher. Each summary thereafter includes the 

changes in my program and why I made those changes. For the 1997-98 school year I 

also include four case studies of children in my program. 

This study began ^^^th my training as a Reading Recovery teacher in the summer of 

1992 and continued through the four-year development of my own program, Reading 

Discovery. Although this study ended with the 1997-98 school year, I will continue to 

reflect and adapt the Reading Discovery program to improve the instruction provided to 

first-grade children. 
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Year One: 1992-1993 School Year 

The Reading Recovery program was first implemented in the Sunnyside School 

District during this year. I was selected by my school, Duval Elementary, to be a member 

of the first Reading Recovery training class ofifered in the Sunnyside School District that 

was taught by their own trained Teacher-Leader. A colleague, Betty and I were the only 

two teachers fi"om outside of the Sunnyside District who received training in this class. 

The other nine participants were four Chapter I Program Facilitators, a Chapter I 

Coordinator, and four first-grade classroom teachers. 

General Program Description 

During this training vear, mv colleague Betty and I each taught four Reading Recovery 

students and then shared a second grade class the other half of the day. Throughout this 

year, I taught Reading Recovery in the morning and the second grade class in the 

afternoon while Betty did the reverse. In the Sunnyside District, the classroom teachers 

receiving the training were provided release-time personnel for two and a half hours each 

day to teach Reading Recovery, and the Program Facilitators restructured their time to 

include Reading Recovery lessons. 

Reading Recovery Training Class 

My initial summer of Reading Recovery training consisted of thirty hours or two 

semester units of in-service training fi^om August 3-7, 1992 at Los Ranchitos School in the 

Sunnyside School District. The focus of that week was to develop a working knowledge 

of the Reading Recovery Observation Survey including its administration procedures and 

to provide opportunities to practice each of the six assessments of the Observation 
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Survey. My eldest daughter Laura, and other volunteer children provided the class with 

willing subjects to practice the administration of each assessment. That week also 

included discussions on early literacy, the premises of the Reading Recovery Program and 

student selection procedures. 

Tuesday, August 18, 1992 was the beginning of our year long Reading Recovery 

training class. We met weekly from 4:00 p.m. until 7:00 p.m. each Tuesday night at Los 

Ranchitos Elementary School. I earned six units of graduate credit for the academic year 

through the Extended University at University of Arizona. This class focused on 

procedures and strategies for teaching and accelerating student learning through the 

Reading Recovery lessons. The class discussions included training lesson observations, as 

well as topics for extending teacher understandings of the teaching-learning processes. 

Other class discussions revolved around the reading assignments from The Early-

Detection of Reading Difficulties (CldLW, 1985) znd Becoming Literate - The Construction 

of Inner Control (Clay, 1991). 

Mv Responsibilities as a Reading Recoverv Teacher 

As a Reading Recovery teacher, I had a variety of responsibilities beyond teaching in 

my second grade class. My additional responsibilities included: (1) keeping complete 

daily, monthly and yearly Reading Recovery records, (2) attending and participating in the 

summer workshop and ail of the weekly teacher training classes that comprise the first 

year of training, (3) attending in-service classes six times per year during the subsequent 

years after my training year, (4) providing demonstration teaching at least three times 

during the training year and providing demonstration teaching on a rotation basis during 
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the years after my training year, (5) maintaining regular communication with classroom 

teachers, principals, parents, etc., (6) offering awareness sessions to my faculty and 

parents, (7) collecting Reading Recovery assessment information on each student, and 8. 

turning in the data to Ohio State for their annual report. 

Teacher-Leader Responsibilities 

My Reading Recovery Teacher-Leader was specially trained in establishing and 

maintaining Sunnyside as a Reading Recovery site. At the time, she had a Master's 

Degree and was the Chapter I Coordinator for the Sunnyside School District. .\s a 

previous teacher in that district, I took many in-service training courses from her. She had 

outstanding leadership skills and was effective at communicating her knowledge. As a 

result of her year long Teacher-Leader training she had an understanding of the theoretical 

base underlying the program, which was essential according to Clay (1987). During my 

training year, she showed me how to implement the specialized Reading Recoverv' 

procedures with children and helped me develop knowledge about the theoretical and 

research bases underlying the reading process and reading difficulties. She provided 

support for my teaching in a challenging manner. She would ask me thought provoking 

questions such as, "Why do you think Jose did that?" "Why did you do that?" "What was 

effective in that situation?" She carefully planned the sessions for each week. In our first 

session we discussed the first ten lessons called "Roaming in the Known." We had 

sessions on each of the six lesson parts; Rereading, Running Records, Journal Writing, 

Cut Up Sentences, Word Analysis, and New Book Introductions. In addition there were 

lessons on Strategy Instruction, Book Selection, and Book Leveling. 
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Preparing for Reading Recovery at Our School 

Betty and I shared a small closet that I named the Reading Rainbow Room. In 

preparation for school to begin, we purchased books based on the leveled book list 

provided by The Ohio State Reading Recovery Program. The reading materials for the 

Reading Recovery program are individual books that are leveled for difficulty by Reading 

Recovery teachers. The books are leveled from 1 to 20 based on their: (I) predictability. 

(2) picture clues. (3) patterned language, (4) sentence structure, and (5) difficulty. These 

books are primarily from publishers such as the Wright Group and Rigby in New Zealand 

that have developed leveled books with word counts by Reading Recovery teachers. In 

addition, published lists of trade books were also available with levels and word counts. A 

word count for each book was used to help the teacher determine the word accuracy 

during the child's oral reading. 

Book Levels 

The following is a brief description of book levels with the titles of popular children's 

books as examples; 

Levels 1-2 fReadiness) and Levels 3-4 fPre- Primer H have familiar concepts, objects 

and actions. They include familiar experiences. The illustrations are very supportive of the 

text on each page. They have one or two repetitive sentence patterns on each page and 

usually less than 60 words. Brown Bear, Brawn Bear. What Do You See? (Martin, 1983) 

is an example of a Level 4 book. 
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Text Levels 5-6 fPre-Primer 2) and Levels 7-8 (Tre-Primer 3) have simple story lines 

with high to moderately supportive illustrations. There are two or three repeated patterns 

with variation at the beginning and the end. There are some complex sentences with 

usually 50-100 words in the story. The Foot Book (Seuss, 1968)is an example of a 

Level 8 book. 

Text Levels 9-12 rPrimer) have familiar experiences, imaginative tales and 

informational topics. They contain some unfamiliar topics. The illustrations suppon the 

main idea of the story, but not all of the details. There are varied sentence patterns with 

dialogs, idioms and expressions. The text is usually 100-200 words. Whose Moitse Are 

You? (Kraus, 1970) is a Level 11 book. 

Text Levels 13-16 (3/4 through First Grade-Emergent Literacv) have less familiar 

content. The illustrations provide some support. The language is more descriptive with 

varied syntax with little repetition. The texts usually have a half to a full page of print and 

may have 200-400 words. There 's a Nightmare in My Closet (Mayer. 1968) is a Level 16 

book. 

Text Levels 17-19 (End of First Grade-Earlv Literacv) have more abstract and 

unfamiliar concepts with an expanded story line. The illustrations provide slight support, 

and the syntactical structure is more complex. The print generally covers an entire page. 

Beginning chapter books such as Little Bear (Minarik, 1978) by Else Minarik and Frog 

and Toad co-e Friends by Arnold Lobel (LobeL 1970) are in Levels 17-19. 

Text Levels 20-24 (Second Grade-First Semester. Fluent) include chapter books such 

as Come Back, Amelia Bedelia (Parish, 1990)at Level 23. 
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Text Levels 25-29 (Second Grade-Second Semester) include longer and more 

complex chapter books such as The Tale of Peter Rabbit (Potter, 1972)at Level 25. 

We purchased three series of little books published by the Wright Group, Rigby and 

Literacy 2000. We also purchased numerous trade books. We divided the books into the 

20 Reading Recovery levels. On the back of each book we put two stickers, one for book 

level and one for "running words" (the number of words in the book). We put the books 

in leveled plastic book baskets on the shelf 

Additional Materials 

We purchased a dry erase easel for practicing writing and magnetic letters for making 

words. We made book bags for each of the children to take their books and activities 

home. The book bags were made from cloth placemats folded in half and we added cloth 

handles. We made each of the children's journals out of blank white paper so that they 

didn't have to worry about writing on the lines, but writing their ideas. 

Student Assessment 

Before school started, Betty and I asked the kindergarten teachers to rank their 

students from the year before in terms of literacy development. Using the six assessments 

of Marie Clay's Observation Survey (Clay, 1993 a) we began testing the lowest 25% of the 

first graders as ranked by their previous year teacher, as well as testing any new students 

to first grade. Clay (1993) developed these individually administered assessments in order 

to systematically gather information about the children's literacy learning. 

I told the children being assessed that I was a reading teacher, and that we would be 

doing some reading and writing activities together. The entire observation survey took 
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about 40-50 minutes to administer I gave each child a break to get a drink in the middle, 

and sometimes I broke up the assessment ui two time periods depending on the child*s 

attention span. The following is a description of each of the sbc assessments with. 

examples from my students' records. 

Letter Identification 

I began with the Letter Identification task in which the child named the letters and the 

phonemes associated with them. I gave the child a sheet of paper with random upper and 

then lower case letters on it. It contained 54 letters, including all manuscript upper and 

lower case letters and a type written a and g since they are written differently. Using an 

index card to keep their place, I asked them to tell me the name of the letter and then the 

sound it makes. If they did not know, I asked them if there was a word they knew that 

started with that letter so that I would be able to see if they knew any relationships with 

that letter. I then recorded all of their responses on the "Letter Identification Score Sheet'' 

(Exhibit 4.1). A check indicated correct, a dot indicated they didn't know and any other 

response was written. I recorded the total correct number of letters out of 54, Although, 

there was no place on the record sheet, I also recorded the total correct number of sounds 

out of 26. I believe that knowing the sounds was more important than knowing the letter 

names. 



Exhibit 4 I Letter Identification Score Sheet (Reading Recoverv') 
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Ohio Word Test 

The second assessment, was a word list that provided a sample of the reader's 

competence with reading words in isolation and it provided a means to compare them with 

other children of the same age. There were three lists of twenty words, with a practice 

word at the top. Each of the three word lists were random high frequency words from the 

first-grade Scott Foresman readers. At the beginning of the year, the children read List A 

only. I recorded the children's responses on the "Ohio Word Test Score Sheet" (Exhibit 

4.2). In assessing the lowest achieving children, I noted that some of them just said letter 

names, others knew they were words, so they named objects in the room for each word. 

Concepts About Print 

For the third assessment. "Concepts .About Print. " Clay wrote two assessment books 

in order to discern what concepts the children already know about print. This assessment 

helps determine the understandings an individual has about the rules or accepted practices 

that govern the use of print and the use of written language. Using the book. Stones 

(Clay, 1983), after I read each page, I asked the children questions related to print 

concepts. For example: "Point to where you start reading, which way do you go, show 

me one letter, show me one word, show me the first letter of a word, show me the letter 

"b," and show me the word "was." While pointing to punctuation marks, I asked them 

what they are for. Some of the pages had words upside down, words in different orders, 

and words with letters in different orders. I would ask the children, "What is wrong on this 

page?" There were a total of 37 responses for this assessment scored on the "Concepts 

About Print Score Sheet" (Exhibit 4.3). 
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Writing Vocabulary 

The fourth assessment was a ten-minute writing vocabulary test in which I asked the 

children to write all of the words they knew. My students wrote on the blank test form. 

This form had no lines so that the child can focus on writing the words not on making the 

letters fit inside the lines. I gave them a choice of colored markers to write with. Not 

only were markers easier to hold and they show up better, but the children like to write 

with them. Using the testing form, 1 prompted the children to write words. I said to each 

child. "I want to see how many words you can write. Can you write your name? Can you 

write n is? aV "Are there any other words you know? How about Mom? dog?" 

I continued to prompt for ten minutes to see if there were any words they might know-

how to write. Even though this assessment was designed for ten minutes, I did not want 

to fhjstrate the children, so in the beginning of the year. I sometimes stopped after about 

five if the child was unable to write much. I recorded the amount of time each child was 

given. Sometimes I made notes on directionality of letters, formation of letters, spacing 

and sometimes even pencil grip. 

For the writing assessments later on in the year, I provided all of the prompts on the 

record sheet and recorded their responses. Exhibit 4.4 is an example of a "Writing 

Vocabulary and Dictation Test" I used to record one of my student's writing progress in 

March. The following Exhibits 4.5 and 4.6 are samples of my student's writing. For 

conservation reasons, I only included the first page of the writing vocabulary test. 
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Exhibit 4 4 Writing Vocabulary' and Dictation Test (Reading Recoven. ) 
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Exhibit 4 5 Writing Vocabulary Test- Student Sample (Reading Recovery) 
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Exhibit 4 6 Dictation Test- Student Sample (Reading Recoverv ) 
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Dictation 

Next I asked the children to write the following dictated sentences, "I have a big dog 

at home. Today I am going to take him to school." The score was based on the number 

of sound-symbol relationships the child produces out of 37. not on spelling. For example, 

one child wrote "'toe" for the word '"take " She wrote the three sounds phonetically and 

therefore, got the full three points. I recorded their responses on the dictation record 

sheet. 

Text Reading 

The final and most informative assessment was the "Ruxming Record of Reading 

Texts" (Exhibit 4.7 and 4.8). Running Records enable a teacher to accurately record the 

children's reading behavior while they read entire text. For the assessments, Rurming 

Records were taken on leveled texts firom Level B to 30. Levels 1 through 30 were 

selected by The Ohio State Reading Recovery selected fi-om Scott Foresman Publishing 

Company to be used for assessment. In the program, daily Running Records were also 

used to make instructional decisions such as strategy instruction and appropriate text level 

(Clay, 1993a). 

Level B is a book entitled Where's Spot? (Hill, 1988). The teacher reads the entire 

patterned flap book. Every time you lift the flap it has a different nimiber of animals that 

say no. The student then has to read "no, no, no" on the second to last page. If they say 

no three times, they pass Level B if not they are on Level A. The Level 1 book was called 

A Bird Can Fly. This is also a patterned language book. After I read the first page and a 

half, the child is supposed to follow the pattern with '7 can too.'' The child read the last 
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page, which said "A bird can fly. I can too.''' A picture of a boy in an airplane 

accompanies the text. Very often, a child would say "5o can F for "/ can too" The 

assessment for text reading Levels A-2 were recorded on a test sheet that had been typed 

out with the words to the stories. For Levels 3 and above, the child's reading was 

recorded on a blank Running Record form. I recorded a check for every correct word. 

For the errors, I wrote what the child said above a line and what was in the text below the 

line. There was one assessment for every level from Level B to Level 10. Thereafter, the 

assessment books include only even numbered levels to 24. Additional assessments for 

Levels 26-32 were provided. However, first grade ends at Level 20. I continued testing 

until the children reached two levels above their instruction level. In Reading Recovery 

this was detined as having a word accuracy of 90-94%. Above this raiigc wdi coUcd the 

"independent level" and below this range was at the "frustration level." 

My partner and I administered each assessment individually, and it took us over a 

week to complete the testing. We then recorded the results for each of the children on the 

Reading Recovery Diagnostic Survey Results chart. This chart lists the children's names 

down the side and the assessments across the top. 
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Exhibit 4 7 Running Record of Text Reading Levels A-2 (Reading Recovery) 
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Exhibit 4 8 Running Record of Text Reading Level 3 (Reading Recovery) 
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Student Selection 

Students are identified for participation in this program based on the results of the six 

assessments Clay (1993 a) refers to as the Observation Survey. To be eligible for the 

program, the students must be among the lowest performers in reading within the first 

grade. Students are typically selected for Reading Recovery if they are in the bottom 20% 

of the first grade in terms of the Observation Survey 

Together with oxir Reading Recovery Teacher-Leader, Betty and I closely examined 

results of the Observation Survey and determine those children who showed the greatest 

need for the program. This decision was primarily made on the instructional reading level 

of the students. We selected the lowest eight children and a waiting list was established. 

Betty and I decided who should work with which students, based on the three first-grade 

teachers' schedules. We then reviewed the selected children's assessments and wrote up a 

report describing their strengths and weaknesses. We wrote a letter to each of the parents 

explaining that their child would be participating in the Reading Recovery Program and we 

invited the parents to a Reading Night to explain the program. 

Lesson Format 

The first ten days of the lesson are referred to as "roaming in-the-known." These 

lessons provide opportunities for me to explore the literacy knowledge a child has. New 

items of learning are not introduced during this period. The data fi-om the observation 

survey provided information about the child's literacy strengths. These lessons offer time 

for the child and me to become acquainted, while fi^eeing me up to observe without the 

distraction of detailed record keeping. During this period, notes were written in the "Plan 
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For In-The-Known" (Exhibit 4.9). At the end of this period, Marie Clay (1995) believed 

that the child has developed a level of confidence that will enhance their risk taking 

behaviors during lessons. During this time, I shared pattern language books with each 

child, such as. Brawn Bear, Brawn Bear, What do you see? and Have you seen my 

duckling? Then we made books fi'om rewrites of these and other stories along with 

language experience stories. I worked with magnetic letters, using the student's known 

letters and vocabulary. We made letters out of wikki sticks (flexible wax covered string), 

play dough, in sand, com meal, and instant pudding. One of my colleagues suggested 

writing the child's name with crayon on a paper over a bumpy florescent light filter. Afiier 

I wrote their names, my students traced over the letters with their finger and felt how the 

letters were formed. This worked well. I also used other media such as glitter and paint. 

These first ten lessons were not counted in the total number of lessons. However, this 

time provided the student with an oppommity for literature and material exploration. 
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Exhibit 4 9 Plan for "In the Known" Lessons 
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Tutoring 

My daily Reading Recovery tutoring involved four 30 minute individual sessions. 

Each tutoring session consisted of six parts; (1) reading aloud known stories, (2) reading 

aloud a story, that was read one time the previous day, for Running Record analysis. (3) 

writing a story or sentence in a journal, (4) working with a cut-up sentence, (5) analyzing 

words, and (6) reading a new book. 

I individually planned and designed each lesson in order to build on the child's 

strengths. I systematically recorded what the child did throughout the session, and these 

observations formed the basis for the next lesson plan. Each lesson consisted of reading 

and writing experiences designed to assist in the development of effective strategies for 

literary acquisition. For each daily lesson, I recorded: (1) the titles of the books read for 

famili£ir reading, (2) notes on strategies used or prompted in reading, (3) the title of the 

running record book with an analysis involving accuracy level and self-correction rate, (4) 

notes on word analysis strategies used by my student or prompted by me, (5) a copy of the 

sentence or story composed and written by the child. (6) the title of the new book 

introduced each day together with notes on my students first reading of it; and (7) general 

comments on reading or writing behavior (Exhibit 4.10). 

During the lessons, I helped the students develop a self-extending system to improve 

their reading. I established a "wait time" to encourage self-correction, provided prompts 

to aid students in their decision making and encouraged them to reread for understanding. 

As the lessons progressed, expectations for student problem solving during reading and 

writing increased. 
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Exhibit 4 10 Lesson Plan (Reading Recovery) 
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Record Keeping 

For each child, I completed the following Reading Recovery forms: Observation 

Survey, Assessment Summaries, Letter to the parents. Lesson plan forms. Ruiming 

Records for each lesson. Books Sent Home Sheet, Record of Daily Running Record 

Scores, Alphabetical Word Identification Chart, Monthly Graph of Student Reading 

Levels. In addition, I kept a record of parent and teacher meetings regarding that child. 

I kept these forms and lesson plans in a notebook labeled with each child's name on it. 

Each week, I added to an alphabetical list of words the child could write fluently and 

marked the child's reading level and accuracy rate on a graph. I spent every day after 

school reviewing the lessons, plaiming for the next day, and completing the numerous 

forms. 

Teaching Techniques 

Book introductions are a very important part of the reading lesson. A book 

introduction can range from very supportive to none, depending on the child's proficiency 

I learned that a supportive book introduction included; reading the title and author, doing 

a "picture walk through" using the words or the patterns in the story, and selecting some 

predict and locate words. I would look through the story and identify words that would 

be difficult to figure out. If I chose the word hungry, I would say, "What do you expect 

to see at the beginning of the word hungry! Can you find the word hungryl" During the 

picture walk through, I would mention any names of the characters. I found that as a 

result of my book introductions, a child could read a book that they would not be able to 

read on their own. This is what Bruner (1975) refered to as "scaffolding," as described in 
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Chapter n. 

I learned different questioning strategies. While reading, I pointed out to the students 

that we use a variety of cues from the text. After reading a sentence. I would ask the child 

questions such as "Does that make sense?" "Does that sound right?" "Does that look 

right?" to help them focus on different cueing systems. Visual and phonological 

information within words (print cues), the grammatical structure of the text (sentence 

structure cues), and the meaning derived from the pictures and context (meaning cues) 

provide information sources that interact with the reader's knowledge to support ongoing 

word recognition and comprehension strategies (Adams. 1990; Clay. 1991; Goodman, 

1993; Goodman, 1965; Rumelhan, 1994). 

Through my questioning, I taught the children monitoring strategies that involve 

checking one's attempts to coordinate the variety of cues found in texts. I would ask. 

"Does it look right? sound right? make sense?" These monitoring strategies develop 

gradually and play a critical role in learning to read (Clay, 1991). 

As a result of my Spalding training, I have learned to make the children aware that 

letters and letter combinations may have multiple soimds and that they need to try 

alternate sounds to make a word that makes sense in the sentence. .Although I do not feel 

that Spalding was a very useful teaching method, it has positively impacted my ability to 

accurately record what a child says while reading. For example, one student read the 

word "is" as ice. I recorded a 2 over the ; since it was the second sound of /, and the s 

with a / or nothing over it indicating the first sound of s. This recording method was 

especially helpful for vowel sounds and consonant digraphs with multiple sounds. In my 
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Spalding training I also learned a sentence that was a mnemonic device for the vocalic "r" 

sound. first nurse works early. I made a little sign with this sentence for the 

students' reference. 

Because I had great diflBculties with b/d reversals as a child, I created a way to figure it 

out. I put my two fists together end to end and put my thumbs up. I told the children that 

it looks like a bed, with the b at the head of the bed and the d at the foot of the bed. In the 

alphabet, "b " comes first, so the left hand is the "h " and the right hand is the "d. " Now 

they could match the letter in the text with the correct hand, therefore differentiating the 

two letters. I told the children to try the other sound, if the sentence does not make sense. 

Parent Involvement and Communication 

The parents signed permission forms to have their children participate in the program. 

They attended our parent night, during which the Reading Recovery Program was 

described. Each day at home after school, the parents were expected to listen to their 

children read aloud and support them as they did the activities in their book bag. After 

their children had completed all of the Reading Recovery home activities, a they were to 

then initial a sheet stating that their child completed them. 

I shared with my Reading Recovery training class the "Parent and Child Survey" I 

used during my enrollment in the CATS Literacy' Laboratory at the University of Arizona. 

The fi"ont page is shown in Exhibit 4.11. My teacher-leader added graphics to it and used 

it in the training class. This survey provided information about the child's family, names 

of family members, names of pets, and the child's hobbies and interests. This type of 

information was helpful for writing books and selecting reading materials. 



Exhibit 4 11 Parent and Child Survev (CATS Literacy Laboratorv) 
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After working with each student, I sent home the Reading Recovery Progress Report 

(Exhibit 4.12). It was a checklist of strategies that a child can use independently together 

with those strategies that needed continued focus and development. During the first year, 

I used this simply as a checklist. The following year, I added more information to the 

sheet, such as the scores from the observation survey and a rating of strategy use that 

included "almost always", "most of the time", "sometimes" and "never." 

At the end of the year, I distributed questionnaires to my principal, the four first-grade 

teachers, and to the parents of each chUd in my program. The purpose of these 

questionnaires was to find out what they thought of the program. This feedback was 

overwhehningly positive as demonstrated in Exiiibits 4.13, 4.14, 4.15. 

Community Involvement 

I had two volunteers for my second grade class, however I did not have anyone work 

with the students in my program. I focused my energies on learning the Reading Recovery 

program. 



Exhibit 4 12 Reading Recovery Progress Report 
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Exhibit 4 13 Reading Recovery Program End of the Year Questionnaire for 
Administrators 

UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 

READING RECOVERY® PROGRAM 
#i 

End of Year Quesdonnaire for Adminiscators 

Wfe arc beginning DO pian for next year's implementaiion of Reading Recovery in your 
schooL You are a valuable partner in this pingr^m, and we would appnsciare your insigha 
and SQggestions so that we odght continue to impiexxienc a qiiality prueiam Please briefly 
respond co the following questions and return ibu questionnaire to-
Ybur cotzonencs are gre^y appicciaied. 

1. What impact has Reading Recovery had <xi die children in your school this year? 
Reacing Recover;" has given our Lsc grade at-risk scudenc the support 
:hey need co become "readers" and develop an "I can do tz" atcicuce. 
Ic has also neiped foscer becrer parenniag skills by giving rhe 
parencs the aacerials and supporc chey need ro help rheir ztitld ac hcne. 

2. What do teachers in your school say about Reading Recovery? 
The lsc grade teachers are very supportive and see tne results 
that vlll ispacc scudenc Learning. Currenrly, this program has r.oc 
iapactad ocher grade Levels. 

3. What do parents say about the Reading Recovery program? 
Parents are -rety supportive and indicate that Reading ?.ecover" 
has 3iade a difference in their childs ' life. 

Circle ±c number below which best describes your view of Reading Recovery. 

J 2 2 i a. 
not a very a very good 
good program program 

/' 

5. What are your concerns about implementing Reading Recovery in your school 
next year?' 
I fully support the Reading Recovery program. I am happy to see it 
expanded to Include I full time teacher and 1 half-ciae teacher. 
The additional hours/personnel will allow ixore students to develop a 
"love of reading". I commend Mrs. Carlson and Mrs. McAndrews in 
the work they have done with Reading Recovery. They have done an 
excellent job with our students. They have worked effectively 
with our staff and parents. 

Thanks again i 
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Exhibit 4 14 Reading Recovery Program End of the Year Questionnaire fnr riatgmnm 
T eachers 

3IZ oegianiaz a pian for nsx: year's uapienwrtanon of Reading Reajvcr>- ir. you: 
scnooL You ar: a VALUABLE panac in this and we wooJd appreeai; yo;:: 
xnsigiits and suggesnons so that we migbi conmme vo ttTrpî nî nt a qoaiiry laosiaz::. Plus; 
onefly respond a> the following quesnoos and letura mis qocsnonnaice u> 
Your commenB axe greatly appicaaisd. 

1. Have any children from yoar cla^viomn been involved in the Reading Recovery 
pnjgiam this year? 

If so. how mocfa has the Reading Recovery teacher let you know about the progress 
of this/these siudent(s)? Grde the apuiutaiaie niimtirr 

5. 

0 notiung a great di 

What changes have you obsr̂  'ed in ciiildrenpanicipaiing in the Reading Recc}very 
program as they work in the classroom? , | 

^ -rtws- rmaic nj ^ci]n6. 

What do parents of Reading Recovery children say about the Reading Recovery 
program? 

"Hitf e-ii^a yyiuch 

Are^qfcttcrested in having more children from your classroom involved m the 
Reading Recovery program? Why or why not? \ I I ) 

a->aviX>^ ̂  ^nrra i-n>e (nwr^ aidr>T 
Ciiclitmc below wfaicfa hgt describes yonr view of Reading Recovery. ̂  ̂ 

not a very a • 
good program program 

Other Comments: i 

•kach-f/', 
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REAX3ING HECaVEHY" PROGRAM 
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Noteworthy Children 

One little girl, Tara, began my program in August. She was a shy, unkempt girl. She 

would often hide under her desk. Her kindergarten teacher said that she would be tested 

for the emotionally handicapped program and probably had a learning disability as well. 

She knew only three sounds and did not know that words carried a message. While 

working with her one-to-one, she gained literacy knowledge rapidly. By winter break she 

was reading at a Level 12. which was more than half way through the first-grade levels. 

The day before winter break, she came to me and said that she did not want to go home. 

After talking to her further, I determined that she was being abused by her mom's 

boyfiiend. I found out I was the third person to call Child Protective Services about her 

well-being. The police came and after taking her statement, placed her in a group home. 

Later that month, her mom gave her up for adoption. A colleague of mine adopted her 

and a year later adopted her sister. The classroom teacher from her new school called me. 

I informed her that I did not believe that she had a learning disability and that with a little 

support she would be fine. By the end of her first-grade year, she no longer needed any 

literacy support. She could read and write as well as her classmates. I was very pleased 

that I was able to make a difference in this girl's life. 

Discontinuing and Graduating 

The Reading Recovery program was a supplement to classroom instruction and 

therefore it was not necessary to keep children in the program all year. According to 

Marie Clay (1985), the length of time that a child participates in Reading Recovery varies 

between 12 to 20 weeks of instruction. The Reading Recovery students, whom I taught. 
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were in the program 15-21 weeks. The program was designed to move students from 

performing below the average range to within the average range, where they could benefit 

from regular classroom instruction. Important goals of Reading Recovery are the 

independent mastery and use of reading strategies and the acceleration of literacy learning. 

Students are expected to make faster than average progress to allow them to catch up 

with their average level peers. The students continued in the program until they could 

read at or above the class average. 

Before winter break, I asked each first-grade teacher to select two children whom they 

thought had average literacy ability* and two students with high literacy ability. This 

would give me an idea of what to expect at that time of the year. I then re-tested all of my 

students. Two of them were slightly above the average range and had exited the program, 

while the other two were significantly below average, and they were dropped from the 

program. Even though these two children had made some progress, they still had great 

difiBculties reading and writing. I then chose the next four children on the list. After 

working with the higher second semester children, I believed that the two lower children I 

took during the first semester may have benefited more if I had taken them during the 

second semester, but that was not how Reading Recovery was designed. 

Results and Program Assessment 

In the 1992-1993 school year, there were 87 children in the Sunnyside School District 

that participated in the program. 54 of those children had at least 60 lessons and therefore 

were considered program children. Some children did not have 60 lessons because they 

moved, were frequently absent from school, began the program with less than 60 days left 
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of school or were placed in the special education program. Forty-four of the fifty-four 

children were discontinued from the program, meaning they were at or above the students 

deemed to be at an average level by the classroom teacher in their school. 

In Duval, Betty worked with eight students, and I worked with eight. Two of them 

did not receive 60 lessons. Betty and I each graduated three students. This table indicates 

that the program was effective for less than half of the students in Duval. In my journal. I 

wrote that I felt this was due to taking the very lowest students who either did not speak 

English very well or who had low IQ's as measured by the Stanford-Binet. 

Table 4.1 1992-93 Reading Recovery Summary 

Total 
Children 
Served 

Program 
Children Discontinued 

% of Program 
Children Discontinued 

Sunnyside 87 54 44 82% 

Duval 16 14 06 42% 

Table 4.2 shows what happened to the sixteen smdents served by Reading Recovery at 

Duval School. 

Table 4.2 1992-1993 Student Summary 

Number of Total in Graduated Short-term Continued Referred Retained Moved 
r* graders program help in reading to Special 

2"* grade help Education 

88 16 6 J J 2 0 2 

(8 each) (3 each) 
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Table 4 .3 shows the assessment mean scores for each of the six assessments in Marie 

Clay's Observation Survey. In the Reading Recovery program only the instructional 

reading level is recorded. I chose to include the independent level for reading as well 

because I believe it provides more information to the teacher about the child's reading. 

Table 4.3 1992-1993 Pre- and Post-test First-grade Assessment Means 

Reading Recovery 
Pre-test 

Reading Recovery 
Post-test 

Reading Level 
Independent 

0 9.38 

Reading Level 
Instructional 

0 10.63 

Reading Level 
Weighted 

0 4.75 

Letter 
Identification /54 

37.20 52.63 

Concepts About 
Print /24 

7.40 17.88 

Word 
Recognition /20 

.60 17.13 

Writing 
Vocabulary 

4,80 51.38 

Dictation /37 14 34 

Promotion of School Literacy 

I presented my first staff inservice on Reading Strategies I learned in my Reading 

Recovery Training. I invited any interested staff from our school. All the K - 2 teachers 

attended as well as the special education teacher and two instructional aides. After the 

inservice, they each filled out an evaluation form. The teacher responses on the evaluation 

forms were very positive. The main point of criticism was that I included too much 

information for a three-hour in-service. 



Collaboration and Professional Development 

The Reading Recovery training in which I participated provided me with many 

opportunities to share and collaborate with other experienced professionals, which was a 

luxury teachers rarely have. I was fortunate to have a teacher in my school who was also 

being trained in Reading Recovery. Because of our shared knowledge and experiences, we 

were able to regularly discuss programmatic and literacy issues. 

During the training year, I focused on learning the six parts of a lesson, selecting 

appropriate reading materials and identifying teaching points. I adhered strictly to the 

Reading Recovery program and the lesson plan structure as developed by Marie Clay. I 

conducted two behind the glass demonstrations for my fellow Reading Recovery teachers 

in training and my Teacher-Leader. I also took part in a national video promoting the 

Reading Recovery program. 

I participated in two "behind the glass" training lessons with two of my students while 

my peers observed, described, and analyzed the student's behaviors and my teaching 

decisions. The "behind the glass" sessions are lessons in which a teacher in training 

conducts an actual lesson with a child behind a two-way mirror, while the training class 

observes from another room. Both the University and Sunnyside sites built one-way 

mirrors for "behind the glass" training. 

During my first "behind the glass" session my student Matthew and I sat in front of a 

one-way mirror in a small room with a microphone. The class sat in a large dark 

classroom on the other side of the window. The class could see in, but we could only see 

a mirror. After asking questions about the mirror and where everybody else was. 
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Matthew settled down into the lesson. This was only Matthew's third lesson. He reread 

the story from that morning. He began with "TTz/s is a liorf for "/ see a lion. ' He 

remembered the general story, but not the pattern. I waited for one more page to see if he 

would correct himself, but he did not. I asked him, "Do you know the word 'T''* "Find I." 

He was able to point to the word I. Then as if he remembered the pattern, he fluently read 

the rest of the book. 

During the ruiming record, again he started with the wrong pattern, but he did point to 

each word. By the third page he corrected himself He got an 89% word accuracy score 

so level 3 was at the frustration level. After he read the story, I told him that he did a 

great job of self-correcting, and I reminded him that if he knows he made a mistake he 

could go back and reread from the beginning. So he reread the first two pages. I asked 

him what his favorite part in the story was. He wrote it in his journal. He had great 

difBculties forming the letters, and I showed him using the magnetic letters or writing it on 

the practice page. 

Given three choices, he selected his new book. To School, a level 3 Story Box book by 

the Wright Group. I had him look at the pictures and tell me how each of the children got 

to school. He did not know what a hang glider was, so I told him. He began the story 

with "He goes on his bike to school". The text says, "He rides his bicycle." I said, "Try 

that again." That prompt did not work. He had not yet learned many strategies. He was 

just learning one to one matching, but had not learned to look at the beginning sounds. 

He did however know that reading makes sense. I told him to go back and point to the 

words. He stopped because he said more words than were on the page. I said, "I like the 



way that you stopped." Go back and try again. After he read the word he, I said, "Now 

get your mouth ready for the next word." He said, '^Irl riding." I replied, "You are almost 

right, but look at the ending of the word." The lesson continued in this manner, focusing 

on the sounds of the letters to make words that made sense. 

After the session, the other teachers in training discussed the lesson. I feh a bit 

frustrated because Matthew struggled so much on the new book. One teacher suggested 

that Matthew needed a stronger book introduction because he is still at the readiness 

stage. I realized I had to spend a lot of time helping him decode words, when he did not 

even know all of the sounds. After working with Matthew during subsequent lessons, I 

realized how important the book introductions were. My teacher-leader suggested that 

after he corrected him-self during the first book, I could have asked, "Are you right?" to 

get him to think about his reading. These sessions provided experienced teachers like 

myself an opportunity to teach and discuss our demonstration lessons, provide 

constructive feedback to each other, and share and reflect on our teaching practices and 

beliefs about literacy instruction. As a result of these discussions, we were able to reach 

higher conceptual levels regarding student learning and teaching decisions. It was very 

rare that experienced teachers get the opportunity to share and discuss literacy at this 

level. 

At the Tucson Area Reading Council's Fall Conference, I attended sessions about 

Reading Recovery and others regarding early literacy strategies. During the summer of 

1993,1 attended a class entitled "Tactics for Thinking." This class focused on the 

importance of student engagement during the learning process. The three key points 
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presented in this course were: (1) using appropriate materials, (2) engaging student in 

purposeful activities and (3) providing wait time for thinking. I believe the Reading 

Recovery program also addresses those points. 

Reflection 

As a result of my training in Reading Recovery, I believe that I learned to carefully 

observe my students duiing each lesson. I was very excited with my new found ability to 

learn more about a child's literacy through careful observations of their reading and 

writing behaviors. My need to develop a longer 'wait time" was obvious fi'om the 

begirming. Initially when a child was having difiBculties, I wanted to jump in with 

suggestions. However, I became quite good at providing a child with increased time to 

respond and therefore increased opportunities for my students to figure out words on their 

own. I also learned to provide my students with specific verbal prompts to help them 

focus on specific cueing systems while they were reading. 

Time was a very important issue in my lessons. My first obstacle was trying to 

complete all six parts of a Reading Recovery lesson in only 30 minutes. In class, it was 

suggested that I use an egg timer to help me keep track of time and to make sure I did not 

spend too much time on any one part of a lesson. The timer helped, but I still found it 

diflBcult to finish a lesson in time so that I could get prepared for the next student. 

Another problem was a loss of time between students. Every time students forgot to 

come to my lessons, I had to go get them from their classrooms. That cut into the time 

available for their lessons. 
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This training dramatically changed the way I looked at reading and writing instruction. 

Prior to Reading Recovery, I spent a great deal of time trying to figure out how I could fit 

each child into my school district's reading program. During my training, I began to 

realize that each student had individual strengths and weaknesses that needed to be 

addressed differently. Given my Reading Recovery experiences during that year. I began 

to see my students in a new light. Utiliidng careful observation and ongoing assessment, I 

now had the tools to develop individual instruction that fit my students' needs as emergent 

readers and writers. 

Year Two: I993-I994 School Year 

General Program Description 

.'^s a result of buying a new home and moving across town, I decided not to make the 

long drive to the Duval School. I then applied for and was hired as a reading specialist 

position at a school near my new home. In order to preserve its anonymity, I have named 

my new school Desert Elementary. Even though I was no longer at Duval School, which 

was a Reading Recovery Site, I attended the continuing contact training for Reading 

Recovery. My data were submitted to The Ohio State University as a satellite school, 

connected to the Sunnyside School District. My program was structured similarly to that 

of the year before, except that I worked all day as a Reading Specialist and therefore could 

work with eight students per day as opposed to only four. As a result of already having 

some experience with the program, I had an opportunity to refine ray skills as a Reading 

Recovery teacher. 
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Continuing Contact Reading Recovery Sessions 

I attended Continuing Contact sessions that were held for Reading Recovery teachers 

trained prior to the 1992-93 school year. We met with the Teacher-Leader six times 

during the year for three-hour sessions that ran from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. These 

sessions allowed me to teach and discuss demonstration lessons, collaborate with other 

experienced teachers and reach higher conceptual levels regarding student learning and 

teaching decisions. These Continuing Contact sessions supported the implementation of 

the Reading Recovery as designed by Marie Clay, and provided me opportunities for 

networking information and discussing concerns. 

Student Assessment 

My data collection began the week before school started. I used the computerized 

class lists for the first grade and looked up each child in the cumulative files. I then read 

their kindergarten report cards and looked at any testing or parental information in the file. 

I highlighted the names of any student I was concemed about and included short notes 

after their names. On the first day of school, I read stories to the children in each of the 

first-grade classrooms so I could introduce myself. The next day, I began assessing the 

first-grade children for reading and writing with a modification of the Observation Survey. 

I continued to use the same letter and sound identification assessment as in the 

previous year. However, I also recorded a score for the number of sounds that each child 

could identiiy. I do not understand why this information was not recorded on the original 

Reading Recovery assessment sheet. I believe knowing the letter names is not very helpfial 

in reading, however, knowing the sounds that are associated with each of the letters can 
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be helpful. I noted whether their responses were a result of reversals {b,d), or visually 

similar letters (v.w). I recorded if their reply to the sounds were as a result of the letter 

name { d for w). I also recorded differences that may have been due to speech dialect 

differences or pathology. 

Student Selection 

Initial student selection for Reading Recovery was based on teacher recommendations 

and the kindergarten report cards. This was a new school for me. so I did not have 

personal prior knowledge regarding any of the children. 1 initially tested 32 first-grade 

children and later, 20 more. I ranked the children by their scores on the six assessments: 

Letter Identification, Word Test, Concepts About Print, Writing Vocabulary. Dictation 

and Text Level. I began my program with the lowest eight children. I worked with each 

student one-to-one for thirty minutes per day. During the year, I tested two additional 

children to determine if they would be eligible for Reading Recovery making it a total of 

52 children tested. Twenty-five of these children were re-tested at least once to determine 

their progress or eligibility for services in the ongoing program. 

Lessons 

The Reading Recovery lesson format did not change this year. However, I perfected 

my instructional strategies. I kept a calendar for each child in my program called the 

Reading Recovery Attendance Record (Exhibit 4.16). On this calendar I recorded 

attendance, testing dates, the number of lessons by a specialist, and the nimiber of lessons 

by a tutor during the school year. I used this calendar to get an overall picture of the 

amount instruction and the provider of instruction for each child. 
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The "Roaming In-The-Known" lessons were supposed to last for ten days. However, 

by about day five, I was ready to provide some instruction. I started my instruction with 

early literacy strategies, such as using picture clues, pointing to each word to indicate one 

to one correspondence, reading left to right and using the return sweep. During the 

regular lessons, I followed the same Reading Recovery lesson format as during the 

previous year with the exception of the rate of acceleration. Most students remained at 

any given instructional level for no more than a week, which was up to five days less than 

the previous year. To keep track of the daily Running Record scores, I kept a record 

sheet of the titles of each book, the book levels, the student s accuracy percentage, and 

their self-correction rate (Exhibit 4.17). 
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Teaching Techniques 

One way children leam to monitor gross visual features within words is through early 

writing experiences. These experiences help children to leam to hear and record sounds in 

words (Lyons, 1993). Another way was through various forms of phonics instruction 

(Cunningham & AUington, 1984). This sound-to-letter emphasis was different from the 

letter-to-sound emphasis often associated with early phonics instruction. I have used 

many sound-to-letter activities to help the children make a connection between language 

and the written word. 

I selected words based on the child's reading or writing. I made sound boxes for the 

child to write a letter or letters into each sound box. For example, one student wanted to 

write the word "school." It had four sounds, so I made four boxes, the second and third 

boxes divided with a dotted line, indicating two letters for one sound. I used magnetic 

letters for onset and rhyme, word families, and word endings. For example, one student 

needed help reading the word far. I knew he could read car, so I made car with the 

magnetic letters and then changed it to far. Other words from the same word family were 

then generated. Although Reading Recovery, does not emphasize phonics, I felt it is 

important, but only in the context of reading real words. I created mini books that 

contained groups of five to six high frequency words that share a common sound-spelling 

feature or pattern with which the child was having di£5culty. For example these are two 

mini books I made; stay, play, day, and hay are all -ay digraphs, while all, tall, fall and 

small are L controlled a vowels. 
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The children wrote daily in journals, on the board, or in student-made books. 

I recorded what they wrote on the lesson plans, and I kept their journals. I recorded a star 

over every correctly spelled word, a check over every correct letter, and any 

misrepresentation above the correct letter or word. 

I developed a teaching bulletin board to help students leam sounds in the context. 

I purchased a farm bulletin board set with pictures of animals. I wrote the name of each 

object in black with a specific phonogram on which to focus in red. For example: oa in 

goat, or in bam, or ch in chickens. The children then referred to this board to figure out 

the sounds in unknown words. 

I taught pre-reading strategies or activities that took place just before reading, such as 

reviewing a book cover or looking at the pictures, predicting, and formulating questions to 

provide children with valuable information about the text and to prepare them for reading. 

I used the picture walk technique in which together we looked and talked about the 

pictures to gain an understanding of the story and to elicit storv' related language in 

advance. 

I encouraged the children to use picture clues that accompanied the text to help 

children reflect on the content of a text and to help them figure out words and understand 

the meanings of texts. I also encouraged the children to reread and think about each story 

to predict what would make sense. 

Parent Involvement and Communication 

I had two parent nights, one in August and one in January for the parents and the 

children in my Reading Recovery program. The parents signed a "book sent home" sheet 
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on a daily basis after listening to their children read and do the activities in their bookbags 

(Exhibit 4.18). Each child, who read and got a parent signature every day for a week, 

would get a prize on Friday from my treasure box. Among other activities, the students 

always took home a "Read, Cover, and Write" homework sheet (Exhibit 4.19). I 

developed this activity several years ago for spelling practice. I adapted it for my 

program. I selected three to five words that were difficult for the child during that day s 

reading or writing. I folded the sheet in fourths, and I wrote each word in the first colunm 

on a sepsirate line. At home, the children would then read the first word, cover it up. and 

write it. They would uncover or unfold the sheet to check to see if they were correct. 

They would repeat this two more times. The next day, I asked the children to read the 

words that they had practiced reading and writing. I put stars next to the words that they 

could read and dots next to those they couldn't. The children then reread the stor\' that 

contained some of these words. I found this to be an effecrive way to improve a child's 

sight word vocabulary. It was important however to select only those words that were 

commonly used, so that they were not just memorizing words that they were not likely to 

see again. 

Community Involvement 

I had a wonderful volunteer who was the parent of one of my students. She read with 

the children in the library and helped me with the daily book check out. I decided that it 

was important for the newly discontinued children to keep reading, and therefore, I 

encouraged the children to come to my room at recess time and check out books. 
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Exhibit 4 19 Read. Cover and Write Homework 
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Noteworthy Children 

Mitra was trilingual; her mom spoke predominately Spanish , while her Dad spoke 

English and Farsi, a dialect of the Persian Language. At the beginning of the year. Mitra 

knew only 44 letters and none of the sounds. She was able to write four words: her name, 

A, MOM and LOVE. She could follow the story pattern in Level 2, however in Level 3. 

after I read the first page and she heard the pattern of the story she started telling the 

general idea of the story. 

I wrote what \fitra said above and the words from the text below; 

A girl saw a zebra. Even the bov saw a zebra. The bov and sirl saw a zebra. 
The girl looks at the zebra. The boy looks at the zebra. Can you find the zebra? 

She was able to use the picture clues to tell me a story, however it did not match the print. 

She began her ten "Roaming-In-the-Known" lessons in August. In order to help Mitra 

utilize the sound/symbol relationships more effectively, we made language experience 

stories together. Initially she wrote only the first letter of each word. I made sound cards 

with three boxes under a picture of an object that had three phonemes in its name. I asked 

Mitra to tell me what the picture was and say the sounds slowly. As Mitra said each of the 

three sounds slowly, she pushed one permy into each box. Soon, Mitra started writing 

words with initial, medial and final phonograms. Mitra was now able to use the visual 

cues along with meaning to read with comprehension. 

After 62 lessons, Mitra was able to read at Level 24 and was discontinued fi-om the 

program. She read all of the words on the word list except for pretty, and she correctly 

wrote 43 words. On the discontinuing dictation test form c, she wrote 34 out of 37 

phonograms in the dictation sentences; she wrote bote for boat and righd for ride. We 
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had recently worked on words with -igh, so she over generalized this spelling pattern. In 

the writing vocabulary assessment, she wrote night and light correctly. During her text 

reading at Level 24, she had a word recognition accuracy rate of 91%. She had 21 errors 

out of 234 words. She reread four times to correct words and she had a self-correction 

rate of 1 per 3 .6 errors. Unfortunately, 17 of her errors were words that looked similar to 

the text words, but did not make sense in the story. We discussed this after the 

assessment. When I re-tested Mitra using the same story in May, all except two of the 

errors made sense. At the end of the year, Mitra continued to make progress, and she 

could read at a Level 26. which was considered to be at the second grade, second 

semester level. In 1998. as a fifth grader, Mitra received all A's and a B on her find 

report card. I am glad I was able to provide her with a good start in her literacy 

development. 

Discontinuing and Graduating 

The children were discontinued fi-om the program when they were able to read at least 

two levels above the average of the first graders at Desert Elementary and were able to 

demonstrate independent reading and writing strategies. They received a graduation 

certificate presented in their classrooms whenever they met the requirements for 

discontinuing. If they did not meet the requirements by the end of the year, they received 

a participation certificate. In general, children participated in the program for one 

semester. 

In December, I tested eight children who were perceived by their teachers as being 

average to establish criteria as to when to exit the program children. As soon as a child 
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graduated, I then began working with the next student on my list. 

I adapted the previous Reading Recovery Progress Reports to include information on 

the children's reading and writing vocabularies and their instructional reading levels. At 

the end of the year, I recorded the smdents' assessment data on the "Diagnostic Survey 

Resuhs" form (Exhibit 4.20). I also included the beginning and ending lesson dates, the 

number of lessons, and whether the children graduated or needed continued services. This 

information went into the students' cumulative file. 
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Exhibit 4.20 Diagnostic Survey Results Form 

D I A G N O S T I C  S U R V E Y  R E S U L T S  
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SSUSO/CHI-9/03/32 
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Results and Program Assessment 

I provided Reading Recovery instruction for 22 children in 1993-94. Eighteen of these 

children graduated from the program reading at or above the second-grade first-semester 

reading level. I felt that this was an excellent graduation rate, especially in comparison to 

my three children during the previous year. 

I believe that this year was extremely successfiil because 18 "at-risk" children were 

able to become successfiil readers and writers in the regular classroom. According to the 

Reading Recovery Questionnziires, the principal, teachers and parents were 

overwhehningly supportive of this program. They felt that Reading Recovery had made a 

tremendous difference in their children's reading and writing abilities as well as in 

improving their self-esteem. 

The folloAving are brief narratives regarding the four children who did not graduate 

from the program during the second year of my study; The first child moved before he 

graduated, however I was able to get him to achieve in reading above average range 

before the winter break when he moved. The second child was placed back in 

kindergarten after two weeks in my program because I realized that her mother put her in 

kindergarten a whole year earlier than her age group indicated. I felt it was not necessary 

to push her so hard when she was only five years old. In 1998, this girl was an honor roll 

student in the fourth grade, and was also on my all-star soccer team in 1998. Although 

her mother was unsure about the decision to retain her at first, after the end of her second 

year in first grade her mother told me that she was very pleased that we decided to keep 

her with her age group. The third child had Cerebral Palsy. While in Reading Recovery, 



she learned many of the beginning reading skills and was placed in Special Education after 

two years in first grade. The fourth child, who tested dominant in English, but also spoke 

Spanish, continued in my program at the beginning of her second grade year because I felt 

she needed more intervention, and I knew her strengths. She continued to need support, 

therefore in third grade she was tested for a Learning Disability and did not qualify for 

special education because it was determined that there was not enough discrepancy 

between her IQ and her achievement, as they were both low. She still continued to go to 

remedial reading as of Spring 1998. 

Table 4.4 1993-1994 Reading Recovery Student Summary 

Number of Total in Graduated Short-term Continued Referred Retained Moved 
1" graders program help in 

2"'* grade 
reading 
help 

to Special 
Education 

52 22 18 0 1 I I 1 

Table 4.5 1993-1994 Pre- and Post-test First-grade Assessment Means 

Reading Recovery 
Pre-test 

Reading Recovery 
Post-test 

Reading Level 1.26 22.45 
Independent 
Reading Level 
Instructional 

1.56 24.9 

Reading Level 
Weighted 

.88 8.45 

Letter 44.24 53 
Identification /54 

Concepts About 11 Not assessed 
Print/24 

Word 1.69 23.19 
Recognition /25 
Writing 8.88 19.43 
Vocabulary 
Dictation /37 12.35 35.95 
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Promotion of School Literacy Development 

I presented an inservice to the teachers at my school. In this inservice, I described my 

program and the early literacy strategies I had learned as a result of my Reading Recovery-

training. 

Collaboration and Professional Development 

As a first year teacher in the school district. I was assigned a mentor. The person 

assigned to be my mentor was Linda, a reading specialist in another elementary school. 

She had been trained as a Collaborative Literacy Intervention Project (CLIP) teacher. The 

CLIP program is a spin off of Reading Recovery, and was described in Chapter II. 

I initially became familiar with CLIP through a literacy' conference. Since then, I have 

worked with two colleagues who were CLIP trained, my own mentor and the reading 

specialist whom I mentored at my school during the 1995 and 1996 school years. 

Linda and I spent a short time comparing Reading Recovery with the CLIP program. 

We found them to be essentially similar in training and program design. She shared with 

me a poster with a list of reading prompts that were essentially the same as those in 

Reading Recovery, except that they were typed out for the teacher and the students to see. 

She also gave me a personal sized alphabet chart with pictures that children could refer to 

during reading. I used the prompts and alphabet chart in my lessons. The program Linda 

taught was quite different from the CLIP training she had received. She used many of the 

CLIP program ideas for prompting students, but worked in small groups with a thematic 

emphasis. The children made many books in class together. For each month she made 

charts with songs or poems on them. The children chanted the words together. Then she 
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did a lesson using the words in the chart. Linda did not send any books home with her 

students, because she was concerned about getting them back. She had several blackline 

copies of books from Nellie Edge, a company that presents early literacy seminars. I 

attended a seminar they presented later on during that year. My mentor gave me a copy of 

several of the stories, such as Twinkle Twinkle Little Star. Five Little Thicks, and Mary-

Had a Little Lamb. Many of these books fold into fourths or eighths to make little 

books. I decided that I did not want to deviate from the structure of the Reading 

Recovery program, however I used these books once in a while as take home books in my 

program. I also purchased a pocket chart with the words to Twinkle. Twinkle, Little Star 

and The More We Get Together. 

I presented "Early Literacy Strategies'' at my first District In-service Day with my 

mentor. Linda and I presented Reading Recovery strategies and techniques along with 

book making and writing ideas. I continued my professional development by attending 

conferences held by the Tucson Area Reading Council, the Arizona Reading Association, 

and The University of Arizona. 

Reflection 

[ believe that this early intervention program has been the most effective method for 

developing independent readers and writers in first grade. I was more encouraged by the 

second year's results, and I decided to continue to monitor my students' future progress 

each year. In looking back at the sixth year's results, I could see that my partner and I did 

not influence very many students during our first year of Reading Recovery because only 

six students graduated, a relatively small nimiber compared with later graduation rates. 
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As a result of working with my mentor, I began to see that Reading Recovery as a 

relatively rigid program. Reading Recovery teachers are compelled to follow exactly the 

program procedures and any deviation from them is not allowed. In retrospect, after 

taking a research methodology course, I realize this preciseness was necessar\' in order to 

preserve program integrity and to collect standardized or consistent data from Reading 

Recovery teachers all over the world. By the end of the second year of my study, I was 

torn between following the guidelines of Reading Recovery and making program changes 

based on the knowledge I had about my students and literacy learning. Unfortunately, 

because of funding constraints and the changing administration at the University of 

.Arizona, support for Reading Recovery disappeared and the program was discontinued 

there after only three years of operation. I was disappointed about that turn of events 

because I had learned observational and strategic skills through Reading Recovery that 

were very beneficial to my efifectiveness as a literacy teacher. At that time, teachers who 

wanted Reading Recovery were still able to pay a district to train them, but it was no 

longer available at the University. After the University of Arizona terminated Reading 

Recovery training, the closest available teacher-leader training was in California. 

Unfortunately, Reading Recovery training in Surmyside was also discontinued in the 

Spring of 1994, due to loss of financial support. In an interview with Carolyrm Carter 

(1998), the Sunnyside District teacher-trainer, she explained that she was disappointed 

that the training program was discontinued. The continuing contact classes for previously 

trained teachers lasted for one additional year. She stated during an interview that, "The 

impact of the program will have lasting affects on the teachers and their students. This 
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training gave the teachers a leg up on guided reading and they were able to adapt the 

program to small groups. As a result of this training, teachers were highly supportive of 

early literacy instruction." 

Since Reading Recovery was no longer available for many of the local districts. I 

decided that it was necessary to continue to promote the many positive aspects of the 

program and at the same time, change those elements that were not as effective. 
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Year Three: 1994-1995 School Year 

General Program Description 

In order to remain a certified Reading Recovery site, my Teacher-Leader would have 

had to continue to supervise my instruction. I greatly appreciated her supervision during 

the second school year, however, it was not feasible for her to continue when support for 

Reading Recovery in her district was being reduced. As a result. Desert Elementary was 

no longer a certified Reading Recovery site, but I continued to use many elements of the 

program. In addition, my teacher-leader continued to be a resource person for me. 

Although I appreciated the collaboration and support of Reading Recovery, in some ways 

I was pleased because I was given the opportunity to develop my own program. After 

reflecting and analyzing my daily and yearly data over the last two years, I wanted to make 

some modifications in Reading Recovery. Over the summer, I participated in the hiring of 

our new reading specialist for the higher grades at our school. The new reading specialist 

was a CLIP trained teacher, and I was selected to be her mentor. We spent a good bit of 

the summer comparing and discussing CLIP and Reading Recovery. I ofiBcially renamed 

my program, Reading Discovery. I preferred that name because I believe that my program 

helped children discover the nature of reading as a process, and they discover when and 

how to use strategies to become independent and competent readers. In contrast, the 

name Reading Recovery sounds like children need to recover fi^om reading, as if they had 

an illness fi'om which they had to recover. My Reading Discovery program still contains 

several of the essential elements of the Reading Recovery program that helped to make it 

effective. 
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Student Assessment 

I pre- and post-tested the students on letter identification, concepts about print and 

word recognition (20 words in August, and 60 words in May using the Ohio State word 

test), the same as before. In August, I decided to retest my students from last year who 

had barely made the Level 20 cut off and the one bilingual student who would probably 

continue to need support. Only three children from the previous year continued to require 

reading support during the third year! 

As a result of working with the other reading specialist. I learned that CLIP simply 

retyped the Reading Recovery assessment forms, except for the dictation test. The CLIP 

dictation sentences contained 50 of the most common phonemes in English, which was a 

wider variety than the 27 in the Reading Recovery assessment. The following sentences 

were used for the CLIP dictation assessment; "The farmer saw the black and white toy 

boat out on the water. It floated under the shiny steel bridge to a small beach." 

At the end of the previous year, there was very little differentiation between students' 

scores on the Reading Recovery dictation test, even though I knew there was a difference 

in their writing ability. I believed the CLIP sentences would provide more information 

about what a child actually could write. 

However, since first graders can write very little at the beginning of the year, 

I continued to use the shorter Reading Recovery sentences: "I have a big dog at home. 

Today I am going to take him to school." In the middle and at the end of the year, I used 

the Reading Recovery sentences and the CLIP sentences. The benefit of the CLIP 

dictation sentence was that it contained a wider variety of phonograms. The child 
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received one point for every new phonogram the child wrote. If the letter was repeated, 

they only got credit once. I developed a new "Writing Vocabulary and Diaation Test" 

form (Exhibit 4.21). All of the words after the word "this," have been added to this 

assessment. These new words came from the Fry's Instant Word List. 

The CLIP text assessment materials followed the same format as that used by Reading 

Recovery, but used different stories. While CLIP only divides the first grade into 16 levels 

instead of the Reading Recover^' 20 levels, they used the same basic concepts for selecting 

books. CLIP just has a wider range of diflSculty within any given book level. 

At the end of the year, I decided to assess the entire first grade to determine how my 

students compared to the general population. 



Exhibit 4 21 Writing Vocabulary Test and Dictation Test 

WRITING VOCABULARY TEST #4 

Name: Date: H-M rcil I'D, 1^95 

Bcgiiiiiiiig Time: ^ - OCp Ending Time:_ 9 : / ^  

Their first and last name: 

-- ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  . — f r j ^  
Writing Prompts: I is a an to the we me at on in go going my cat 

^ • I ^ 

cats sat can it love mom dad and yes no dog good you bail be she 

pio, - cum ^ hex- y oy^' oua5 ar r 
play car for come like see here ap look fh«« of tbat was oar arc. 

•I'ltiy uot, ^ ^ ujOjz Lu&y^ 
as witli tliev be have from or out had by but not what ail were 

cudn yor ^ed yous uufSh. ^ — ,—-
when vour said there use each which do how if will then them so 
houJ ujdr" biu, 
who where why her red orange blue her red orange blue green black white brown one two 

three four five six seven eight nine ten pig cow fish sheep horse 

family or friend's names 

tAox^ To5^ 

TESTA 3H/37 

I 

DICTATION TEST #5 

Date: HQjrdyl5jS^ 

I oa v- a b doa ai hi^cnc 
I  h a v e  a  b i g  d  o  g /  a  t  h o m e .  

io 6sl ^ dioi -to taJ^ iiixri I 
T o d a y  I  a m ^ o i n g  t o  t a k e  h i m  t o  s c h o o l .  

TESTE 3*2/50 

Hi i £ Qjc m ^ 2 iLl tlr>6 iL<LiL Ard m i  i t  
T h e f ax m cjc s a  w  t h e  b  1  a  c J i  a n d  w  h  i  t  e  t  SLX.  

JD oy-i QVi i'Mi i2'tr II o tl d. undgr -the 
b oji. t ojl t OQ the water. It floated under the 

S h  i f )  Z  5 f c - 2 . I  Q -  b  A .  ̂  
SJL t  n  y  S t  i  b  r  i  d f e e  t o  a  s m a l l  b  e a  c f a  .  
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Student Selection 

I selected students for assessment based on the kindergarten and first-grade teachers' 

recommendations. I asked the kindergarten teachers to rank their children fi-om low to 

high in terms of reading and writing ability. In addition, I asked the first-grade teachers to 

recommend any student they believed may be in need of additional assistance in learning to 

read and write. In August, I tested 30 first-grade children. Throughout the rest of the 

year, I tested 17 additional children. Children were tested throughout the year to evaluate 

their progress. Some children were tested as many as five times. I also tested the Reading 

Discovery first-grade children fi-om the previous year. 

I ranked the first-grade children based on their scores on six assessments: Letters and 

Sounds, Sight Words, Concepts About Print, Writing Vocabulary, Sentence Dictation and 

Ruiming Records on Leveled Books. The following were general results fi-om the initial 

30 tested children. None of the children knew all of the letters or all of the sounds. On 

the word test, 16 children did not know any of the words. Out of 24 print concepts, the 

children knew between 2 and 15. There were 12 children able to read at level 2 or above. 

The first major change I made to my Reading Discoveiy program, based on CLIP 

program information, was related to student selection. I no longer took the lowest 

achieving children first. During the previous year, I had worked with three of the lowest 

children for most of the year, and they continued to need help the following year. During 

the third year, I took the next lowest students to give the lowest children more exposure 

to literacy experiences prior to intensive tutoring. After the winter break, I then worked 

with the lowest students. I really believe this helped. Six of the children receiving my 
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instruction during that first semester of the third year can now read at a first-grade level 

without any help. The second round of children (the lowest achieving children) during the 

first semester, learned more about reading and how to predict what made sense in terms of 

context even if they did not know all of the sounds in a word. 

Lesson Format 

From my training in the CATS Literacy Lab, I learned the importance of student 

interest and motivation during reading and writing instruction. In Reading Recovery, the 

teacher selects the new book a head of time based on its diflSculty and teaching elements 

within a book. I decided it is better for the child to choose the books they are interested in 

reading. Since I was familiar with all of my books, I knew how to introduce each of the 

books with different amounts of support, and I did not need to know which book the child 

was to read ahead of time. I had about twenty books per basket at each reading level. In 

addition to the books promoted as Reading Recovery books, I purchased non-fiction and 

fiction trade books fi'om well-known authors with a grant I received. The children could 

choose fi'om a variety of books within the basket at that was at their instructional level. 

Those children who had diflBculty choosing, I gave them a choice of three or four books. 

The lesson plan forms I had used for the first two years were those developed by 

Marie Clay for Reading Recovery. I noticed that I did not utilize the whole sheet of the 

Reading Recovery lesson plan form, and I had to rewrite the titles of the books for each 

lesson, first as a new book, then as a ruiming record book, followed by a re-reading book. 

My new lesson plan sheet was designed to include the lessons for an entire week. I also 

included a section to record new reading and writing vocabulary (Exhibit 4.22). 
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Exhibit 4.22 Reading Discovery Lesson Plan 
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I continued to use the Reading Recovery Running Record Chart with the titles, levels, 

word recognition accuracy percentages and self-correction rates for each day. 

Teaching Techniques 

I encouraged the children to monitor their own reading while they read through 

questioning, which is later internalized. Self-monitoring is a very important aspect of 

beginning reading instruction according to Schwartz (1997). In my colleagues' CLIP 

training they developed a chart with a "Hierarchy of Prompts" to use with children 

(Exhibit 4.23). I have used this chart many times in my inservice training classes, and I 

refer to it while teaching. After my students had read a sentence, I would ask them, ".^re 

you right?" and "How do you know''" Initially I would ask them these questions when 

they read correctly, to get them to think about reading as a meaning making process. 

Later on, I would ask these types of questions with both correct and incorrect readings. 

In the CLIP program, in addition to letter names and soimds, the reading teachers 

assess students' knowledge of consonant and vowel digraphs. I do not like to assess these 

soimds in isolation; it reminds me of the rote Spalding instruction. I believe that it is 

important for children to read the sounds in context of words and sentences. I use an 

Individual Phonics Summary form from my Master's degree coursework (Exhibit 4.24). I 

use this summary to record phonograms with which the children were having difficulty 

with whUe reading and/or writing. Initially, I would circle the phonogram, and then once 

the child had learned it, I would put a star above it. This helped me keep track of word 

analysis activities on which to work, however these activities were always connected to 

what the child was reading. 
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Exhibit 4 23 Hierarchy of Prompts 

j Prompts tor Self Monitoring! 

j Prompts for Self CorrectingT 

Thtta was a irtcky part on ihat paga. 
Can you Hod ii"*" 
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Exhibit 4.24 Individual Phonics Summaiv 
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I began making post-it notes and putting them on the inside of books that emphasized 

particular sounds. For example, the story What do you see when you peek through the 

trees? has numerous words with ee and ea that make the long-e sound. Also, I used a 

book about space that has many words with -er sounds: Mercury, Earth, Saturn, Uranus, 

universe, world, and first. 

To help students see and hear the difference in vowel sounds, I made cards with 

pictures on one side and the words on the other side for "p/w." "paw" and ""pen\ I also 

made flip cards for words with short vowels that changed to a new word when a silent -e 

was added. To illustrate, I constructed flip cards to show how can changes to cane by 

adding an e and not becomes note. 

In addition. I decided to keep track of the high frequency words each child knew I 

made a record sheet from the Fry's Word Lists. 100 words on a page with four pages 

(Exhibit 4.25). I designed two record forms, the first one is a cumulative record of the 

words the children can read. I tested them once or rwice a month and wrote the date they 

were able to read the word automatically. The other form has a header with a place to 

record the scores each quarter. I recorded a check if they knew the word and a phonetic 

representation of the word that was incorrect. 

Parent Involvement and Communication 

During the third year, I met each of the first-grade parents at open house night and 

made a short presentation about Reading Discovery. I sent out a new introductory letter 

to the parents that explained the Reading Discovery program (Exhibit 4.26). 
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Exhibit 4.25 High Frequency Words 

-P,£Q'JENC^' WOROi 

r h ioe. 

bc.-.cc 

= r£:€£: 
/ c ' 

Micra:- I 
^ O' - »c 

c'r "CSt • xV. 
= , ' 

uz//c>/?c> j 
i 

\
 \ 

i J 

Words 1-25 

the 
of off 
and 
a 

to 
in t--
is ^ 
you 
that 
it 
he 

was cuent 
for frorn 
on tn 
are 

as 1 
with u->6"ti 
his has 

thev 

I ^ 
at t--
be 
rhi<; I— 

have 
from 

Words 26—50 

or 
one 
had \n(LS 
bv 

Words 51-75 

will 
upu^ 
other cujc^^f 

about abovt-yc 

Words 76-100 

number nuder 
no 
way 
could co-tled 

word U/entr out people pebble-
but many rvjiine my me 
not then — than +Wn 
what went them*^ first fir 
all Id: ^ ^ these water ujav+^T" 

were u;eVe- so ^ been 
we »- some ^ call 
when cuo' n her who Wato 
your you. would ujorLd oil ^ o 1, C)id 
can make now 
said s<td. like fmd^-
there him long u-

^use y o u  into down 
an time day _c 0

 

1
 - Via s did^ 

which look get^ 
she twot^ come 
do morc^ made 
how t— write u>hi tc. may 
their go part p^rt 

if see over oV^ 

Coimnon suffixes: -s, -ing, -ed 



Exhibit 4 26 Introductory Parent Letter 

WELCOME TC R£-\DING DISCOVERY! 

Dear Parents of First Graders. 

This is a very excibiig year for both you and your child. This is the year when first graders ieam 
to read and write themselves. Yotir child has been selected to participate in the Reading Discoverv-
Program. Reading Discovery is an early intervention reading and writing program just for first graders. 
This program is designed to meet the specific needs of your child My name is Stephanie McAndrews. the 
first grade reading specialisL I will work together with yoa and the classroom teacher to provide reading 
and writmg strategies to help your child be successfiil. We arc fortunate to have this program at Quaii 
Run. as it not offered at any other school. 

Your child wiU get an opportunity to work with me one on one for 30 minutes every day I will 
design the program to meet their individual needs. Imtially. I will be reviewmg letters, sounds and 
reading readiness <>riTl<r such as pointmg to each word anri saying the beginmng sounds of the words. 
Every day we will be reading 2-3 books and writing words and sentences. I will teach them strategies to 
help them improve their reading and writing. 

The>' will have a reading bag thar comes home "wh afternoon with reading and writing actrines 
to do together. This is a wonderfiil opportunity' to spend special time with your child. In order for this 
program to be successfiiL your child should practice what thev' are learning every day at home and attend 
school each da '̂. Please initial after each lesson is completed, so that I nia\' reinforce their effort at home, 
using a sticker chart. 

I have planned a Reading Discovery Night for you and your child to ieam about this exatmg 
program. It will be held on at 
in the Quail Run LSjrary. I am looking forward to mi-yrmg you anri worlong with your child. Please 
free to call me at any time. 682-9186 

Sincereh-. 

Stephanie McAndrews. MA 
Reading Specialist 

Please sign and return the bottom pomon tomorrow—— 

I will be able to attend the Reading Discovery NighL 

I will not be able to attend, but I will be able to meet on at 

Child's Name Teacher 

Parent's Name Phone 
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I decided to develop my own report cards in order to give the parents more 

information. I made four report cards, one for each quarter. The report cards were a list 

of skills and expectations I had for the children in the Reading Discovery program at the 

end of each quarter (Exhibits 4.27 and 4.28). The third and fourth quarter report cards 

were the same, except the expeaations for reading level, word recognition and writing 

vocabulary were higher In addition to other introductory papers, I gave a copy of each of 

the four report cards to the parents at parent night so they could know about my goals for 

instruction. I also gave them a copy of the verbal directions for forming the lower and 

upper case letters in D'Nealian handwriting. Many of the children were writing their 

letters starting from the wrong direction. I showed them a sample paper of how the letter 

c was the start of o, a, d and g. If a child started with the letter c, to make the letter d. the 

next letter in the alphabet, then he/she will not get b and d confused while writing. 

Communitv Involvement 

As a result of not taking the lowest students first during the third year, I felt it was 

necessary to provide them with something beyond the literacy instruction in the regular 

program. I decided to advertise in the school newsletter to get some literacy volunteers. 

I offered a training class and six volunteers showed up, two of whom volunteered 

regularly. The volunteer tutors worked with the students both before and after I worked 

with them during the year. Initially, they made language experience stories, and read and 

wrote stories with highly repetitive patterns for the children. I taught the volunteers 

reading strategies as well as the Language Experience Approach, which is a method of 

teaching reading by using the reader's own dictated language as materials of instruction. 



Exhibit 4.27 Reading Discovery Report Card: First Nine Weeks 
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Reading Discovery aepcrc Card 

From; Mrs. 3. McAndrsvs 
Expectations for the First Mine Weeks 

Mame Teacner's Same 

Key ' Mastery - Aiaiost Mastered - In Progress i^ate -2 

letters 

Identifies all lower case letters 

Identifies all uaoer case letters —1— "" 

~f~ Identifies the sounds of all consonant letters ^ 

Reading 

Points left to right i returns to next line 

Finger and voice match one to one vith text 

"T" Uses the first tvc letters, picture clues i the story line 
to predict the words. 

"f' Often rereads if it doesn't look richt/ sound right or aake sense 

Reads at least 15 sight words 

Reads at least at Level 5 with 90% accuracy Le^j'el '-o 

Writing 

Writes all of the lower case letters 

Writes all of the upper case letters 

Writes at least 10 words 

Writes several other words with correct consonant sounds 

Homework 

At Reads every night C 'OvaX 

Puts together sentences l/CCL -rCf 

^ Practices reading words QT-^-

Practices writing words pK'OG '(^^3 C 'XO<X. 
' J 
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MRS. MCANDREtrS- HEADING DISCOVERY 2ND NINE WEEK REPORT CARD 

Student s Name __ 

Teacner s Name _<at.e 

These sicills are in addition tc tne expectations ror me first nine 

weeks. 

* Mastered - A.imost Mastered - In Progress 

Letters and Socnds 

Identifies and Decodes Long Vowels 
) Vowel— Consonant— Siien- e 

Two vowels together 

^ Iden'tiifies and Decodes Consonant Digrapns 
th — sh cn wn 

Readinc S-ra-ecies 

r 
Re—reads if it doesn't: 
make sense 
look right 
sound rignt 

Thinks about the story and looks at ihe pictures 

4- Reads to the end of the sentence 

"T Uses the first three letters to predict the word 

~r Divides words into parts 

" Reads at level 10 witn at least 90* accuracy / 
X'rsS+Tru.c-xi'cmo^V \2. "She. -ns-n^ts 9^ DCLC.I«^ 

T"" Self corrects at least one out of every 3 missed words 

Sight Word Vocabulary 

Reads at least SO words from Fry's List I j Lp 

' Can read words with —s, —ed -and —ing endings ^ 

C^ecM. -(-ne ^Pd ->70 5 . 
Vriting/Soel1ino Vocabulary 

— W r  i  t e s  a t  l e a s t  4 0  w o r d s  f r o m  F r y ' s  L i s t  ( a  

Writes many other words with the correct consonant sounds 
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Discontinuing and Graduating 

In reviewing the files from the first two years, I noticed that many students were in the 

Reading Discovery program for more than a semester. I realized it was not necessary to 

have the first semester children reading at a level above 18 before discontinuing. Once the 

children had learned self-extending literacy strategies, I found that they were able to 

continue to make progress in their regular classrooms. 

Table 4.6 1994-1995 Reading Discovery Student Summary 

Number of Total in Graduated Short-term Continued Referred to Retained Moved 
l" graders program help in reading Special 

l""* grade help Education 
88 28 17 •> 0 2 0 4 2 

Table 4.7 1994-1995 Pre- and Post-test First-grade Assessment Means 

Reading Discovery Reading Discovery 
Pre-test Post-test 

Reading Level .7 21.7 
Independent 
Reading Level 
Instructional 

8 23.4 

Reading Level 
Weighted 

0 8 

Letter 41 53 
Identification /S4 

Letter Sound 17 26 
Identification /26 

Word 2/25 24/25 99/100 
Recognition/25 /lOO 
Writing 
Vocabuiarv 

6/25 55/75 

Dictation /37 /SO 6/37 34/37 40/50 
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Results and Program Assessment 

During the third year, 17 students graduated from Reading Discovery without needing 

any extra support. Three out of the four children who were retained that year were later 

placed in Special Education. Each of the graduating children was able to comprehend the 

stories as well as use strategies for figuring out unknown words. They were also able to 

write in complete sentences, using standard spelling for at least 50 high frequency words 

as well as use phonetic spelling for less frequent words. 

Promotion of School Literacv 

The other reading specialist at my school and I decided that it would be important to 

have a unified set of reading strategies for ever>'one in the school to use. We wanted both 

the teachers and the children to be using the same terms when discussing reading 

strategies. Some of the less effective strategies that we had heard being taught by 

classroom teachers included: "'look it up in the dictionary,"' '"sound it out,"' "skip it." or 

"say blank" if you come to a word you do not know. We selected strategies from Reading 

Recovery, CLIP and others we felt were effective. One strategy that Reading Recovery 

does not include was "reading on to get more information." The other Reading Specialist 

and I created a reading strategy chart. One chart we had seen started with "If you come 

to a tricky part..We wanted these to be strategies that all children use, not just those 

children with difficulties. So we entitled our chart "Good Readers" (Exhibit 4.29). It gives 

a list of strategies good readers do. We wanted children to know that good readers are 

not perfect readers. We made strategy presentations in each classroom and gave the 

teachers a laminated strategy poster, and we gave each student a strategy bookmark. 



GOOD READERS 

1. Look at the picture and think 
about the story. 

2. Go back and read again. 

3. Say the beginning sound and 
slide to the end of the word. 

4. Read to the end of the 
sentence. 

5. Think: 
y Does it make sense? 
y Does it look right? 
y Does it sound right? 

6. Substitute a word that 
would make sense. 

7. Go on. 
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Over the summer of 1994,1 had the opportunity to be part of the interview team for 

the hiring of a new reading specialist at my school. This assignment gave me the chance 

to really examine what I believe is important in a reading program. According to the 

interview questionnaire, I asked each candidate to describe a typical lesson. An applicant 

who was a CLIP trained teacher described basically the same lesson format I used, 

devoting 90% of the time to reading and writing, the rest was for discussion and 

illustrating books. Another applicant replied to a question about the teaching strategies 

that she used by saying, "They need to sound it out and do phonics worksheets." This 

applicant also said, "They need to know all their sounds before they can read real books." 

Needless to say we hired the CLIP trained teacher who focused on teaching skills in the 

context of reading and writing rather than in isolation. After hiring her, we collaborated 

to develop a school wide set of reading strategies called the Good Readers Chart (Exhibit 

4.29 p. 168). After a request from my principal, I developed a check list of K-3 phonics 

skills with the assistance of one teacher each from grades kindergarten through third 

(Exhibit 4.30). The two of us presented a half-day stafif strategy inservice with the other 

reading specialist. 

I presented the reading strategies to all first and second graders. I wrote and put on a 

skit called "Wanda the Reading Witch." Wanda cast a spell on two little children. The 

only way they could get through the forest was to read the clues using the reading 

strategies. Three little ghosts asked questions such as "Does it make sense?" "Does it 

look right?" and "Does it sound right?" to help the children. 
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Exhibit 4.30 Phonics Skills for K-3 

PHONICS SKILLS FOR K-3 

STOTTS rXTROPnrFD A vn MASTFUFT) TN TaNWraOARTFN 

Identify- aO lower case letters 

Identify ail apper case letters 

identify the sounds of the following consonant letters: b, d, f, 
h, i, j, k, L, m, n, p, qu, r, s, t, 
^v, ^w, X, y, z 

Identify the hard soand of c: cat, gz get 

SKTT T-S TNTROPnrFP TN KirNPKTtaARTFN 

Identify the sounds of the short vowels: a, e, i, o, n 

Identify the sounds of the long vowels: a, e, i, o, u 

Identify the soft sounds c: city, g: giant followed by e, u or y 

Correctly write all the letters 

Using inventive spdling, write words with several correct consonants. 

MAfrrERFn tn vmsr orat>f 

Identify both sounds of the following consonant letters: c, g, s 

Identify the sound of ck, when it follows a short vowel 

Identify the sounds of the vowels: a: at. ate, want; e: end, me; 
i: is, 1; ^o: on, open, do; u: up, use, put; y: my. baby 

c 

Identify the long vowel sound with a "silent e" at the end of a word 

Identify the sounds of the consonant digraphs: th: the, think, sh: she 
ch: chair, school, wh: when 

Identify the endings -ing, -ed: wanted, smQed, jumped, -s: cats 

Write phonetically regular words correctly. 

Using inventive speUing, write words with most of the correct sounds 



Exhibit 4.30 Phonics Skills for K-3 Continued 

SKnJ S TNTRnnTrnrn iff ftrst citAnir 

Identify the sounds of the vowel digrapiis: ie: pie, piece, friend 
d: either ea: eat, great, bread, ee, oa, ai, ay 
ui: fruit 

Identify the sound of ighr night 

Identify the sounds of the diptfaongs: ou: out, four, you, should, 
ow: cow, grow oi: oil, oy: boy ew: new 

Identify the sounds of ey: they, key 

Identify the sounds of oo: moon, book, floor 

Identify the sounds of the vocalic r en her, in first, an nurse. 
on works, ean eaiiy 

Identify r, 1, and w controlled vowels: ar, or, al, aw. au 

Identifv the endmg__.«, -iy 

Identify the sound of ng: sing, song 

Identify the sound of the consonant digraph ph 

Correctfy wnte at least 50 words on the Fry's most frequent word list. 

SKTT.LS MASTCTTD IN SFMRM 

Identify the sounds of the vowel digraphs: ie: pie, piece, friend 
ei: either ea: eat, great, bread, ee, ^oa, »•', ^ay 
ui: fruit 

Identify the sound of igh: nighr 

Identify the sounds of the diptfaongs: ou: out, four, yon, should, 
ow: cow, grow oi, oy ew: new 

Identify the sounds of ey: they, key 

IdMtify the sounds of oo: moon, book, floor 

Identify the sounds of the vocalic n en her, in first, iin nurse, 
^on works, ean early 

Identify r, I, and w controfled vowels: ^ar, or, ^al, aw, au 

Identify the sound of og: sing, song 



Exhibit 4.30 Phonics Skills for K-3 Continued 

Identify the soand of the consonant digraph pfa 

Correctly wnte at least 100 words on the Fry's most frequent word list. 
SKILLS TNTROPrirFB IN SFmivn an Any 

Identify the sound of _lcn: knock 

Identify silent 1 and b: walk, climb 

Identify the sound of dge used after a short vowel 

Identify the sound of gh; ghost> used at the beginning of a word 

Identify the sound of wrr wrap 

Identify words that end in a v sound are foUowed by an e: have, love 

STOT J S MASTFTtFTl TN TTTTPn anAnV 

Identify the sound of ^kn 

Identify silent 1 and b: walk, climb 

Identify the sound of dge, used after a short vowel sound 

Identify the sound of gh: ghost 

Identify the sound of gn: gnat, reign 

Identify the sound of ei: veil, forfeit 

Identify words that end in a v sound are followed by an e; have, love 

Syn.LS TNTRODUCFP AND MASTFTtFB IN Tffran aTtADK 

Identify the sounds of ough: though, through, rougfi, cough, thought, 
bough 
Identify the sounds of eigh: eight, height 

Identify the sounds of ti: nation, si: session, vision, ci: special, 
ch: machine 

Review of all of the phonics skills. 

Write at least ISO words on the Fry's most frequent word list. 



In order to encourage literacy in kindergarten, I developed a kindergarten reading at 

home program. Any child who wanted to participate brought their parents to school for a 

special presentation. The children could then check out books and materials on a weekly 

basis. 

CoUaboration and Professional Development 

I received training and was the mentor for our new Reading Specialist during the third 

year. I enjoyed having the opportunity to work with the new reading specialist and 

observe her instruction. She was very effective at adapting her CLIP training to a small 

group instructional situation. 

That year I also attended the International Reading Association Conference in 

Toronto, Canada. I found that Reading Recovery appeared to be very highly regarded at 

this conference. At one session, a Reading Recovery teacher presented how she adapted 

the program for use with small groups. I decided to try small groups the following year. 
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Year Four: 1995-96 School Year 

General Program Description 

I had worked one-to-one with each of the children during the first three years of my 

study. However, based upon the literacy conferences that I had attended during the 

previous year, I decided instead to work with groups of two or three selected students 

during year four. Although most of the students still received one-to-one instruction, the 

children selected for small groups had similar reading levels or strategy use. 

Student Assessment 

After analyzing the data from the third year, I noticed that several children were not 

reading at grade level by the end of the year, yet their teachers never referred them to me. 

As a result, I decided not to depend only upon teacher recommendations for the selection 

of my students but to instead test every child in first grade at the beginning of the year. It 

took me two entire weeks to assess most of the students. I started with those students 

ranked the lowest by their kindergarten teachers and any children new to the school. After 

my first two weeks of all-day testing, I used one of my half-hour time slots until the 

remaining students who were ranked higher by their kindergarten teachers were tested. 

I continued to use the 20 word and 60 word lists from The Ohio State for assessment. 

Yet, for the report cards I used the Fry's High Frequency Word List and recorded the 

number of words the children could read on the list. I wanted to keep track of the high 

frequency words they could read and write. 

At the end of the fourth year, I tested students who were in the Reading Discovery 

program during the third year to check on their progress. I assessed the children using the 
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Qualitative Reading Inventory (QRI) assessment that I learned to administer in the CA.TS 

Literacy Lab. The QRI was also being used by the other reading specialist to assess the 

children in older grades. All seventeen of the students who graduated from the program 

were at or above grade level according to the QRI and did not require any remedial 

reading. Three of the children I assessed who started second grade in remedial reading 

and graduated before winter break, also were at grade level. Two children tested at the 

middle of second grade and continued in remedial reading the following year. Of the four 

children who were retained, one of them no longer needed any remediation. The other 

three children continued to need help and eventually were placed in special education. 

I have mixed feelings about retention. 1 believe retentions can be very beneficial for the 

first-grade year if the parents are supportive. Time alone will not help these children. It is 

necessary that they continue to receive literacy support. However, those children who are 

passed on when their academic achievement is below grade level have to play catch-up. 

Even if they do receive remedial instruction, it is often only for 30 minutes per day, and 

the rest of their instruction is presented above their instructional level. Whether or not the 

child is retained they should be taught at their instructional level. 

Student Selection 

Again this year, I did not start with the very lowest students. I started with the next to 

lowest students. The criteria for deciding which children to take first was based on those 

with an instructional level below Level 2, and those that knew more than 15 of the letter 

sounds and could write at least five words. I re-evaluated the students below the criteria 

before the Winter Break to determine the second group of children to be in the program. 
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Lesson Format 

My Reading Recovery Lesson Plan forms provided a general framework for my 

lessons, but they could not be easily used by the volunteers and substitute teachers. After 

realizing the volunteer tutors had diflBculties using this lesson plan form (even with 

training), I developed a more specific plan for them (Exhibit 4.32). This new lesson plan 

form included a checklist of strategies the children used and prompts the tutors provided. 

It worked so well for the tutors that by the end of the year, I decided to use the new 

lesson plan forms for myself In addition, I included a checklist to mark if a student 

returned the books, got a parent signature for doing the work, and returned the completed 

writing and activities. In the past, students just got a sticker on their sticker chart if they 

read and their parents signed their Books Sent Home Sheet. Now I have a daily record of 

parent participation. 



tixniDU -*.jz Keaoing Discovery Tutor Lesson Plan 

Reading Discovery Tutor Lesson Plan 
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H. Word Anai-zss; Word ranuiies Short Voweis Lcnc Voweis , 

Consonants. Sumxes -od^m^ Contracnons 

1. Record fluent reading ana witing vwrcs 'witn the Gate on the Fry's Ward Lists 

i. 3ehavior{^— -

K. Comments: CXO /T\Q»^ . 
Sv-os. oJi-adLaj ^ ^ 
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Teaching Techniques 

I began to focus more on specific interactions between teachers, including myself, and 

students, such as use of prompts and questions. These interactions allow the teacher to 

develop tentative theories about the text cues that children use for monitoring and 

searching. Knowledge of the cues that the children are using can then be implemented by 

the teacher to provide ''critical moment teaching'' (Goodman & Marek. 1996). Instead of 

having pre-planned ideas of what to teach, teachers can use the students' current reading 

and writing of texts to teach concepts. For example, shortly before graduating in 

December, Sierra wrote. The fox put the sop in the bote. I said. "Excellent writing, I 

knew exactly what you wanted to say and you had all the sounds. There are some tricky 

words though. Can you find them?" She pointed to sop. I said. "You're right. In the 

word sop the "o" says /o/. There are several ways to make the "o" say /o/. Look on the 

board and see what word has the o sound." She replied, "Goat". "Good, goat. What two 

letters make the o sound in that word. Now how do you think you could write soap? 

Where is the other tricky word?" She pointed to bot. "You're right, the o does say /o/. 

so putting a silent -e was a good try. Boat is like goat." Using correction tape over the 

words sop and bote. Sierra wrote soap and boat. .Although this dialogue appears long, it 

took less than a minute to complete. It was not necessary for Sierra to do worksheets on 

the oa digraph. 

After observing classroom teachers teaching reading, and reflecting on my own 

classroom instruction, I realized it is difBcult to promote strategy use in groups, especially 

when the other students or even the teacher does not provide enough wait time. I 
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developed three assessment tools for ±e teachers, peers, and students to identify which 

strategies were being used by the students and prompted by the teacher or peers during 

reading. I presented these strategy tools at two conferences and received positive 

reviews. 

The first assessment tool I developed was for teachers to use (Exhibit 4.33). The left 

column was to record what strategies the child was using during reading, while the right 

column was to record what the teacher prompted. This right side was unique in that it 

was used for teachers to reflect on how they were responding to the child. If a child was 

consistently using grapho-phonics, the teacher should be focusing on meaning prompts. 

This column helped teachers to know if their prompts were helping the child, or if other 

prompts would be more beneficial. I purposely wrote "wait time" at the top of the prompt 

column to remind myself, or another teacher using these strategy tools, to provide 

sufficient wait time for strategy processing. 

The second assessment tool was a technique for students to listen while a peer read 

and record another child's reading strategy use (Exhibit 4.34). I have found that it is 

easier to notice strategy use and miscues in others than in oneself. Therefore this 

technique provides opportunities for children to assess their peer's reading. Frequently in 

my observations of reading lessons, I had noticed that even if a teacher provided sufficient 

wait time for response, the other students in the group would jump in and tell the child the 

words. During group instruction my peer strategy assessment technique gave the other 

students something positive to think about and do while the reader was problem solving. I 

typically selected one child in the group to read while the other children listened for 
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Strategy use. When they identified a strategy that the reader had used, they put a stamp 

next to that strategy* on the strategy record sheet. At the end of the lesson, each of the 

students shared one strategy that he/she felt the reader had used well. This provided 

positive reinforcement of a child's strategy use, while providing wait time for the child to 

process. 

The third assessment tool involved student self-assessment (Exhibit 4.35) that 

incorporated the concepts from retrospective miscue analysis. Retrospective miscue 

analysis (RMA) is a strategy that engages readers in reflecting upon and evaluating the 

reading process through analyzing their oral reading miscues (Y. Goodman & Marek, 

1996). Miscues describe oral reading deviations fi"ora an expected response such as the 

substitution, insertion, or deletion of a word fK. S. Goodman, 1965). Miscue Analysis is 

an examination of the students' use of miscues as the basis for determining the strengths 

and weaknesses in the background experiences, language skills and strategies use of 

students as they read. Miscues provide information about the reading process and 

individual readers strengths and weaknesses. This knowledge can be made available to the 

children through an analysis of their own reading. Readers can discover for themselves 

that reading is a process of predicting, inferring, sampling, confirming, and correcting (K. 

Goodman, 1994). 

My student self assessment tool is illustrated by the way one of my students, Billy, 

read The Greecfy Gray Octopus. He put green post-it note strips on the pages after he 

reread and self-corrected the word ''ship" for ''shrimp'\ and when he looked at the picture 

to figure out the word ''crayfish'\ He put pink post-it notes where he knew he had 
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trouble and could not figure out a word, such as when he said "spud" for "squid' He 

knew "spud" was not right, but he did not know how to fix it. After reading, he put 

stamps on the assessment tool to indicate which strategies he had used. This activity was 

much more powerful than having the teacher tell a child what he/she was doing wrong. 

Afterwards, Billy and I discussed the strategies he had used. I then praised him for 

noticing that spud was not right in that context. I asked him what else he could try. After 

looking at the picture he said, "It looks like a different kind of a oaopus, but I don't know 

it." I said, "You are right, they are in the same family!" At this point I knew he was 

reading for meaning. I asked him, "What else can you do''" He rephed. "Try the first 

three sounds." After another attempt, I got out two magnetic letters a "p" and a "q' 

"Oh!" he said, "'It's a And, he proceeded to self-correa I added very little 

information, I just supported him in his thought processes. In retrospect, I may not have 

had him work so hard since he had the meaning, but it was a good example of how my 

students were able to reflect on their own reading. Billy was constructing meaning with 

text by connecting his prior knowledge about sea animals with the print. He used context 

cues, which used information fi-om the surrounding text in the sentence to know that it 

was a noun and probably a name of an animal. In my lessons, I have focused on 

encouraging the students to monitor their own reading. 
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Reading Discovery Strategy Assessment 

Child's Name;. Dates; 

Strategies: Put a tally mark in front of 

each strategy as it is used. 

Teacher Prompts: Put a tally mark in 

front of each prompt. 

Wait time. 

Look at the pictures and think 

about the story. 

A > Say the beginning three 

sounds. 

J Read to the end of the 

sentence to collect clues. 

f i I Go back and read again. 

wi Break words into parts. 

Try alternative sounds. 

Miscues have similar 

meanings. 

ifl i I Miscues are visually similar. 

Look at the pictures and think 

about the story. 

Say the beginning three 

sounds. 

Read to the end of the 

sentence to collect clues. 

i Go back and read again. 

j Break words into parts. 

Jj Try alternative sounds. 

1 i I Does that make sense? 

Does that look right? 

III t Miscues have similar syntax, Does that sound right? 

with different meanings. 

ri f Self-corrects. Where is the tricky part? 

Strategies used when needed: Try that again? 

frequently Are you right? 

sometimes How do you know? 

rarely What else can you do? 

5 L. McAndiws-1/97 
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Exhibit 4.34 Reading Discovery Strategy Assessment for Peers 

Reading Discovery Strategies: Peer Assessment 

Name: Date: 

Reader's Name: 

Put a stamp after each strategy is used. 

Strategies: 

1. Look at the picture and 
think about the story. 

2. Say the beginning sounds. 
Think atiout what makes sense. 

3. Go back and read again. 

4. Read to the end of the 
Sentence and go back. 

5. Self- corrected. 

6. No help needed. 
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Exhibit 4 35 Reading Discovery Strategy .Assessment for Self 

Reading Discovery Self Assessment of Strate^gies 

Name: 

For each day, put a stamp after each strategy you used more than once. 

Strategies: 

1 Look at the pictures and think 

about the story. 

2 Say the beginning three 

sounds. 

3 Read to the end of the 

sentence to collect clues. 

^ Go back and read again. 

S Break words into parts. 

^ Try alternative sounds. 

Make sure it makes sense. 

Make sure it looks right. 

Make sure it sounds hghL 

/:2JSe^f-correct. 

i: Try more than one strategy for 

each tricky part. 

;2 Understand what you read. 

' ^What did you do well? 

' vvvhat were some tricky parts? 

Oates: 

1 

1 
i 
1 

i 
i J 1 

i 
1 
1 

m 
1 

1 
1 

, rcA, K p. 

S. L. McAndrews 4/97 



Exhibit 4.35 A Final Assessment Report 

Readins Discoverv* 
Name: 

Start Cats: Oc. 2^, 9-1 
End Status: Grac_ Reg. 
initial Pars 1: Aug. 23 95 
Leners/54 i 32 
W o r a s / 2 0 3  
Conceota'24 i; '.2 

SentDictA/37 •;; •! 
Indep Level 1 : 
tnsDtic Level 1: 

Fr-jst Lave! •; A 

Ogre 2; Oct. 25. 3^ 
L3tters'54 2 5  ̂

Woftls/20 2 2 
CQnc8pts/2't 2: 
3eniDicAy37 2; '2 
Indep Level 2 : 3 
Instruc Level 2; 
.=aist Leve! 2 3 

Date 3- Dec'Feo.T 95 
:.stters/54 3 5^ 
Woras'20 3 •; 5 
ConceDts/24 3: '3 

3entDictA/37 3: 35 
Indep Level 3 : 18 
Instruc Level 3: 
^rust Level 3 
-ina/ Dare May 15. 95 
Latters/St i 54. 
Words^O 
Conceots/24. -t: 22 
SentDictA/37 4; 3-4 
Indep Level i : 24 
Instruc Level 4: 26 
?^rust Level 4 

eacner 

End Date: ^en. 5. 95 
* of Lessons: 47 

Souncls/2S ' :3 
WorQS/60 ' 

Writing/I Qmin - 3 
3entDiaB/50 
Indep % 1 : 
Instruct % 1 
=njst % * 33 

Sounas/26 2 26 
Worfls/SO 2 
Writing lOmin 2; i6 
SentOia 3/50 
Indep % 2 ; 100 
Instruc % 2 
=rua % 2 36 

Sounas/25 3 26 
Wonls/60 3 54 
Wnting lOmin 3; 50 
SentDictB/50 3: 37 
Indep % 3 : 95 
Instruc % 3 
i=fUSt % 3 

3ounas'26 4 26 
7Voras/60 £ 53 
Wnting/IOmin 4: 51 
SentDicB/50 4; 33 
Indep % 4 : 96 
instruc % 4 92 
=rust % 4 
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Parent Involvement and Communication 

In addition to last year's report card, I developed a Final Assessment Report, which 

listed the assessment scores for the entire year (see Exhibit 4.35 A). Parents told me they 

appreciated being kept informed of their child's progress. In addition to sending home 

awards for specific improvements, I made a special effort to call the parents when their 

child was doing well. For example: When Michael started to self-correct words that 

didn't make sense without any prompting from me, I called his mom to let her know. 

Community Involvement 

I had nvo returning volunteers, and I recruited three additional volunteers to work 

with the students during year four. The volunteers came much more regularly than the 

previous year. The volunteers have become a valuable part of the Reading Discovery 

program. They provided needed early literacy interactions for the children who are not 

quite ready for the intensity of my program, and they provided literacy reinforcement for 

those children who still needed some support after I had worked with them. 

Discontinuing and Graduating 

In the past, the students were discontinued from the program when they were at or 

above grade level for that time of year. However, I was concerned after reviewing the 

third year-end testing. Some of the students who were discontinued before May, at or 

above the mean for that time of year, made very little progress during the remainder of the 

year. I attributed this partially to a reduction in reading at home and at school. I therefore 

decided to wait until the end of the year for the graduation ceremony. This encouraged 

the children to continue to read and write each day at home and at school. 
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Results and Program Assessment 

The graduation rate had improved from the three previous years. 87 percent of the 

first graders during the 1995-1996 school year needed no additional reading help after that 

year. Reading Discovery children actually did better than the regular population in word 

recognition during the post test. Both the Reading Discovery and regular education 

children could read at a beginning second grade level at the end of first grade. 

Table 4.8 1995-1996 Reading Discovery Student Summary 

Number of Total in 
l" graders program 

Graduated Short-term Continued 
help in reading 
2"^ grade help 

Referred 
to Special 
Education 

Retained Moved 

90 33 21 J J 5 0 1 

Table 4.9 1995-1996 Pre- and Post-test First-erade Assessment Means 

Reading 
Discovery 
Pre-test 

Regular 
Education 
Pre-test 

Reading 
Discovery 
Post-test 

Regular 
Education 
Post-test 

Reading Level 
Independent 

1.67 5.21 20.32 23.20 

Reading Level 
Instructional 

2.03 6.43 22.29 24.78 

Reading Level 
Weighted 

1.07 2.92 7.93 8.51 

Letter 
Identification /54 

44.83 50.7 53,75 N/A 

Letter Sound 
Identification /26 

15.28 24.22 23.25 N/A 

Word 
Recognition/25 /lOO 

2.66 9.74 23.5/25 
94/100 

20/25 
94/100 

Writing 
Vocabulary 

11.5 23.84 18.14/25 
53/75 

20.32/25 
66/75 

Dictation /37 ISO 13.89 27.06 32.74/37 
35.93/50 

35.75/37 
43.30/50 
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Promotion of School Literacy 

I developed a program called "Reading at Home." I got a grant from the Parent. 

Teacher and Friends Organization to purchase materials for children to read at home. A 

total of 24 children made use of this program, predominately kindergarten students. I also 

developed and coordinated many literacy activities the fourth year including the Love of 

Reading Week activities, publishing day, and bookmaking day. I organized the second 

through sbcth grade students to attend the Young Author's Conference in Casa Grande, 

Arizona. 

Collaboration and Professional Development 

I was encouraged by my advisor John Bradley, to return to the university for my 

doctorate in the Language, Reading and Culture Department. He suggested that I 

continue to document the student data for children in my Reading Discovery program and 

the changes in my instruction and thinking. I was also fortunate to be a teaching assistant 

for him in the CATS Literacy Lab and for Mary Pearce, who was the instructor for the 

Cats Literacy Lab during the summer. 

During the fourth year, I learned how to do a statistical analysis of my program 

assessment data. In the summer of 1996, I took a quantitative statistics course in which I 

analyzed the fourth year's data. This was the first time I had ever used a database. Using 

the Minitab program (McKenzie, Schaefer, & Farber, 1995), I imputed the pre- and post-

test data on each of the children. I wrote a paper entitled "The Impact of the Reading 

Discovery Program on First-grade Reading Achievement" in which I analyzed one year of 

data. 
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During that year, I also learned about the Literacy Assistance Program (LAP). My 

sister-in-law and I shared information as she was a trained LAP tutor for two years. This 

program was developed in the Tucson Unified School District based on the principles of 

Reading Recovery. She worked with students in small groups. As a result of our 

discussions, by the end of the year I had decided to work with two or three students at a 

time. The students were selected for groups based similarities in reading level and strategy 

use. 
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Year Five: 1996-1997 School Year 

General Program Description 

During the fifth year. I worked with nine students per day instead of eight. I found 

that I could work with an extra child between their music time and lunch if I picked them 

up and delivered them. In addition, I worked with groups of two or three students at the 

end of the year, in order to provide that extra support so that more children would 

graduate fi-om Reading Discovery. 

Student Assessment 

I made a few changes in the assessments that I gave to the students. At the begirming 

of the year, the writing vocabulary and the dictation were individually administered. In 

October, I asked one of the teachers if I could assess the writing vocabulary of her six 

Reading Discovery children as a group because it was report card time, and time was 

running short. She asked me if I would assess all of her students. I, therefore. 

administered the Writing and Dictation test to her entire class, instead of individually as I 

had done in the past. Because this writing assessment provided the teachers valuable 

information about their students, and gave me information as to how the Reading 

Discovery children compared to their peers, I continued this whole group testing in 

December, March and in May for each of the four first-grade classes. The benefit of this 

group assessment was that I was able to save time and administer the assessment to more 

children. However, the detriment was that some children were very slow at writing and 

unable to keep up in a large group. During the assessment, the classroom teachers and I 

walked around the room and monitored the students as they wrote. After scoring the 
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assessments, I noticed that some children skipped some of the words. The gaps in their 

responses might have been because they were unable to keep up, or they did not know 

how to write the word. 

Student Selection 

The same procedures were used to select the students as were used during the 

previous year. 

Lesson Format 

I continued to use my Reading Discovery lesson plan that I had developed the 

previous year. This lesson plan form allowed me to make plans for my students for a one 

week period, Monday through Friday. This saved on paper, because I did not have to 

record very much information on the daily lesson plans. One important change that 1 

made during the fifth year was that I deliberately wrote about the strategy' focus for each 

lesson. On the daily running records, I recorded a star in the margin where the students 

had made good use of strategies and a minus where they need some instructional support. 

I then was able to use this information for my instructional teaching points. In addition, 

for homework, the child did a read, cover and write. 

Instead of a blank paper for the journals, I now decided to use lined paper. I felt it 

was beneficial for children to be able to write on the lines. At the beginning of the year, I 

did not put much focus on having the students write within the lines, whereas by the end 

of the year, I helped them more in that area. Because the notebooks had proved to be 

cumbersome, I used colored folders to keep all the work for each student. 

Each student had a copy of the Fry's list, which was sent home, and another that was 
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kept in folders. I would put a check by each word that a child was able to read or write. I 

also marked subsequently learned words with the dates they were learned. I then created 

a new testing form. The heading contained four boxes indicating the word recognition 

score for each quarter. Thus, I was able to record the number of words a student could 

read at the end of each quarter. This was very usefiil for the record keeping. 

Teaching Techniques 

During the fifth year I learned more about how to use miscue analysis. As a student of 

Kenneth Goodman, I have become acquainted with his Miscue Analysis of oral reading 

behavior (Goodman, 1973). Analyzing oral miscues while reading provides a teacher with 

a window into the child's processing (Goodman & Goodman, 1994). Based on this 

analysis. Yetta Goodman has developed a technique called retrospective miscue analysis 

(Goodman & Marek. 1996). Retrospective miscue analysis (RMA) is a technique 

whereby the teacher audio tapes a child's oral production while they are reading. During a 

subsequent session, the teacher or the student selects a portion of the tape to review. The 

child has an opportunity to identify effective strategy use and to revisit their reading in 

order to problem solve. This was beneficial to the child to help them improve their own 

reading. 

Near the end of the year, I audio-taped Megan while reading The Mouse and the 

Elephant, for the purpose of doing a Retrospective Miscue Analysis with her. The next 

day, I replayed the first two pages of her reading. After she found the section she re-read 

and self-corrected, she then selected the folloAving sentence on which to work. What she 

read is above the line and actual text is below. 
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must of the mice were cwav from their one shadows. The text read 

Most of the mice were afraid of their own shadows. 

I said, "You are right, the story is about mice, but does that make sense?" After she 

replied, "No ' I said, "Try that sentence again." She self-corrected the word most. I 

asked, "Are you right?" To which she replied. "Yes!" I asked. "How do you know?" and 

she said, "Cause it sounds right." I responded. "There are some other tricky parts. Can 

you find them?" Next she pointed to the word own and said, "That's not one." I asked. 

"What would make sense?" She shrugged her shoulders. I pointed to the word shadows 

and asked her to read it. While pointing to the word own, I said. "Now look at this 

word." She said, "Oh it's own." I asked, "How do you know?" She answered, "It's like 

shadow " I replied. "Yes, the aw has the same sound in shadow, and it makes sense. "Can 

you be away from your shadow''" She nodded no. Then she reread the whole sentence 

and self correaed. This was a very valuable lesson for Megan, and we discussed several 

reading strategies. 

During this year, I also focused more on language development. It was fortunate that 

my minor was in speech and hearing, because five of the students in my program had 

already been diagnosed with specific language impairments, while others had notable 

language difBculties. I administered the Test of Language Development for Primary 

children (TOLD-P) to six of my students. Based on ray results, I referred three children to 

the Speech Language Pathologist for fiirther testing. I learned many techniques to help 

children with language disorders. First of all, I gave these children more opportimities to 

communicate orally. While they were talking, I carefully listened to what they were 
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saying. I decided what type of errors the child was making. Based on my language 

development classes, I learned that there are three types of language errors; form, content 

and use. Some children simply had difBculties with subject/verb agreement, while others 

had word-finding problems, incorrect word usage and/or limited vocabularies. 

Parent Involvement and Communication 

I created a new report card during the fifth year. Instead of having separate report 

cards for each quaner, I combined the information on one page (Exhibit 4.36). It was 

helpful to the parents to see all of the reading and writing expectations for the entire year. 

I adjusted the quanerly expectations fi^om those of the previous year as a result of 

calculating the mean reading and writing assessment scores for the regular students. Since 

I was testing all of the first-grade students, and not just those in my program, I created 

three letters to send to the first-grade parents letting them know about their child's 

progress at the end of first grade. Each letter provided the parents with suggested reading 

strategies, reading and writing activities as well as a list of leveled books that could be 

found at the public library. The three letters differed in that the first one stated that their 

child was at or above grade level in reading. The second letter stated that their child was 

near the end of first-grade level in literacy achievement and would be reassessed at the 

beginning of second grade to determine if they needed additional support. The third letter 

was for students who definitely needed additional reading support during the next year. 

This letter included more specific suggested literacy activities to do over the summer 

(Exhibit 4.37). 



Exhibit 4 36 Reading Discoverv^ Report Card fN'ew 
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Snidsni'5 Name 

READBS'G DISCOVERY REPORT CARD 
MRS. S- McANDREWS 

_lst Quarter 2iid Quansr 3rd Quarter 2C 4 tb Quarter 

Teacher's Name: 

Repon Date; May 2Z. 199" Starting Date: 

Reading Spmalist Tutor 

Ke>' * Mastered - Almost Mastered - In Progress 

RFAnTNf: STRATFf;Tg«: 

Uses inan>- snatepes Meanmg Focus 

•  ̂ No. ofl fssrms: 

Book ChnA-om 

Sentence Strucmrs Focus Sound Focus 

Looks ai the picmte and thinks about the story 

Reads on to coUea clues 

— Breaks up •words into parts 

Tnes the beginning 3 sounds 

~ Goes back and reads again 

Tries difTerent sounds 

At the end of eacb page or paragraph can iseii the mam idea 

RFAnns'f; A«;»;Ft:t:MrvT'smRFf; 

Expected Instnictional Lev-els with 90% accmaa-

1st Quaner 2nd Quaner 3nl Quarter 4th Quarter 

Level 8 Level 12 Level 18 Level 24 

Actual Instiucoonal Level 

READING OF mCHFREOTTENrV WORDS 

Expected Number of Words: 

1st Quater 2nd Quaner 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter 

50 words 100 words ISO words 200 words 

3. lb C 
Actual Number of Words 

H 'lo i3Z a- ICC 

C 5 
Ire ic: 

wjirrma OF mr,w FRFOTTrrvrv WORDS 

Expected Number of Woms' 

1st Quaner 2nd Quaner 3rd Quaner 4th Quaner 

30 words 50 words "0 words 80 words 

Actual Number of Wortls 

f 2  ̂
5 HI 

HOME WORK 

Reads ever>-mght 

Practicss reading words 

 ̂ Piacoces wntisg words 

Returns bookbag daily 

Parera signature daily 

Areas of Strength: 

r c. . —CJC 

Areas of Need: _ 

C a --1'. 
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Dear Parents. 

I have really enjoyed woriong with your cfail± It is hard to believe that the quaner is already over. 
I want to thank you for all of your suppon this quaner helpmg your child leam to read and wnte. Enclosed 
IS his/her Reading Discovers- report card. 

Report Card Descriptioa 
The top section is to iet you know w^nich strategies your child is using while reading. We have 

encouraged your child to 'jse tnam* different strategies. For the reading levels, reading vocabulary and 
writing vocabularv-. I have mdicated a goal for each quaner. The Reading .-Assessment score let you know 
what level your child can read without any help. Often the books they have been taJong home are higher 
than this, but they have gotten assistance m reading them. The high frequency words are the words they 
can read out of the first 50 from the word list The wntmg words are the first 30 from the same list. They 
are also the words from the read cover and wnte sheets we have seat home. The plus sign indicates the 
number of any other words they know how to wnte mcluding their first and last names. The homework 
grade indicates the fr̂ uency that the homework was completed, signed and returned. Your child has 
learned much about reading ad wntmg this quaner. I have indicated some of their strengths and areas of 
aesd. If you ha:ve any quesaons about their repon card please calL 

Keep up the good work! 
.AJthough your child will not be working one-on-one. ±ey will contmue to get suppon m the 

classroom. In order to contmue you child's progress ui reading and wntmg, it is mportant that they still 
practice reading and wntmg daiiy at home. We would like them to meet the goals by the snd of the year 
and pamcipate m the giaduanon piogiam They will contmue to check out books on Monday. Wednesday 
and Friday. This gives them two days with their new books. Remember, they have not read these books 
before so talk through the pictures nrst. tell them the names of the characters and ask them to find two 
difficult words. For e-xample you see the word excited and you dont ihTnk they can figure it out. .Ask your 
child what does exated stan with? Can you find it on this page? Renund them to use the strategies while 
reading. The%' can read most words by saying the first three sounds and thinking about what makes sense. 
Rereading the sentence or reading on and then rereading helps them rhmic about what makes sense. 

PAUSE, PROMPT, and PRAISE! 
Give them at least five seconds oefore you say anything, then offer them suggesnons and then praise their 
attempts. You're nght that does make sense, but did you look at the beginning sounds. If they fix a word 
by themselves, this it fantasuc! 

Enclosed is a new copy for you of the word list, please contmue to help your child leam to read 
and wnte these words. Leanung two new words and practicing three old words, is plenty tor each day. 
You do not need to practice the words in order. 

.After reading the books for the second day record a plus, check or ramus after the titles to let me 
know how well your child did. If he/she read very well without much suĵ n mark a plus. .After about 
three pluses. I will move him/her up to the next leveL If you mark check, the book is just nght for learning 
and they will stay on this level for a little bit before mofving OIL If the book was too bard mark a mmus. It 
could be that the paracular book was difficult, but if they have several mmuses. I '.vill put them back a Ie\'el 
until they are more comfortable. 

I look forward to seemg the progress m your child throughout the year. I will continue to momtor 
his/her progress in reading and wming. Please wnte me a note or don t hesitate to call me at 682-9186 if 
you have any quesaons or concerns. 

Sincereiy. 
, -?v-i c 
'  • ! ' ;  •  ~  

.Vtts. Stephame .vic-Andrews. .V1..A. 
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Community Involvement 

I also developed a new tutor lesson plan. This lesson plan was easier for my tutors to 

use as it included checklists as rather than having them fill in the information. The check 

lists included information about whether or not the child had returned books and if a child 

had done his/her writing. There was also a checklist for the strategies used during the 

reading instruction. For each title the tutor would put a plus, check or minus sign. 

I have renamed the tutors "'literacy volunteers". They were instrumental in helping my 

students become successfiil readers and writers. This was by far my most successful year 

in terms of amount of one-to-one instruction my students received. I had a total of seven 

literacy volunteers. Most of the volunteers came once a week for an hour, including a 

child psychologist. He was very helpfiil, especially because I had him work with children 

who had emotional difficulties. I had one retired reading specialist who devoted two days 

a week for an entire semester. She made her own lesson plan forms, in which she detailed 

her lessons. She provided valuable information to help the classroom teacher, and I 

learned more about the children's literacy from her. I had one parent volunteer who came 

on a daily basis for assessment at the beginning of the year and who came daily during the 

last month to help students improve their self-correction rates. I really appreciated her 

extra help. During the testing, she was able to record accurately what the students were 

doing, however, I had to double check her scoring for the letter identifications and sounds 

for all the students because the scores were often incorrect. 
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Discontinuing and Graduating 

As a result of my understanding of miscue analysis (Goodman, 1973), I now realize 

that all oral reading errors or miscues do not have the same impact on a child's reading 

comprehension. A word recognition accuracy score does not reflect what kind of miscues 

a child makes. I learned then to look at more than just the accuracy score to determine if 

a child is ready to discontinue. I used to believe that children were reading at their 

instructional level when they had accuracy scores of 90% at Level 24. However, if a 

majority of their miscues did not make sense, I adjusted my thinking in light of miscue 

analysis and considered such a pattern to be indicative of the frustration level even though 

the accuracy level was relatively high. 

Results and Program Assessment 

During year five there were a total of 87 children in first grade. Forty-five children 

were in the Reading Discovery program, 27 children graduated, six needed limited help, 

two needed year long help, one was in special education, four children were retained, and 

five children moved before graduating. 

Table 4.10 1996-1997 Reading Discovery Student Summarv 

Number Total in Graduated Short- Continue Referred Retained Moved 
of l" program term help d reading to Special 
graders in help Education 

2"* grade 

87 45 27 6 2 I 4 5 



Table 4.11 1996-1997 Pre- and Post-test First-grade Assessment Means 
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Reading 
Dfacovery 
Pre-test 

Regular 
Education 
Pre-test 

Reading 
Discovery 
Post-test 

Regular 
Education 
Post-test 

Reading Level 
IndependcDt 

.95 4.34 20.12 22.80 

Reading Level 
Instructional 

1.68 5.37 22.13 24.18 

Reading Level 
Weighted 

.93 2.83 7.86 8.43 

Letter 
Identification /S4 

48.00 52.16 N/A N/A 

Letter Sound 
Identification /26 

21.14 24.9 N/A N/A 

Word 
Recognition/25 /lOO 

1.80 13 70 23.29/25 

92/100 

23.59/25 

94/100 
Writing 
Vocabulary 

8.71 20.16 19.76/25 

61/75 

21.73/25 

65/75 
Dictation /37 /SO 6.76 13.38 27/37 

38.36/50 41.93/50 

Promotion of School Literacy 

During the fifth year, I helped to design the interview questionnaire for the reading 

specialist position at the new school in the district. I recommended that the teacher be 

familiar with Reading Recovery strategies and utilize "'Running Records" or "Miscue 

Analysis" for their instruction. The teacher selected was a LAP tutor fi-om TUSD. Once 

she was hired, I became her mentor. 

In order to encourage more children to read on a daily basis, 1 created my library 

checkout system. Every book had a checkout card with the title and book level. I labeled 

a pocket chart with the children's names. The students selected a book fi^om their 
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instructional or independent level, signed their name on the checkout card and placed the 

card in the pocket chart. On the book sent home sheet, after the title of the book, the 

parents wrote a plus (+), a check, or a minus (-) indicating the child's reading proficiency, 

and their initials indicating that the child read the book or books. Which level the child 

read on depended on the parents' proficiency rankings and their children's interests. 

To provide children in higher grades with positive tutoring experiences, I coordinated 

the OASIS volunteer program at our school. OASIS trains retirees to provide reading and 

writing experiences to children on an individual basis. Based on questionnaires that were 

given to the teachers, this program provided a positive experience for children. The 

training for the volunteers was helpfiil, yet I felt they needed specific strategies about how 

to accelerate children's learning. However, some volunteers might not feel comfonable 

being responsible for such intensive tutoring. 

To encourage early educational parent -child interactions, I assisted with the 

development of a monthly take-home packet for preschoolers. Each packet contained a 

book, manipulatives and suggestions for activities that would enhance their children's 

literacy and mathematical awareness. 

Collaboration and Professional Development 

During the fifth year, the other reading specialist and I developed informal reading 

assessments for the first and second grade that were similar in format to the Qualitative 

Reading Inventory (Leslie & Caldwell, 1990) that I had used during the CATS Literacy 

Lab. Together we selected stories that we thought represented the end of each quarter of 

the first and second grade year. We did a pilot study comparing the scores with those of 
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Reading Recovery and CLIP Assessments. We then chose the following stories for first 

grade; The Wobbly Tooth (second quarter). Who took the Farmer's Hat? (third quarter) 

Day's with Frog and Toad: Tomorrow (end of first grade), and Rosie's House (beginning 

of second grade). I prepared an examiner's copy by typing each of the stories using 

double spacing, that included a heading with the cues and strategies used, number of 

errors, self-corrections and decoded words and the accuracy percentage at the 

independent, instructional or frustrational levels. I also made a retelling check list 

including all of the important aspects of the story. I then wrote eight comprehension 

questions, four explicit and four implicit. As a sample, I have included the informal 

reading assessment for Day's with Frog and Toad: Tomorrow (Exhibit 4.38). 

As part of another study, I conduaed literacy belief interviews with the four first-

grade teachers. In one question, I asked the teachers if they were doing anything 

diflferently as a result of the Reading Discovery program. The teachers stated that they 

used the reading strategy chart (Exhibit 4.29) to prompt students during reading, and they 

provided the students with more wait time. In reviewing the videos of their reading 

lessons, I found that there was less prompting of strategies and wait time than I had 

anticipated. I therefore shared my Reading Strategy Assessment forms to be used by the 

teacher, peers and by the reader themselves to identify and evaluate strategy use (Exhibits 

4.33-4.35). My advisor, John Bradley, and I presented an all-day seminar on reading 

strategies for a small school district near an Indian reservation that could not afford 

inservice training. In addition, I presented the reading strategies fi"om my Good Reader 

Chart and my Teacher, Peer, and Self Assessment tools at the IRA Convention in Atianta. 
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Exhibit 4.38 End of First Grade Assessment: Davs with Frog and Toad Miscue Analysis 

N'air.s 
Date 
Ti2cr.ir; Grace i 5t crga e 

-ays with Frog inc Toad; romoirow 
End of First Grace 
" :otaj -.vcrcs (pa. 5) 

Cues '2sec: Tieanmz.^ ••nsuai, ientence structure 
;c^:s2:es jsed. rereacs, reads on, ptcrures, 

savs beal sound 

1 ^"Qis/mijC -^es 
_2 seif lorrecrons 

' iecoaec ••<.'orcs 

34.- •. /T" .gcepe=cer.t;^:nstr.ic:ona^' fftatranonai 

^/c 
- ^ ^ ildlrx ^ ̂  ^ ^ ^ — 

Toac ••voice up 'Orat!" he said, '^nis house :s a rr.ess • have so cuch work :o do." 
r/ ^ —— - Todd ^icxed 

looked :.Trou2h the •ATECOW Toad, you are .-is.^t.' iaid Frog "It s a mess.' Toad puiled ir.e 
•intt r Vt 

:overs over his head. 
 ̂  ̂  ̂̂   ̂  ̂ "Todd 

'! •-vtii io ;t :orr.orrow.* izic Toad. Tocav i vviil :2K; ;:J iasv ' i 
^ r. co'TTe ^ ^ -Qcd /^umj — ^ 

r"3g :a.T.e :r.:c the house. 'Toad.' sa:d Frog, "your czr.:- ir.c jacket ire a--.s or. :ne :lcor ' "• 
T5c»<<* ^ ^ ^ U ^ ^ ?fo ^-your 

'Tctrcrrow.' 5a;c Toad iorz uader uie covers 'Your Icrihen sink ;s Siiec 'Auh dirry dishes,' 

said Free. 'Tomorrow/ saidToad. "c «. 
u.- — 3 —-  ̂  ̂ K.C>itscH ^ ^ i— 

There-.s dust on youTchairs." "Toniorrow." said .oad. 'Your-Amicows need scubbing,'said 
^ ^ — 

Frog. 'Your aiants need warering.* Tomorrowf" cned ioad. "I will do it ail romorrowi" \ 
X rsaa jct - - e«, ind 

Toad sat on ±e edge of his bed. 3 
gti — Todd Vc ^ ^ ̂  bu,5^ , ^ ^ ̂  +t>, ^ 

'3Iai:,' said Toad. "I feei down in the dumos." /"'A/'h*/''" isked Frog. " I am thinioBg about 
• v«.  ̂ • 

4  ̂ ^ —- -— —— —-
toniorrow." said Toad. 'I am thinidng about aiI_of±c many things thai I will have :o do." "Yes," 

said Frog, "tomorrow wiil be a very hard day for you." 

S/c. 
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Exhibit 4.38 End of First Grade Assessment: Davs with Frog and Toad Comprehension 

Frog & Toad: Tomorrow 

SEJELUaiC 

I. Toad jj(L6 <L Lazy cne he d'dn t 
wokeuc C^Q-nt tc c^CQ.n WiS 
irai • 
house is mess 
work :o do 
Frog 
:-iouse IS a mess, vou're rrght 
covers head 

Z do it tomorrow 
irog came in 
pants i jacket on floor 

3 snk wiui olifi' ouer -Plowna 
dust on chairs 

windows need scrubbing 
plants need watenng 

4 do it tomorrow 
teeis down in dumps 
linking about roraorrow 
niany ±ings to do 
hard dav 

rniyrpRPHPN-j^rnN 

•r I. What was wrong with Toad's house' £ 
UJ<iS 6- • riy 

What did Frog do when he cam over :o visit 
Toad? E He +ol<j faad ojO-S ricj3a«niiod 
,ti Kis "ouLse.. ^'S uiindeujs w-c-re ol̂ i 

r (3. Name :hree dungs that were wrong with 

\ Toad's house. £ - • ' 
^ The plo-ncs n&^ee  ̂ -nr 0£. ci cLSteO ana 

uMxer^d H'"S c'c-'^^s- ujct^-e n ci^-T 
TVie*"C'.J a- in^ O^a . Ca-t S S-?" S^u.VP 
O-CL over". 

4 What did Toad deade to do'' E 
t'LL ujoiit ujn-fciC tcmarrouj. 

5. Wh\-does Toad have so much :o do''I 
^o€Sn t cX-€a.ri Kt.-s WocaS^. rt-t-s -to 

uia.L-i i_uTfeit_ roYnarroui. H-e. prooo-biy 
•Porge;C5. 

•f 5. What does Frog think about the .mess? I Hei ffcbaJoi-^ 
4hin 
ire.aj: 

He •S 15 
hotiS*., 

n<fi <L (^OcJ UJCLv, tc 
L<iir\douSS Gr S'r>e.. 

7 Why do you think Toad wants to put 
everything off until tomorrow? I ncco-u-Sc. ne. 
doe-sn'fc Loarrt -to get- I'-t ( j ^ n c .  He j u l s-c  

UJd.rrfc-S -co go pl.a< .̂ 

+• 3. What do you rhinif happened at ±e end of the 
story? VVhy? I I "thinie. hvs hccLS« UAS G.i' 

c^-eaneci- Hcs uja_-ier?c 
hrs P(a.nts« i-oasK^c/ Kcs 

4V\« iju<Li€r. H-e ujO.5 too klre.d bcCCLu.5c 
%ja.s« ui-5 o-tt- m.essy. 

Limited *4 Number Correct Expiidt 
Number Correct Imniicit 

RETELUNC Complete/ 
Almost Como. 

Charaaers _ 
Main Idea _ 
Story Language_ 

^ Total 

(fodependCT^ 3 
Instructionai 6-T 
Quesdonabie -t-5 
Frustrational 0-3 
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YEAR SIX: 1997-1998 School Year 

General Program Description 

During the sixth school year, 1997-1998, the major diflference in the Reading 

Discovery program was that I only taught half time at my elementary school. During the 

other half of the day, I took courses at the University-, writing my Ph.D. dissertation and 

teaching an undergraduate course entitled "Literacy Tutoring." My school district hired a 

second teacher, Andrea, to assume my responsibilities for the second half of the day. 

Andrea had a post-bachelors degree in elementary education and had experience as a 

literacy tutor. While Andrea was not a reading specialist, she did have the experience of 

conducting individualized tutoring at another school in our district, and she had taken 

reading seminars and courses in strategy instruction and how to give Running Records. 

During that school year, she took two additional courses through the University of 

Phoenix and two seminars in order to improve her knowledge of early literacy. She 

appeared to be a quick learner and developed many skills to help the children in reading. 

Student Assessment 

I eliminated the Concepts About Print assessment during the fifth year because the 

information gained fi^om this evaluation could be obtained thorough careful observation 

during the first two or three Reading Discovery lessons. For the word recognition 

assessment, I replaced the Ohio Word Test with the Fry's high frequency words, because I 

realized that I had been assessing with one list and instructing with another. For the 

August assessment, I used the first 25 words, while for the May assessment I used the first 

150 words. I could still compare the pre- and post-test data because the first column of 
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25 words were the same on both the assessments. In order to better evaluate the 

children's writing vocabulary, I changed the Writing Assessment from prompted free 

writing to writing words dictated from Fry's list. In August they wrote the first 25 words 

of Fry's list and in May they wrote the first 100 words (Exhibit 4.39). During the previous 

year they had only written 75 words, so I computed two scores for each child's writing 

assessment; (1) the number written correctly out of 100 words and (2) the number out of 

the first 75 words. 

When the children finished reading, I had them retell the story in their own words in 

order to check their comprehension. This was also not part of the Reading Recovery 

program. Another significant change that I made during the sixth year was a 

modification of my Running Records. I included a meaning column along with the error 

column because it is consistent with my belief that an accuracy score does not indicate if a 

child is reading for meaning. In Reading Recovery, only an accuracy score was recorded. 

However, with the QRI Assessment that I had used in the CATS Literacy Lab and with 

Miscue Analysis, both an accuracy score and a meaning score are recorded. Over the 

years I had noticed that there was a big difference between a child whose reading miscues 

made sense in the sentence and those that did not. For example, when my student Julia 

was reading The Mouse and the Elephant the Level 16 text, she said; "If you were the 

elephant, I'd break you to pieces." In the actual text it was written; "If you were the 

elephant, I'd break you to bits." It is obvious that Julia's comprehension did not suffer as 

a result of this oral reading miscue. In fact, this provided evidence that Julia was thinking 

about meaning and predicted what would make sense as she read. This would not be 
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considered a meaning error, nor would I draw any attention to this miscue. On the other 

hand, while reading a different story. The Light of the Sun, the level 22 text Julia said, 

"They went always take about how much the world needed light." In the text it said, 

"^They would always talk about haw much the world needed light" In this instance, Julia 

selected words that did not make sense in the sentence. The next day, after Julia and I 

listened to the audio tape of her reading that sentence, I asked Julia, "Are you right?" She 

paused and said, "No!" Then I asked her, "How did you know it wasn't right?" Julia 

replied, "'cause it didn't make sense." Then she reread the sentence and self-corrected. 

This type of error was a meaning error, and therefore, I drew her attention to it. 

For the first time since my program's inception, I have changed the way I score 

miscues. For the purposes of this study, I have used word recognition accuracy scores, 

because that score constitutes the data that I have collected for the past six years. The 

use of the acctiracy score makes it possible for the data to be consistent across years. 

However, I have decided that next year, students will be able to pass a reading level if 

their miscues do not adversely effect meaning. 

In another example, one of my students, Robert, read "The proud mouse lived in the 

k/o/r/n/ of the forest." While in the text it was written "comer" of the forest. This did not 

make sense, and Robert did not substitute a real word for comer but rather produced a 

nonsense response. Unlike Julia's example, this miscue did effect meaning. I asked him to 

think about what would make sense in that sentence. He replied, "It lived in part of the 

forest." 
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When reading aloud, children sometimes substitute real words for text words. They 

can also produce words that don't make sense at all. Children also might substitute words 

that make sense even though they are not correct in the sense of accuracy. These 

qualitative differences do not show up in a child's oral reading accuracy score when it is 

reported alone. However, when a meaning score is available together with the accuracy 

score, I can tell whether or not a child is making an effort to construct appropriate 

meaning while reading. 

In previous years, I used the Running Record method of scoring text reading. I 

recorded checks and oral reading miscues on a sheet of paper except for the heading. It 

was not necessary to have a second copy of the text, but it took a lot of practice to learn 

this method of recording. Because Andrea, my partner, was not well trained in taking 

Running Records, I typed out all of the text reading assessments word-by-word through 

level 26 during the summer of 1997. The typed examiner's copies also made it easier for 

me to administer, code, and score my assessments. I wish I had done this earlier. I copied 

these assessments on goldenrod paper, so that they were easier to identify in the child's 

records (Exhibit 4.40). 
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Exhibit 4.39 Writing Vocabulary Assessment fReadine Discovery) 

.QJl 25—25- j PCipn bgr 

_a: 

cu_ 

JJQ_ 

O-D-
, 7^ 

ide 

jrnZL 

-GUDJS 
75 /oo 

JO-O-
9 

CX^t C' ^i i/— 

bjjut 

Q'bo^ 

OLLi:  oe.{, e.^ 

.ont. JLU- ffl 

ihi 

Lej). GLP-

•£,jrL 

nJJ. 

-^So hf.n  ̂  

V^n ^ io-s-zi 

/Q-C--

hh -P-̂ r c/^.rS-^ 

\iiho-

Q W /  ^  

.an. 
_iC=0-

M^S-

^jXh 
/• 

-o/-

JllJXlO-

BJjzJL-t:— 

ik 

£ 
•y 1̂ . 

Q.'^r^ 0-0\̂ — 

^: /] jL 

.L.0_L--CL 

JLojQ. 

-.fee- -

..ho-f 

^rpi^~ 

t±.d̂  

jL^yn 

O-Wi-ra 

.... h. 

-^Q^O 

\0.̂ - — 

2^ 
_....v;^_. 

—h-ci^S 

- -

• / .  

-/-•' '6 S •-' 

-<g^2r 

 ̂o-de 
./VJ.^:_-

bfr . . , . .  
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Name: 

TEXT RE.\DrNG 

Date. 

Recorder Classroom Teacher 

Levei; 10 Title: John and His Drum Running Words: !60 

.Acciracy Meaning % Self Correction Rate: Independent <^^mraon  ̂ Frustration 
95- 100". 0 gO-ajo/o 3eiow90% 

lotui had a dnim and wanted ;o and a place to play ais drum. Rad lo find oui hon' Tohn found just the nshc place. 
^ . ' £ .ME SC 

^ ^ ^ /qrjf^ ^ 1-^ /O g fey 
John 

It 

John 

But 

His 

John 

drum. 
w-

But 
u 

He 

rne 

the 

u 
They 

They 

John 

He 

Then 
w 

John 

had a 

made a 

anim, a great Dig drum. 

1^ 

liked the drum. 

Jtut̂   ̂
John s father didn't like 

little sisrer didn't like 
'  ̂
wanted to 

great big noise when he .Tit 

So one dav 

the teacher 

it. His mother didn": like 

it. The aoise made her cr;.' 

place to piay 

he took it 

u-^ 
the drum at ' ^hooi. 

It. 

rind ois 

back home. 

didn't like 

made John ^^e it 

u— u-
John took his drum to 

the birds didn't like it. 
" 

flew away. The dogs didn't like it. 

:o school 

nUktrbut 

next dav 

oe^Jd, 
parK. But 

his waaon. 

He 

This 

was sad. He put his drum in 

5̂ 2̂  iLtf-LL̂ CJcJle. 
staned to walk home. *-— 

^ ^ 
he  ̂ good place to plav his dnyn. 

, y V 
tSx his arum as naro as ^ he couia. 
u-' U-—'— 
hit it again, and he hit it again. 

^ ^ 
was just the right place for John and his drum. 

/ ! /  1 

/ 

A 

5 

/ 

/ 

3 

X 

1 

/ 

/ 

/ 
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Exhibit 4.41 Reading Discovery Tutor Lesson Plan (Revised) 

Reading Discovery Tutor Lesson Plan 

Child's Name;. Tutor's Name; 

' I ^ 7 f C? 
natpf y -f —« •' • Lesson » 30 Reading Level: ' Book bag returned: (ye^ no 

Homeworx signed and retumedy^?^ no Writing completed: no 

A. Re-reading: 3ook Titles and Levels a. New Boolcs: Titles and Levels 

t.'0-.4r£ icuMy 0(P.ddy^L-^ 1. rrAAO L/C 

Rete!ling<SV- ^7- Retelling^'* -
I 

2 . ' ^ -
C. Additional Boolcs sent nome; 

Dear 2ac L-l • 
0. Strategies; * - -

Look at pictures & thintc atx>ut the story -r- Miscues are visually similarr0^f8.0 
Sav the oeoinnino three sounds/2ykn iil^ — Miscues have similar nneanings 

^ Read on to collect clues 4- Miscues have similar syntax -jl/ijtf 
Go tack and read again w- Self Corrects 5^'7LS-) 

— Break words into parts _ 
— Try differertt sounds^/TTCMw /o -i-fy 

\jc(juei stands) 
=. Prompts: -*• Wart time. Try that again. 'TAtb you nght? T How do you know'' 

What else can you dC Suggest strategies atiove. R^f^Ox), (Zb^cjt j 

F Journal Sentence; record-»•. ;^or sutstitution aPove each tetter and * for fluently writing ^ole vmna 
A. ^ ^ ex ^ 1 

\)rusv>id hi-5 a/a -icc^ 0. b<^c^h. 'n -znc 

G. Unknown letters: Unknown sounds: 

H. 5 Read. Cover and Write Words from reading or writing: 

\jjLY?^ vjuin«.r> 

1. Word Analysis: Vowels CO^ . Consonants 

Suffixes -t Contractiorjs Word Families 
u-aJ-feed. 

J. Record fluent reading and writing wottJs with the date on ttie Fry's Won] Lists 

K. Behavior '̂ -

L. Comments /'f I mpr^ilDP CO hdf . Sh-d ^ 

-try/nc •^he >P,rsr 3- an^ iiCc'JT-
Uyhctr r/^Q.tle<^ 5€/?5-e. 
SX. McAndrcws S/97 
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At the end of the year, both Andrea and I elected to work with extra students during 

two time slots. Andrea worked Monday, Wednesday and Friday with one student and 

Tuesday and Thursday with another. I worked with two students simultaneously, who 

were paired for reading level and strategy use. One of these students was absent regularly, 

but I wanted to give him support, so, this arrangement worked fine. To accommodate 

more students, during the last week of lessons, I tried Andrea's structure of teaching every 

other day. This may have been more effective in reaching more students in the long run. 

However, I believe that children still need to read and write on a daily basis both at school 

and at home. 

Teaching Techniques 

In looking at the lessons fi^om the fifth year, I noticed that I did not have the children 

write in their journals as much as I had in previous years. In order to make writing more 

interesting, I introduced the children to a variety of writing styles. Each child made a Who 

am r? riddle book. For example, one of my students, Coty, wrote on one page of his 

book; / am very big. I have strong back legs. I have a big head and sharp teeth. I eat 

other animals. What am I? Under a flap he drew a picture of a Tyrannosaunis Rex, and 

labeled it, sharp tooth, which was the dinosaur name fi-om the movie. Land Before Time. 

We also made books based on patterned language stories such as Down By the Bay. The 

children each wrote acrostic poems about themselves using the letters in their names. For 

the first time, I had the children write stories and poems for the school newspaper. 
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Parent Involvement and Communication 

Using the literacy assessments administered to the entire first grade at the end of each 

quarter, I developed achievement norms for our school. My report cards were the same 

format as in the fifth year, except for adjusting the literacy expectations based on these 

norms (Exhibit 4.42). The report cards now reflect more realistic expectations for the 

children. Using the report cards, the parents could compare their child's progress with 

that of the average first-grade student at our school 

I continued to send letters, awards and report cards home with the children. I also 

created a new communication form to keep track of parent notes and phone calls. 

Community Involvement 

During the sixth year, I had five dedicated volunteers, two of whom were tutors the 

previous year. Each of the volunteers came once per week for two hours. They worked 

with two children, one hour each. The previous year's experience of the returning tutors 

allowed them to be more comfortable working with the lower achieving students. 

Therefore, I chose them to work with those students having the most difiBculty, while the 

new tutors gained experience working with the less challenging students. Unfortimately, I 

was unable to recruit more volunteers this year due to time constraints. 
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RE.\Dr?fG DrSCOVHRV REPORT CAJ?JD 
MRS. Mc.\NDRE\VS and MRS. VEV^TLi. 

istOuaner "-a Quancr "ra Quarter _y^-th Quancr 

StuQens's .V,imc_ Tir-zr-crs S^rr.c: 

Rspon Date; Sumina Daic; v yCLH. ^ ^ No of Lessons: *' ~7 

^ ^  L6S 50^-5 
ileaajag spcc.aiis; T-.;!;r ^ 3ook O.cck-ou: 

• Masicrca - -Umosi Mas:c.-ca - Jn .Progress 

READING ?-RR.-VT^CRKS 

""T^ Uses .T.3nv s;r3:c2ics Mcanma .^ocjs —izT.-.zr.cz Sirjcnirc rcejs Sounc ."ccus 

Leaks 31 :nc picmrc anc Uimks about :hc s:cry Tr.cs ihc scsianme jounas 

Reads on to coticc: dues Goes back and rcncs again 

• 3rcajts uo-.voras into parts—  Tr;cs different sotinos - ' _ ,s/rA<v»»-t 
LLOn/ 5 ^ ^ 

AE the ind 01" sach paec ar paraeraph can wcil the r.aia idea Y''/TT L̂AZ- • 

Rf:AOr>G ^S5E??ME>T SCORES OF HIGH FK£GUlvr^<~y wQRp;; 

E-tocctsd InsiruaionaJ Lr.'sis -.viih 90% accaiao" E.\-ccc;ia Number of '-VortK: 

isiQuancr lad Quarxsr 3rd Quarter -iih Quarter '.si Quarter ladQearrer jrdQuancr .ithQuaner 

li\xi S Lr.-ci il Leici 14 Lixzi ZZ iO x^xjrds 75 xvortts iOO words iSOwoms 

.Acaiai Insinicuonat li\ ei Acrjai Nuinocr of Words 

52_2fe 
WRNRRVC OF HTHH FRFOT-RNRV UORN«; BOMFWDRK' 

E.vpcaed Number of Words; T Reads e\-er>- niem 

1st Quarter 2ad Quaner jrd Quarter -iih Quaner Pracuces reading words 

15 uTjrds 2; words Se wurds TS words Practices writing wurds 

Acniai Number of Words Returns bookbag daily 

Parent signanire daily 

/vyxdju/xXj^ 4^(TrrL Qjiod^yy^ 
 ̂ p̂ -rA%_9̂ ĉp̂  

.\reas of Need; 

^hjL JrOD J^VnJid-

2 
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Discontinuing and Graduating 

Instead of graduating some students in the middle of the year, as is done in Reading 

Recovery, the children in Reading Discovery do not graduate until the end of the year. 

Graduation certificates were given to those children who; (1) successfully read at or 

above book level 20 at an instructional level, (2) used a variety of appropriate literacy 

strategies- (3) retold the story in a way that indicated adequate comprehension, (4) wrote 

at least 55 words, and (5) wrote at least 40 of the 50 phonograms in the dictated 

sentences. They need to continue to make gains throughout the year and to be within the 

average range on the assessments in May in order to graduate. I adjusted the reading 

recognition, writing vocabulary and reading text level requirements due to my testing of 

the entire first-grade population. As a result of lower achievement gains after leaving my 

program, I decided to continue the book check out for all children who had been in 

Reading Discovery. Andrea suggested that we do the book exchange Monday, 

Wednesday and Friday, instead of on a daily basis as I had previously done. This change 

was very successful because it gave the children two days to read the books. The children 

now had the opportunity to reread the books. It also reduced the fi-equency with which 

children returned books without reading them. Again during the sixth year, I waited to 

graduate the students from the program until the end of the year. This encouraged the 

children and their parents to keep reading throughout the rest of the year. Hopefiilly, they 

developed a habit of independent reading because of the reading at home encouraged by 

my program. 
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Results and Program Assessment 

Of the 90 students in first grade, 34 students were selected to participate in Reading 

Discovery. Nineteen of those 34 students graduated. Of the remaining students, I 

referred nine of them for remedial reading instruction for the following year. One child 

was tested for special education in July of 1998, and qualified for that program. Three of 

the children were retained and two moved. The principal does not support many 

retentions because she has read long-term studies that fail to show retention as being of 

much benefit in terms of improved achievement and there is an increased drop-out rate for 

children over 18 years of age. However, these studies group all retentions together. I 

believe that retention can be effective if it is carried out in first grade, the parents are 

supportive and the instruction provided is within the child's zone of proximal 

development. Two of the students I have recommended for retention have had very poor 

school attendance. One child missed 63 days while the other missed 46. Neither of these 

children had any major medical problems. The parents had kept them home for apparently 

tri\'ial reasons, such as going on long hunting trips or for not feeling in the mood to go to 

school. Another child attended our school for only four months and was assessed to be 

performing in literacy below the kindergarten level. 

Table 4.12 1997-1998 Reading Discovery Student Summary 

Number of Total in Graduated Recommende Referred to Retained Moved 
1st graders program d for help in Special 

2"** grade Education 

90 34 19 9 1 3 2 



Table 4 13 1997-1998 Pre- and Post-test First-grade Assessment Means 
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Reading 
Discovery 

Regular 
Education 

Reading 
Discover^-

Regular 
Education 

Pre-test Pre-test Post-test Post-test 

Reading Level .69 4.06 15.69 22.25 
Independent 
Reading Level 
Instructional 

1.23 4.65 18.75 24.28 

Reading Level 
Weighted 

.91 2.47 7.07 8.42 

Letter 47.42 50.96 N/A N/A 
Identification /S4 
Letter Sound 11.90 21.69 N/A N/A 
Identification /26 

Word 3.45 /25 13.47 /25 22.34 /25 23.62 125 
Recognition/25 /lOO 88 /lOO 94/100 
Writing 2.68 9.03 19.62/25 20.87 /25 
Vocabulary 47/75 55/75 

Promotion of School Literacy 

A new change in the sixth year was related to the book exchange. During the previous 

years, the children exchanged books five days per week during recess time. During the 

sixth year. I reduced the book exchanges to three days per week: Monday, Wednesday 

and Friday. This book exchange schedule meant that the children had more than one day 

to read a checked out book, the children received more time at recess, and I had additional 

time to plan for student lessons. 

The other reading specialist and myself implemented the Accelerated Reader Program, 

a computerized reading incentive program. We applied for and received a grant from our 

Parent Teacher Organization (P.T.O.) in order to purchase computerized test questions 



for a variety of literature books. Using the Accelerated Reader book list, we identified 

and labeled the books that the school owned and encouraged the librarian to make future 

purchases from the list. The children read the stories, went into the computer lab, 

answered comprehension questions about the story and then got points for the number of 

questions that they answered correctly. The Computer Lab has special Accelerated 

Reader times for students to take the tests. I volunteered to monitor the lab on Tuesdays 

at recess. Each test took between five and ten minutes to complete, which took less time 

than writing book reports on each story they read. The assignment of the traditional book 

report can be rather cumbersome and may actually deter children from reading. The 

students collect points based on text difficultv- and correct answers to the questions. At 

the end of each quarter, students traded in their points for prizes. This program also 

provides a record of books read and the scores students received on the tests. The 

Accelerated Reader program has been very effective, especially since I have been able to 

encourage my students from previous years check out books from the library and from my 

program on a regular basis. 

Collaboration and Professional Development 

I enjoyed the collaboration of working with Andrea who also implemented my 

program. This collaboration helped me to articulate my program more clearly and come 

up with reasons with why I do what I do as well as question my current practices. In 

addition, collaboration with other colleagues has helped my understzmding of literacy 

learning and instruction. 
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During the sixth year, I took a course entitled "Vygotsky in Education" I realized 

how applicable many of Vygotsky's ideas were to my understanding of learning, 

especially as they relate to supporting children's learning within their zone of proximal 

development. 

This was a very exciting year for me professionally. I presented my quantitative study 

entitled, "The Impact of my Reading Discovery Program on First-grade Literacy 

Achievement" at the National Reading Conference in December. I was one of only a few 

presenters who were doctoral candidates, the rest being college professors. This 

conference was much more research oriented than the other reading conferences I had 

attended in the past. I also presented at the Teachers for Applied Whole Language 

Conference, where my session "Pause, Prompt and Probe; Early Literacy Strategies" was 

well attended with excellent reviews. I also presented the same seminar the following 

week for my school district at its inservice day conference. 

Case Studies 

In order to get a better understanding of my program and the students who 

participated in it, I have selected four students for case study analysis. Although I have 

changed their names, each case study accurately describes that particular child. The 

students were selected based on their performance at the end of the year. The first 

student. Shelly, was in Reading Discovery for only one quarter, and she graduated at the 

end of the year. The second child, Mauai, was in the program for three quarters and also 

graduated fi"om my program. The third chUd is Julia, who was in the program for the 

entire year and may receive some short- term support in second grade. The fourth child. 
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Roger, was in the program for a semester and will probably need continued reading help. 

The fifth and last child is Arial, who will need continued reading support in second grade. 

The following case studies were written based on my journal entries, notes on the 

children's lesson plans, video and audio tapes and literacy assessments. 

Shellv 

When I evaluated Shelly in August 1998, she could read and name most of the letters 

(48/54) and could also give most of the letter sounds (23/26). Most of her errors were 

very common y/ for u, w/ for>', c for q. While reading the first 25 words on the high 

fi-equency chart, she attempted to decode all of the words. She could read ""ancf and "a" 

For twenty of the words she sounded out the letters backwards fi-om right to left. For 

the writing vocabulary she was able to write three words. '.4,"' "7," and "be."' She could 

also write her first name. During the text reading, she was able to point and read "No, no. 

no" for the Where s Spot book. While reading^ Bird Can Fly, she was able to follow the 

pattern except when she said for "can fly". In level two she read the word 

had for has two out of the five times and unsuccessfiilly decoded the, monkey, a, and 

yellow. While reading At the Zoo, level three. She was able to follow the general pattern 

except she said " Where's the (zebra)" for, "Can you find the (zebra)?" For the last page 

Shelly read: 

V ca/W (s/c) f/i/n/d t/a/e/ e/e/e/a/rvV 

yoii can find the elephant. 

Shelly predominately sounded out the letters without forming the word, except for can 

which she self-corrected. I did not start Shelly during the first quarter because she showed 



more potential for growth in comparison with those students that did not know very many 

sound symbol relationships and could not follow a pattern. 

However, I worked with Shelly during the second quarter. I met with Shelly one-to-

one for 22 lessons, and then, I discontinued her. By winter break 1997, she was able to 

read independently at Level 18, and she was able to use many strategies while reading. I 

continued to monitor her reading during the rest of the year. The May 1998 testing 

showed that Shelly was able to independently read at book level 26, which is considered to 

be equivalent to the middle of second grade. She was not projected to need any reading 

help in the fall of 1998. 

Mauai 

Mauai is a relatively large boy of Samoan origin who moved here from Hawaii in the 

middle of his kindergarten year. He was ranked third from the bottom in his class by his 

kindergarten teacher at our school. I assessed Mauai in August 1997 just as I had done 

with the other students. Although Mauai's initial scores were quite low. I intuitively felt 

his learning might accelerate at a faster rate than other children with similarly low scores. 

Mauai knew 49 out of the 54 letter names. However, he knew only seven letter sounds. 

He could read only two words, "'a" and He was able to write only one word. He told 

me all about snorkeling in Hawaii. He did not use standard English sentence structure. I 

generally delay my instruction of lowest students until after the first quarter is completed. 

I decided to take him anyway. 

I had a parent night for the parents of new incoming students to our program. Three 

of Mauai's relatives showed up for parents night, his two grandpjis and his mom. He lived 
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on a property with many people. In September 1997,1 wrote, " I am taking a language 

development class. Yesterday we talked about Creoles. I think that Mauai speaks a 

Samoan Creole." My professor asked me for an audio tape of Mauai. I didn't get around 

to taping him until later in the semester, and I was unable to pick up any irregular 

language forms. .Ailer first quarter, I realized that Mauai was going to need more support. 

I had him working with a tutor for 30 minutes a day on Tuesdays. The tutor said that 

Mauai was making great progress, especially in comparison to Arial, the other girl she 

tutored, who was not making much progress. I saw his "mom" after school one day. and I 

asked her about Mauai's relatives living at home. Mauai spoke of them, and I was having 

troubles keeping them straight. She said that she was not really Mauai's mom and that he 

did not know his mom. She told me, "I am sick of this kid following me around and 

calling me Mom." At this point I knew that life at home was probably not the best for 

Mauai. At the end of the tiiird quarter. I tested all of the students about whom we were 

still concerned. Mauai was still not where he should have been to successfiiily achieve in 

the classroom. During the fourth quarter of school. I selected Mauai to teach again on an 

individual basis. Nobody showed up for the spring parent teacher conferences. I asked 

Mauai about it. He said, "My mom went to Alabama. She is going to help my aunt clean 

her house and help with the baby." I said, "Well that is nice, it is hard to do everything 

when you have a new baby." Mauai replied, "But, she's not coming back." I didn't want 

to push the issue so I said, "Well its great that you have so many other people that you 

live with." Then we started reading. The next day Mauai's classroom teacher called 

home and the person who answered said, "Mauai doesn't live in this house anymore, but 
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he lives in the other mobile home." She gave his teacher the phone number for the 

Mauai's new home. She called, and Mauai's elderly grandfather answered. He said that 

Mauai was going to stay with him from then on. The next day Mauai said, "Do you know 

where my mom is? I asked, "Is she still with your aunt?" He said, "You wrote it down 

yesterday." I looked it up and then I said, "Yes, she is in Alabama." He asked, "Will you 

be my mom?" Trying not to crush his sensitive ego, I skirted the issue by replying, "If I 

were to have a son, I would want one just like you." The next day Mauai asked if he 

could write on the board. He wrote, "I Love you!" in big letters. He asked if I knew what 

he had written. I responded that he had written, "I love you." I also told him that I felt 

the same way about him, and I gave him a hug. At that point I was ready to cry. There 

was a little boy who was crying out for affection. 

In May of 1998, Mauai could read with expression and comprehension. He could read 

independently at level 18 and was at the instructional level of 22, which is the end of first-

grade reading level. I recommended that he be reassessed in the fall of 1998 to see if he 

needed to continue in Reading Discovery. Since he had received virtually no support from 

home, I presumed he would continue to need support. He enjoyed writing books and 

illustrating them at home. Mauai's vocabulary dramatically increased during the year, and 

he was able to communicate his ideas using standard English, in addition to the English 

Creole he spoke at home. 

Julia 

When I assessed Julia in August of 1997,1 realized she had great difBculties with her 

speech. As the year went on, however, I realized she had quite an extensive vocabulary 
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for someone her age. Both of Julia's parents have speech impediments. Her father was 

difiBcult to understand and did not speak very often at the two parent conferences he 

attended. Julia received tutoring throughout the entire school year. I predicted in the fall 

of 1997 that Julia could leam to read. Julia ended the year independent at book level 18 

and instructional at book level 20. She just made the cut-oflf to graduate from Reading 

Discovery. I have recommended that Julia be re-tested in the fall of 1998. Julia's mom 

told me that she is very pleased with her daughter's progress, and her mom had plans to 

send her to school for reading during summer 1998. 

Roger 

1 found Roger to be a kind, sweet natured, very polite child when I taught him during 

both his first-grade years beginning in 1996. I imagine his nice personality was partially 

due to the fact that he has been living in a home for the elderly, which his grandmother 

runs. Roger was bom prematurely and addicted to drugs. His natural mother went to jail 

immediately after his birth. Roger's father brought him to his own mother to raise. 

Roger's grandmother, who he knew only as his mom, was about 70 years old. His 

grandmother said she has little time to work with Roger because of her work running the 

home for the elderly, yet she was very concerned that Robert would not be "normal". 

Roger attended our special preschool since he was three years old. He began speech 

and language services while he was in the preschool program, and he has continued to 

qualify for them. Roger began my program during the 1996-1997 school year and was 

retained in first grade in May. Our school policy has been very strong against retaining 

students for academic reasons. However, if Roger had been bom on his normal due date. 
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he would have entered kindergarten one year later than he did. 

During his second year in first grade, to everyone's surprise. Roger had learned to 

read and write. At the end of the year he was only slightly below his peers in literacy 

achievement. His instructional level of reading was at book level 18, only two levels 

below what is normally expected. His fine motor coordination had greatly improved 

during the year. Roger's rate of learning was a bit slower than his peers, although I felt 

confident that he would be able to go on to second grade and function satisfactorily in the 

classroom. I recommended Roger for remedial reading for the 1998-1999 school year to 

give him some extra support. Even though Roger did not graduate fi^om Reading 

Discovery, he was successfiil! He has learned strategies to help him continue to improve 

his reading. When I did the final text reading assessment Avith him. he self corrected 15 

words. He would re-read, go on and come back and think about what might make sense. 

I am very please with Roger's progress. 

Anal 

Anal has received more help than any other student in the program. In August 1997. 

Anal did not know any of the sounds or words and only 40 letters. She wrote four words, 

her name, /. A. and dog. She began at Level B, meaning she was able to point and read 

"No, no, no!" When I tested her in October, she was only at Level 1. I began one-to-one 

instruction with her. After nine weeks of one-to-one instruction, she could only read at an 

instructional book level of 3. She could write 19 words and 25 of the 50 phonemes in the 

dictated sentence. Although she was making progress at that time, I was concerned about 

the relatively slow rate at which she was learning. In January 1998, her parents hired a 
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teacher to work with her two days a week after school. She also worked with a literacy 

volunteer once a week during this quarter. After testing her at book level 4 in March, we 

decided that my partner, Andrea, would work with her for a quarter to give her experience 

with a different teacher. In May of 1998, Arial could read at a level 10, could read 95 out 

of 100 sight words and could write 68 out of 100 words. More importantly, Arial had 

learned to monitor her reading, and did attempt to self-correct if her reading didn't make 

sense. Even though Arial started out significantly below her peers and was one of the 

lowest in the reading program, she was successfiiUy reading at a level considered to be half 

way through first grade by May 1998. I have suggested that Arial continue to receive 

support during the fall of 1 998 in a Remedial Reading class. 

Reflection 

This dissertation has provided information regarding the background and development 

of Reading Discovery as well as information about my professional development. 

Although I have completed this dissertation, I will continue to reflect and adapt my 

instruction. During the past sbc years, I have learned to keep carefixl records of what I do 

and my thinking behind it. I plan to continue to explore new avenues. My experiences, 

both the positive and the negative have influenced me. I believe it is important when 

reflecting on instruction to also look at the things that did not work and why. 

I was concerned about the reduced number of children that graduated, until I realized 

that I was only at the elementary school for half the time. My partner has learned a great 

deal about early literacy as a result of our collaboration. She kept her students at any 

given reading level for a longer period of time, while I went at a more rapid pace. My 
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students advanced to higher reading levels more quickly. If I found I had pushed a child 

too hard, I would remain at that reading level for a longer period of time and provide more 

support until they were able to use the reading strategies more successfully. I realize that 

it took me several years of experience to recognized those students that could be pushed 

to a higher reading level and those that needed additional support at the same reading 

level. I believe the program will become increasingly more effective through assessment, 

reflection and instructional modifications. 

I have made several changes as a result of my collaboration with my partner, Andrea. 

In explaining the procedures of my reading program and the theoretical basis, I was able 

to identify the critical elements that defined my program. 

One change I made was in how I considered the successful completion at a given 

reading level. I had already added a meaning score to the running records, in addition to 

an accuracy score. Andrea helped me to decide that it was acceptable to pass a child on a 

given reading level if the percentage of miscues that changed meaning were within the 

95% instructional range. For example one child said ""hippo" for hippopotamus, another 

said '"Roberf" for Roger. 

Although, I had intended on working on writing more, Andrea seemed to get more 

accomplished in this area. To help children with consonant digraphs, Andrea shared with 

me the "h" brothers story, where each of the brothers make a different sound th, w/z 

ch/, and sh/. I put library pockets in the student folders to help keep track of the books 

they checked out. This year, I included more writing in my lessons. The children 

published several books that were put in the library and wrote for the school newspaper. 
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Ideas for Next Year 

Next year, I intend to work individually with four students per day. For my fifth time 

period, I plan to go into each of the five first-grade classes that are planned for next year. 

I have worked with two of the first-grade teachers before, while three of them I have not. 

The other three teachers will be having multi-age classrooms including first graders. For 

my fifth time period, I'm going to work with a different first-grade teacher each day. I 

will be teaching both the teachers and the students literacy strategies for reading and 

writing to help improve the instructions. I plan to work with each of the classroom 

teachers so I can promote literacy in the classroom. 

I have found that increasing the number of students served one-to-one in my program, 

decreased the amount of time with each student. I want to give the children the 

opportimity to have more instructional time, as opposed to picking up additional children. 

I would like to try to meet the needs of the children who score in the low to middle range 

on the assessments in their regular classroom. This can be accomplished with effective 

strategy instruction by their first-grade teachers in the classroom. I will work more closely 

with the classroom teachers to help them engage in reflection and analysis of their own 

instruction and provide them with reading strategies and techniques. 

I will teach the children who are in the lowest quartile as measured by the assessment 

tests. In order for me to devote more time to teaching reading courses at the university, I 

will continue to work half time in the mornings with Andrea teaching in the afternoons. 

We are discussing the possibility of her teaching four students and then teach a small 

group. The small groups could be made up of children that have not quite graduated and 
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need just a little bit of support. This might be a good opportunity for her to work with 

students in a way that would expand our program. 

Another way to increase the amount of student contact time would be to recruit more 

literacy volunteers. However, after reviewing the data on children served by the literacy 

volunteers, it might be more effective for them to work with the children who need a little 

boost, as opposed to the lowest achieving students. I have observed that the lower the 

student, the better qualified a teacher needs to be in order to provide appropriate 

instruction. 

Summary for Mv Six Year Study 

Over these six years, I have been able to help many students leam to read and write. 

As a result of my one-to-one instruction I have been able to meet the needs of many 

students. I am able to identify those areas that are strengths and those areas that need 

reinforcement. I am able to observe the children carefully and record what I observe. I 

have learned to provide specific prompts to help the child think about what they're reading 

to make sure that what they're reading makes sense, and looks right, and they are able to 

comprehend what they are reading. Their writing has improved dramatically over the 

time, as a result of an increase focus on writing. 

Reading Discovery is an early literacy intervention program that accelerates the 

learning of the pre-reading first-grade children at our school. The foundation for this early 

literacy program came fi^om my Reading Recovery training. Typically, children in the 

lower quartile require remedial reading instruction throughout much of their schooling. 

Many of these children could benefit from participating in an accelerated early literacy 



program such as Reading Discovery and may not need continued intervention. The 

previous section is a narrative of my journey as a teacher/researcher. 

In reflection over the last couple of years, I have noticed a significant improvement in 

the children when I have several volunteers. The literacy volunteers have been very 

helpful, especially in the 1996-97 year when I had seven volunteers. In the fall of 1998,1 

have four volunteers returning. I hope to make the program more effective by recruiting 

and training additional volunteers. 

There are many aspects of my program upon which I have improved. However, I also 

came to realize that there are some areas that I still need to improve. First of all in my 

effort to meet the needs of more children, a smaller percentage of my students actually 

graduated. I felt that it was necessary to work with more children, because they were not 

making the expected gains in the regular classroom. Unfortunately the class size in the 

classrooms is increasing. In my first year, there was an average of 22 children in each of 

the first-grade classrooms, while this year there was an average of 29 children per 

classroom. I disagree with anyone that says it doesn't matter how many students are in the 

class. There is a big range between the skills of first graders. Their reading levels range 

fi-om level 0 to over level 30 upon entering first grade. Some children can write complete 

stories, while others struggle to write the letters in their name. 

Secondly, I needed to work on collaborating more with the classroom teachers. 

Initially, I saw my program as supplemental and separate fi^om the classroom instruction. I 

provided literacy support for the children that were significantly below their classmates as 

measured by Marie Clay's Observation Survey. During my training year and my first year 
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at my current school, I enjoyed working with the teachers, and I was excited about 

bringing this new program to the schools to improve children's literacy. I believed that if 

these teachers had my training they would be more effective teachers. I. therefore, gave 

inservice training to the teachers each year, skipping the last year 1997-98. since there 

were no new first-grade teachers. 

For my project in my qualitative research class. I chose to interview the four first-

grade teachers about literacy instruction and video tape three of their reading lessons. 

Some noteworthy results of that investigation were that the four first-grade teachers were 

able to recall many of the literacy strategies that I suggested to them in the inservice 

training that I gave at the beginning of the year. They all stated that the instruction should 

include a variety of techniques and methods. Two of the teachers provided the children 

with reading books to take home to read regularly. One of the teachers recruited parent 

volunteers who came about twice per week to her classroom to individually listen to the 

children read from the anthologies. While another teacher taught her students how to do 

in depth literature discussion groups while she worked with other groups. Two of the 

teachers provided regular opportunities for children to write original text. However, there 

were some concerns I had as a result of this project and other interactions I have had with 

these teachers. In observing the classrooms, I did not necessarily find what they had 

described to be their philosophy reflected in their classroom instruction. 

I had observed that each student actually did very little reading or writing during these 

lessons. Some of the responses in the interview bothered me. In response to my question 

"What do you do for the children that are having difiBculties with literacy?" two teachers 
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replied that I had such a great program that they just send them to me. This disturbed me 

because, as classroom teachers they are ultimately responsible for the learning by all of 

their students. These teachers had made only superficial adaptations to meet the needs of 

their children, such as reduce the number of spelling words or the amount of work. To the 

question, "'What do you do when a child comes to a word they are having trouble with?" 

another teacher replied " I sit there and wait as long as it takes, and then, I send them to 

the dictionary to look it up." I actually observed this in her classroom. I found this to be 

a very inappropriate strategy for helping a child figure out a word. First of all looking up 

a word in the dictionary will not help a first-grade child read or understand the word. 

Secondly, the child spent over ten minutes of his reading time trying to find the word in 

the dictionarv' when a classmate was sent to help him. When he finally returned to the 

group, he had missed instruction and did not know what to do. Several times, the 

teachers would show me a student's work and say statements like, "Look at this! He is 

just putting down random letters, words or answers." As a result of my experience, even 

without the child there to question, I could hypothesize what the child was doing. For 

example, a child wrote t for a picture of a jeep. It is possible that the child thought it was 

a truck. A child's speech will often affect the spelling of words such as budado for potato. 

Often the child may not understand the directions. On a worksheet, a child may just write 

one of the words in the box in each blank, or write their own words, or select a word with 

the same beginning sound. It was not that the child believes that, A bike was riding his 

boy. I have found that most children do not put down random responses. My suggestion 

is to ask the child, "Why did you chose that word" or "Explain to me what this means." 
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Before long, however I became discouraged. More and more children needed reading 

support each year. Some children who had discontinued from my program, made very 

little progress after leaving my program. Other children were never recommended to me 

and needed continued reading support in second grade. I became more critical of the 

teachers' instruaion. 

Before I started testing all of the students, I found out that several of them needed 

reading help in second grade, and I was not even aware that they had any difBculties. In 

my first year at this school, the students who were referred to me were often boys with 

behavior problems. Four well-behaved girls did not get referred, yet they were found to 

be significantly lower than their classmates in second grade. A second concern was that 

two of the three teachers had significantly lower scores than the other teacher after several 

years. The kindergarten teacher ranked the children in terms of academics and behavior. 

This ranking was used to balance the classrooms. The following are characteristics of this 

one classroom that I believe contributed to the improvement of the students in her class. 

Every child was given a Scott Foresman reading anthology to take home to practice 

reading. The students were expected to write in the published response journals that 

accompany the text book series. She provided long wait time. There were, however, 

characteristics of that classroom with which I am not comfortable. I am not able to work 

with all of the students who need help; the teachers are going to have to help the average 

students. 

My presentation topics have included early literacy strategies, early literacy 

intervention, metacognition, and my qualitative study on teacher literacy beliefs and 



practices. I have had an impact on school-wide literacy through implementing the tutoring 

program, reading incentive program, and yearly reading and writing activities at our 

school. Each first-grade teacher is given the results of my literacy assessments including 

pre- and post- test data on every student, and quarterly updates on the students in the 

lowest quartile. 

TABLE 4.14 Summary of Instruction 

1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 

Program Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading 
Recovery Recovery Discovery Discovery Discoverv Discoverv 

Provider Rdna Rdng Rdng Rdng Rdng Rdna 
of Specialist Specialist Special & Tutors Specialist Special 
Instrction tutors Tutors/ tutors. 

Teacher teachers 

Grades 1 1 1 1-2 K-2 1-3 
served 

% of vear 50% 50% 25% 25% 100% 100% 
children in 
program 

Focus of Child Child only Child & Child & Child & Child & 
mv only Teacher Teacher School School 
program 

Mv Learning Include Develop All 1" New Set student 
Growth RR Phonics strategies graders assessmnt expectation 
Plan Program and tested. & based on 

phonics Teacher reporting data 
guide change 

Changes 1/2 RR Start Literacy Some Graduate 1/2 day RD 
in 1/2 2°'* program tutors Groups of at end of 1/2 day 
program grade in new two year Ph.D. 

school 

New .5 day Full day Reading Parent Book Accelerate 
Program RR/Z"" RR Discovery training checkout Reader 
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TABLE 4.15 Reading Program Summary from 1992-1998 

1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1997-97 1997-98 

Total First 88 52 88 90 87 90 
Graders 

In Program 8/16 * 22 28 33 45 34 
Graduated 3/6 18 17 21 27 19 
Remedial 3/5 I 5 6 8 9 
Special Ed. 2/4 1 0 5 I 1 
Retained 0/0 0 4 0 4 J 

Moved 0/1 2 2 1 5 n 

Tutors 0/0 1 2 2 8 5 

^During this year, the program had two Reading Recovery teachers. The results 

are expressed as the ratio of my students to the total in the program. 

The following table provides an overview of the six years in this study. 

The following table indicates the mean scores for each of the assessments at five times 

during the school year for both the regular education students and those in Reading 

Discovery. The reason I began this analysis with 1995, is that this is the first year I 

collected data on the regular first-grade school population. Blanks indicate that I did not 

administer this assessment during that particular time period. The purpose for this 

information is for me to develop expectations for children's scores at each of the five time 

periods. Table 4.16 indicates the mean test scores over the last five years. The means for 

each test were divided into the five time periods the test was administered. In the table, 

tlReg. & tlRD indicate the mean scores for regular education students and Reading 

Discovery graduates at time 1 in August, t2 was their mean score in October, t3 in 

January, t4 in March and t5 was their mean scores at the end of the year in May. 
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Table 4.16 Mean Scores of Assessments for I995-I998 

tlReg. tlRD t2Reg. t2RD t3Reg. t3RD t4Ree. t4RD tSReg. T5RD 
L£ttcr ID 

54 
52 48 54 53 54 53 54 54 54 54 

Sounds 
26 

24 18 25 20 25 23 25 24 26 25 

CAP 
24 

15 12 20 18 20 20 20 22 22 

Word 
Recog. 

13 35 29 62 64 80 91 97 96 

Writing 
Vocab. 

18 8 32 20 33 30 39 48 63 59 

Dictatn. 
37 

21 10 29 32 34 35 36 34 

Dictatn. 
50 

36 31 37 32 46 38 43 39 

Indepen. 
Te.« 

4.8 1.0 10.2 3.3 11.3 8.0 16.7 14 6 23.1 22.8 

Instruct. 
Te.\t 

5.7 1.6 10.35 3.8 12.7 9.66 18.1 16.8 24 9 24.8 

Letter Names and Sounds. At the begiiming of the year, regular education students 

already knew the letter names and their sounds, whereas those children selected for 

Reading Discovery typically did not. By the end of the year almost ail the Reading 

Discovery students knew the names of the letters and the sounds that they made. The 

letter q was the most commonly missed letter because it was often confused with p. 

The Concepts About Print (CAP). This assessment is more difficult, especially with 

identifying incorrectly spelled words. This accounts for 4 of the 25 items on the 

assessment. .Almost all students missed these both in the pre-test and the post-test. 

Word Recognition. At the beginning of the year the regular education students 

recognize an average of 13 words, while Reading Discovery students typically only 

recognize three high fi"equency words. The words "a" and "awof" were the most 

commonly known words. At the end of the year, Reading Discovery students recognized 

an average of 96 high frequency words and the Regular education students knew an 

average of 97 words, only one more word on average. 
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Writing Vocabulary. Regular Education students could write an average of 18 words, 

while Reading Discovery students could write only eight. Writing their first and last 

names typically counted as two of the eight words written. At the end of the year, the 

regular education students could write 63 out of 75 words dictated to them, and the 

Reading Discovery students could write 59 words. Writing appears to accelerate more 

slowly than reading for the Reading Discovery students. 

Reading Levels. At the beginning of the year, the regular education students could 

read at an independent book level of 4.8 and instructional level of 5.7 This means that 

they could probably read a book such as Bears in the Night (Berenstain, 1985) which had 

100 running words with less than 5 miscues. In contrast, children in Reading Discoverv' 

could read at an independent book level 1 on average, and an instructional level of 1.6. 

An example of Level 1 book is I Hunter. This is a counting book in which a numeral and 

the name of an animal is written on each illustrated page, the last page reads, "and 1 

hunter." These children were unable to read higher level books because the pattern on the 

last page changed slightly. 

However, by the end of the year, Reading Discovery children could independently 

read at book level 22.8 compared with 23.1 for regular education children. The difference 

in instructional levels between the two groups was only 1/10 different. Level 24.8 for 

Reading Discovery and 24.9 for regular education students. This indicates that the 

Reading Discovery children made significant gains in reading level. 

The analyses of the mean scores on these assessments were used to adapt my 

expectations for the Reading Discovery students for each quarter. These quarterly 
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expectations were written on the report cards for the parents to see. 

Conclusions 

The Reading Discovery Program had a positive efFea on the first-grade children who 

were identified as needing additional literacy support. In comparison to the regular 

population, the children in my program showed a higher statistically significant difference 

score for five of the six assessments. This indicates students in the Reading Discovery 

program showed greater improvement than did children in the regular education group. 

The major outcome of the quantitative portion of this study was that although the regular 

education children initially outperformed those children in the Reading Discovery 

Program, the difference between the two groups was greater at the pre-test than at the 

post-test. Regression to the mean was more of a threat during the initial testing in August 

when the two groups scored significantly different, however as the Reading 

Recovery/Discovery students scored closer to the mean on subsequent assessments, 

regression to the mean became negligible. The Reading Recovery program was 

deliberately given to the at-risk children because their scores were unexpectedly low. 

Using multiple regression analysis, I found that instructional and independent reading 

levels were shown to be correlated at the .96 Level, therefore, I used the instructional 

levels. I found the assessment scores for letters, sounds, and writing vocabulary to be 

predictors of reading success in first grade. 

The results of the qualitative data supported the positive effects of the Reading 

Discovery program that were found with the statistical analysis. The qualitative data 

provided specific examples of student assessments and reading development. 
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The number of lessons varied inversely to the reading level of the children. This was 

because the children referred for special education services received the most lessons and 

their rate of learning is slower. This presented an ethical dilemma. If the Reading 

Discovery program is more successful with the higher functioning children, then to be 

most effective, I should work with the higher fimctioning kids. I caimot say to the parents 

of these children, "I'm sorry your child is too low for my program. " However, I was able 

to select when and what intervention I used with these children. During the last three 

years, I did not select the lowest children to teach at the beginning of the year I took the 

next lowest group. The lowest children first worked with my tutors. I did not eliminate 

the lowest children from my data, but I did code them as special education and analyzed 

the data with and without them. The children from previous years were also reevaluated 

to determine if they were continuing to make progress. By selecting the second to lowest 

children first for instruction, I was able to work with more students throughout the year. 

I encountered some problems while analyzing the data. At the beginning of the year. I 

could not ask first-grade children to read and write as many words as I did at the end of 

the year. Therefore, I included additional colunms that I used to adjust the scores so I 

could compare the pre- and post- tests with the same number of words. For example, at 

the beginning of the year I asked the children to read the first 25 words on the Fry's list. 

At the end of the year, I asked them to read the first 100 words. The first 25 words were 

identical, and therefore, I returned to the raw data and calculated an additional score for 

the first 25 words. I also did this Avith the writing vocabulary. 
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I was not consistent with the number of words I asked my children to read and write at 

any given time. Sometimes because a child was so low, I would not require them to read 

or write the entire list. To remedy this, I adjusted each of the scores to the least common 

number of words. However, I continued to keep a column with their original scores. I 

therefore, have several columns under reading and writing vocabulary in order to compare 

like groups. 

An additional problem was that for the first four years, I used the first 20 words or all 

60 words firom the "'Ohio Word Test". During the last two years I used the first 25 words 

at the beginning of the year and all 200 words fi"om the Fry's word list at the end of the 

year. Fifty-five out of the sixty words on the "'Ohio Word Test" were part of the first 

hundred words of Fry's list. These data were most useful for comparing children within a 

given year. However, for comparison purposes, I have converted the raw scores to 

percentages and generated a predicted score for the other assessment. 

There is an intrinsic problem with the text levels. There is a significant difference 

between being at an instructional level of 0 and Level 3. A text level of 0 Indicates that 

the child was unable to follow a simple pattern and match one to one. A level 3 indicates 

a child can follow a pattern and notices the change in print when the pattern changes. A 

child who cannot read, but can follow patterns would score a Level 2. However, Level 3 

indicates the child can read some text. In contrzist, the difference between Level 21 and 

Level 24 texts was small and both were in the range of the first semester in second grade. 

In order to adjust for this, I used the Reading Recovery chart for dividing first graders into 

ten stages of development firom "not ready" to "fluency." Reading Recovery materials 
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generally go up to 24, however, there were additional testing materials for Levels 26-31. 

After year two, I elected to stop the testing at Level 26, which is considered to be at the 

second grade, second semester reading level. This means that some children may have 

been able to read beyond this level, but were not tested beyond 26. In this case, I 

recorded their independent score as 26 and their instructional score as 26.9 to indicate 

above Level 26. According to Reading Recovery, Level 16 is the end of first grade, and a 

child is taken to Level 18, which is at the beginning of second grade. This would not be 

appropriate for my school. I have found that children need to be at a minimum of 

Level 20 to be successful in second grade. That is why it is important to have individual 

school norms to determine the end level or graduation level. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the changes in my Reading Discovery 

Program and investigate the processes that I went through during the development of this 

program. I investigated the following questions: 

1. What impact did the Reading Discovery program have on the literacy achievement 

of first-grade students? 

2. What processes did I go through to evaluate and adapt the program to meet the 

needs of the students and staff? 

3. What changes did I make in my literacy program as a result of my ongoing 

research as a teacher/researcher during the last six years? 

4. What have I done to support teachers' and students' literacy learning in my school 

and in the literacy conunimity'^ 

My review of the literature indicated that there is a need for early literacy intervention 

to help at-risk children become successfiil readers and writers. Some common 

characteristics of effective early literacy programs were found to include; increased time 

that students spend actually reading and writing, the selection of more appropriate literacy 

texts and tasks, and strategy instruction that was enhanced by teachers providing wait 

time, questions, and prompts to help students monitor their own reading and writing 

processes. 
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Method 

The data for this six-year study were collected from two elementary schools where I 

was assigned as a reading specialist. I measured student's reading and writing 

achievements using individually administered assessments from Marie Clay's Observation 

Survey which include; letter identification, concepts about print, word recognition, writing 

vocabulary, dictation and leveled text reading. My students were assessed five times per 

year, although an individual student may not have been tested at all five time points. The 

Reading Discovery students were selected based on their pre-test scores on the 

Observation Survey. During the last three years, I tested the entire first grade to make sure 

every student who needed additional reading and writing instructional support received it. 

These data were also used to develop norms for the assessments at each of the five testing 

time points. To make more efficient use of my time, I administered the writing vocabulary 

as a group test simultaneously to the children in the first-grade classes. I recorded the 

children's reading and writing responses and organized the resulting data for analysis. 

Results 

Using an Analysis of Variance with a .05 alpha level, there was no significant 

difference between children in my program and the regular education students using the 

word recognition, dictation and text reading assessments. There was a statistically 

significant difference in the writing vocabulary assessment, favoring the regular education 

students. However, a growth trend toward improvement in wnting vocabulary by the 

Reading Discovery students was observed. 

Graduates from the Reading Discovery Program were able to score in text reading at 
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or above the average for students at the end of first grade. The Reading Discovery 

students' sight word vocabularies were also at or above the average for students in that 

grade. However, their writing vocabulary was found to be slightly below the average. 

The students who were to be tested for special education or who were participating in that 

program did not make the dramatic gains that the other non-special education Reading 

Discovery children made. However, the special education Reading Recovery students did 

make gains in both reading and writing. As a result of this data analysis. I was able to use 

the means to develop expectations for first graders at our school. I learned that by the end 

of first grade, children should be able to independently read at a Level 18. with an 

instructional level of 20. .An example of a Level 18 book would be Frog and Toad are 

Friends (Lobel. 1973). This is a begirming chapter book with familiar topics, simple and 

complex sentence structure, and little to no repetitive language. Out of 150 possible sight 

vocabulary words, the average number of words correctly pronounced was 140 words. 

Out of 75 possible writing vocabulary words, the average number of correctly wTitten was 

60 words. 

Reading Discovery was found to be an effective reading intervention program, which 

not only helped at-risk students make enough gains to achieve within the average range, 

but it was also found to accelerate their learning so that they were able to catch up to their 

peers. This means that the gains that the Reading Discovery students made were greater 

than those made by the other students, since the Reading Discovery students started out 

substantially behind the regular program students. 

The following describes threats to the internal validity of this study. One uncontrolled 
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threat is that of selection and maturation. Initially, the children in my reading program 

were academically lower than the regular population. Some children in Reading 

Discovery may have developed more slowly than the regular population. 

The qualitative data for this study came from a variety of sources; (I) student lesson 

plans, student writing, and anecdotal notes, (2) audio and video tapes of student's lessons, 

(3) reflective journals, (4) year-end summaries of the program, (5) notes on 

communication from parents and teachers, (6) presentation materials, and (7) my detailed 

resume. 

The qualitative information sources show how I documented the changes in my 

program and the processes I went through while making instructional decisions. The 

qualitative data analysis indicated that classroom teachers could effectively improve their 

reading instruction by means of self-reflection and informed analysis of notes and student 

records. 

Conclusion 

The Reading Discovery Program is an effective method of accelerating literacy 

achievement. The key elements for to an effective program is providing children with the 

strategies necessary to monitor their reading and be effective problem solvers and 

providing children with self-selected materials at an appropriate level and interest. Unlike 

some other programs, the Reading Discovery Program involves reading and writing of real 

text, instead of completing worksheets, playing games or using fancy gimmicks. Children 

learn to read and write by actually reading and writing for real purposes. Studies show 

that an increased amount of reading time is one of the key factors for improving reading 
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and writing achievement. Practices that are effective for at-risk children are also effective 

for regular education students. It is important that teachers provide all students with a 

high level of reading and writing instruction, so that all children will be able to develop 

independent problem solving skills and become life long readers and writers. In 

conclusion, Reading Discovery was found to be an effective program for at-risk children, 

because I systematically recorded and analyzed my students' and my behavior. 

collaborated with others, and adapted my program to increase its effectiveness. 

Based on the findings of this six-year study, the following conclusions appear to be 

warranted. Reading Discovery is an effective early literacy program for children who 

score below the average range on the Observational Survey (Clay. 1985), the literacy 

assessments administered as part of the Reading Discovery program each year in .A.ugust. 

When the entire first grade was assessed again by the same six tests in May, the Reading 

Discoverv' students were found each year to score within the average range. This study 

revealed that the children who participated in the Reading Discovery program showed 

accelerated learning and that 75% of those children were able to read and write as well as 

their average achieving peers. While Reading Discovery students started out significantly 

lower than their peers in August, there was no significant difference in the reading and 

writing achievement between these two groups in May, showing accelerated achievement 

for the Reading Discovery students. 

The results have indicated that by increasing the number of students beyond fifty 

students, each student received fewer lessons. As a result, a smaller number of children 

were able to graduate firom the program during this last year, 1997-1998. As a result. 
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next year I will not attempt to service more than fifty students. During this year another 

confounding factor was that I only worked half time in the mornings, and a teacher who 

had been trained in the Reading Discovery method worked with the students the other half 

of the time in the afternoons. However, this teacher was not trained in Reading Recovery 

and was engaged in learning the prompting, running records, and other Reading Recovery 

processes that provide a foundation for Reading Discovery while she taught this past year. 

To encourage literacy development throughout the school, I have chosen to extend my 

duties well beyond those connected with Reading Discover\'. I have implemented a 

school-wide tutoring program at our school in conjunction with the "OASIS" Literacy' 

Program. In collaboration with the other reading specialist, I have staned a computerized 

reading incentive program called the "Wccelerated Reader Program" at our school. I have 

labeled and organized books from the Accelerated Reader list that children from any grade 

can come and check out. I am also the coordinator for the Love of Reading week 

activities each year, encouraging children to read and scheduling authors to come to our 

schools. I coordinate the yearly "Young Author's Conference'' in a nearby city. In 

addition, I provide in-service training for our teachers and staff" on a regular basis. I 

provide reading nights for the parents at my school, not just the parents of children in my 

program, but for all parents interested in helping their children with literacy. 

The past six years have been very exciting for me in a professional sense. During these 

past six years, I was trained in Reading Recovery, have attended graduate school and 

earned a master's degree, participated in nineteen literacy conferences, and have regularly 

read from reading research journals and numerous recently published books on literacy. 



Using the knowledge from ail of these sources, I have been able to provide an early 

literacy intervention program for first graders as well as support and training for primary 

grade teachers, instructional aides and literacy volunteers. 

Finally and most importantly, I believe that I have bean able to make a difference in the 

literacy lives of hundreds of first-grade children, who can now read and write with 

understanding, expression, and confidence. 

Implications 

The findings of this study have important implications for universities, schools and 

teachers who are interested in improving the literacy instruction and the learning of 

children. It also generates implications for future research in the field of early literacy. 

These findings demonstrate the importance of early literacy intervention, individual 

student assessment, teacher reflection, and adaptation of literacy practices for optimal 

student learning. University courses should emphasize these concepts. No individual 

reading program or technique can effectively meet the needs of all students. Therefore, it 

is up to the classroom teacher to make educational decisions as what is the best for each 

child. Not only is it important for classroom teachers to reflect on what they are doing, 

but it is important for them to collaborate with other classroom teachers and to gain new 

knowledge through attending conferences, in-services and reading current research. 

Effective in-service programs focusing on teacher's knowledge of literacy, theory and 

practice should be developed. Since schools as institutions are difficult to change, 

efifective in-service programs focusing on the teacher's needs and the teacher's selecting 

those areas that they would like to improve on with an emphasis on the importance of 
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reading, as a learning tool should be developed. 

Reading specialists and administrators should promote and publicize the special 

reading programs at their school so that other teachers can become more knowledgeable 

about the program and the services provided by it. The neading specialist s responsibility 

is also to provide training for the classroom teachers. Faculty and admimstrators should 

re-evaluate and adapt their reading programs to provide the students with literacy 

instruction that encourages strategy use and independence. 

This research provides teachers an opportunity to see how they too can conduct 

research in their classrooms and make effective decisions about their instruction. 

A review of the literature reveals that early literacy programs are necessary to improve 

the literacy development of children. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

This study would have been more robust if I had been able to use a control group of 

children who obtained similar pretest scores but did not attend the Reading Discovery 

Prosram. However, it would have been unethical to refuse services to children in order to 

place them in a control group. 

To investigate the significance of the Reading Discovery reading gain scores in a 

future study, I could test students in schools both with and without Reading Discovery 

and compare their assessment scores. In retrospect, it would have been beneficial to select 

a comparable school within my district that did not have Reading Discovery and pre- and 

post- test those students. 

An additional way to show the significant gains the program children made, would be 
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to test all children in the first grade at the three intermediate time periods, in addition to 

the pre- and post- testing I administered. I predict that these data would show a 

significant increase on the scores of the assessments for the program children during the 

grading periods I worked with them, while regular education students would not make as 

significant gains. 

Additional research should be conducted to investigate other early literacy programs 

and the unique needs and problems associated with children who are at-risk in their 

literacy development. 
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Appendix A-1 

Table 3 .1 Variables Used in the Database 

Variable Name Variable Label Value Value Label 

gender 

dob 
rdng 

srvc 

gender 

tchr 
dtestl 
Itrsl 
sndsl 
cap I 
\vr20.1 
wr25.1 
wv25.l 
dic37.1 
indl 
ins I 
rdngl 

date of birth 
Reading Program 

services 

teacher # 
Date of Test I 
Let ters  1/54 
Sounds 1 /26 
Concepts about print 
word recognition 1 /20 
word recognition 1 /25 
writing vocabulary 1 /25 
dictat ion 1/37 
independent Level 1 
instructional Level I 
Reading Level I 

1 female 
2 male 

0 no reading help 
1 Reading recovery/Discovery 
0 no services 
1 Speech/Language 
2 ESL or Bilingual 
3 referred to Special Education 
4 emotional difSculties 
5 retained during the previous vear 

(1-5) 
(approximately August) 
(possible score of 54) 
(possible score of 26) 

'24 (possible score of 24) 
(possible score of 20) 
(possible score of 25) 
(possible score of 25) 
(possible score of 37) 
(95% - 100% text accuracy) 
(90% - 94% text accuracy) 

0 no readiness Levels 0-. 5 
1 readiness Levels 1-2 
2 pre pre primer Levels 3-4 
3 pre primer Levels 5-6 
4 primer Levels 7-8 
5 1 ̂  grade/second quarter Levels 9-12 
6 1 grade/third quarter Levels 13-16 
7 r' grade/fourth quarter Levels 17-20 
8 2°*' grade/first semester Levels 21-24 
9 2"*^ grade/second sem. Levels 25-28 
10 3"" grade/first semester Levels 29-32 



Table 3.1 Continued 

Variable Name Variable Label Value Value Label 

dtest2* date of test 2 (approximately October) 
dtest3* date of test 3 (approximately January) 
dtest4* date of test 4 (approximately March) 
dtestS* date of test 5 (approximately May) 

dlessonl date of first lesson 
dlessend date of last lesson 
species # of lessons with Specialist 
tutles # of lessons with Tutor 
totalles # of total lessons 
result end result 0 no reading help 

quarl 

quar2 
quarS 
quar4 

First quarter instruction 

4 
5 
6 
0 

1 

2 
J 
4 
5 
6 

second quarter instruction 
third quarter instruction 
fourth quarter instruction 

graduated from Reading Discovery-
short-term help in second grade 
continued help 
referred to Special Education 
retained 
moved 
no intervention 
with Specialist 
with Tutor 
book exchange 
with Reading Teacher 
referred to Special Education 
not attending school 
0-6 above 
0-6 above 
0-6 above 

*The assessments in the Observation Survey were administered during the subsequent test 
dates, along with additional reading and writing vocabulary. 



Appendix A-2 
Table 3 .2 Sample Data from the 1996-1997 Database 

gend dob rdng srvc tchr dtesti Itrsi snds cap1 

59 1 12/01/88 0 0 3 08/25/95 52 22 11 

60 1 04/25/89 0 0 3 08/25/95 51 19 16 

61 03/11/89 1 0 5 08/28/95 50 18 12 

62 1 06/21/89 0 0 3 08/25/95 50 17 8 

63 1 11/04/88 1 1 2 08/25/95 39 19 15 

64 2 05/18/89 0 0 1 08/25/95 49 21 

65 1 12/01/88 1 4 3 08/23/95 52 10 12 

66 1 10/26/88 0 0 1 08/25/95 44 20 12 

67 1 01/18/89 0 0 2 08/25/95 54 26 19 

68 1 12/29/88 1 2 2 08/25/95 44 22 13 

69 2 05/20/89 0 0 5 08/28/95 54 26 

70 2 02/22/89 1 1 2 08/25/95 44 22 14 

71 1 01/25/89 0 0 2 

72 2 06/02/89 1 0 2 08/25/95 45 22 10 

73 2 08/08/89 1 0 2 08/25/95 43 11 9 

74 2 07/08/89 0 2 1 08/25/95 53 20 

75 1 02if24/89 0 0 3 08/25/95 53 25 12 

76 2 09/15/88 0 0 2 08/25/95 53 25 20 

77 2 06/29/89 1 0 3 08/25/95 50 4 13 

78 1 09/30/88 0 0 1 08/25/95 53 25 18 

79 1 09/20/88 0 0 1 08/25/95 47 19 17 

80 1 06/01/89 3 0 2 

81 1 01/08/88 0 1 2 08/25/95 49 23 10 

82 2 10/09/88 0 0 3 08/25/95 53 20 15 



Appendix A-3 
Table 3 .2 Sample Data from the 1996-1997 Database 

wr20. wr25. wv25. dic37 ind1 ins1 rdngi 

59 2 2 18 26 1.0 1.0 1 

60 2 2 17 18 3.0 3.0 2 

61 1 1 14 12 2.0 2.0 1 

62 1 1 23 21 .0 .0 0 

63 0 0 11 11 2.0 2.0 1 

64 2 2 18 24 2.0 3.0 2 

65 3 3 12 21 3.0 3.0 2 

66 3 3 17 20 2.0 1.0 1 

67 17 22 31 33 9.0 9.0 5 

68 1 1 2 7 .0 .0 0 

69 14 18 31 32 5.0 9.0 5 

70 5 6 15 18 2.0 3.0 2 

71 

72 0 0 8 14 1.0 1.0 1 

73 0 0 5 0 2.0 2.0 1 

74 1 1 11 22 .5 .5 0 

75 8 10 26 28 5.0 5.0 3 

76 3 3 28 28 8.0 12.0 5 

77 1 1 23 30 .5 .0 0 

78 9 11 32 32 4.0 5.0 3 

79 1 1 20 1.0 1.0 1 

8 0  . . . . . .  .  

81 9 11 16 20 2.0 2.0 1 

82 9 11 31 28 4.0 5.0 3 
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